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2Abstract
In recent years, a number of large enterprises have gradually begun to use vari-
ous Augmented Reality technologies to prominently improve the audiences’ view of
their products. Among them, the creation of an immersive virtual interactive scene
through the projection has received extensive attention, and this technique refers to
projection SAR, which is short for projection spatial augmented reality. However,
as the existing projection-SAR systems have immobility and limited working range,
they have a huge difficulty to be accepted and used in human daily life. Therefore,
this thesis research has proposed a technically feasible optimization scheme so that
it can be practically applied to AR broadcasting and demonstrations.
Based on three main techniques required by state-of-art projection SAR applica-
tions, this thesis has created a novel mobile projection SAR cameraman for AR
broadcasting and demonstration. Firstly, by combining the CNN scene parsing
model and multiple contour extractors, the proposed contour extraction pipeline
can always detect the optimal contour information in non-HD or blurred images.
This algorithm reduces the dependency on high quality visual sensors and solves the
problems of low contour extraction accuracy in motion blurred images. Secondly, a
plane-based visual mapping algorithm is introduced to solve the difficulties of visual
mapping in these low-texture scenarios. Finally, a complete process of designing the
projection SAR cameraman robot is introduced. This part has solved three main
problems in mobile projection-SAR applications: (i) a new method for marking con-
tour on projection model is proposed to replace the model rendering process. By
combining contour features and geometric features, users can identify objects on
colourless model easily. (ii) a camera initial pose estimation method is developed
based on visual tracking algorithms, which can register the start pose of robot to the
whole scene in Unity3D. (iii) a novel data transmission approach is introduced to
3establishes a link between external robot and the robot in Unity3D simulation work-
space. This makes the robotic cameraman can simulate its trajectory in Unity3D
simulation work-space and project correct virtual content.
Our proposed mobile projection SAR system has made outstanding contributions
to the academic value and practicality of the existing projection SAR technique. It
firstly solves the problem of limited working range. When the system is running in
a large indoor scene, it can follow the user and project dynamic interactive virtual
content automatically instead of increasing the number of visual sensors. Then,
it creates a more immersive experience for audience since it supports the user has
more body gestures and richer virtual-real interactive plays. Lastly, a mobile system
does not require up-front frameworks and cheaper and has provided the public an
innovative choice for indoor broadcasting and exhibitions.
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1Introduction
1.1 Background
Broadcasting has been the mainstream of entertainment since the end of the World
War II. With rapid development of technology in recent years, the audience‘s require-
ments for broadcasting program has been greatly increased. Therefore, augmented
reality (also named as AR) (Kipper and Rampolla, 2012), as the most advanced
technique that enhance the real environment with virtual graphic, has begun to
be adopted by recent TV broadcast programs and indoor exhibitions. As an opti-
mised alternative to traditional computer post generation applications, augmented
reality not only improves the appearance of real environment with virtual content,
but also provides a more vivid human-computer interaction experience by letting
the human user interact with augmented virtual 3D model and tell stories in more
detail. Moreover, augmented reality has better awareness of the scene compare with
pose-production computer graphics and virtual reality. Since it creates the virtual
space by attaching the virtual content on real environment directly, the audiences
feel less unreal and distorted in real applications.
In the past years, videography applications based on augmented reality linked with
broadcasting have been developed in various forms, such as head-mounted aug-
mented reality headset and various computer back-end generated monitor-display
augmented reality applications. The former is similar to current technology, which
requires every user to wear corresponding head device. In fact, this type of aug-
mented reality application has received the most interests in recent years because
it produces the most intuitive human-computer interaction experience. However, it
is not suitable for indoor multi-people activities as it requires every user wear the
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expensive device.
Another augmented reality branch is displaying the virtual content through mon-
itor, which makes user enjoy the virtual view through screens. Monitor-displayed
augmented reality technique is popular in recent TV broadcasting industry and it
supports the user to contact with virtual content through tracking user’s movement
with 3rd device. However, since this type has the same displaying approach as tra-
ditional post-production computer graphics, it is difficult for viewers to distinguish
generated virtual effect between these two techniques. Moreover, displaying virtual
view through monitors generate less immersive experience.
Different to augmented reality techniques above, the projection-displayed Spatially
Augmented Reality (also named as Projection SAR or SAR) (Bimber and Raskar,
2005) projects virtual graphics onto the surface of environment and enables the
augmented view directly to the naked eyes. Since it provides interactive augmented
experience without the reliance on external equipment, it is widely accepted in recent
indoor entertainment and teaching activities, such as exhibitions, the recovery and
interpretation of historical relics, indoor entertainment programs and musical shows,
which are enjoyed by a large number of viewer. For example, figure 1.1 shows that
”Lightform” has used depth sensor to seamlessly merge virtual content with real-
world environment.
Figure 1.1: ”Lightform” SAR Projection in ART Demonstration
(STINSON, 2017)
Among three augmented reality branches, projection SAR (projection spatial aug-
mented reality) is the most relevant to modern indoor broadcasting and demon-
stration applications. It makes the audience on site have the same augmented vir-
tual experience as the audience behind the screen, which is impossible for other
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branches. However, the technique and applications of existing projection spatial
augmented reality is still immature compare with other augmented reality branches.
One main limitation is that the current projection-SAR application with single
camera-projector has a rigidly limited working range and is unable to imply on
a mobile platform. The only solution to expand its working range is increasing the
number of camera-projector units, which is more expensive and difficult to build,
making current projection SAR systems impractical to marketing.
In the early stage of the projection SAR technology used in broadcasting, TV broad-
casting programs utilised AR markers (Bimber and Raskar, 2005) to attach virtual
content, such as figure 1.3. Instead of marking the working area with visual 2D
marker, others used depth cameras to periodically scan the work-space and re-
estimate the projecting parameters. Panasonic has introduced its projection spatial
augmented reality system for a luxury suite at a soccer stadium: ”Window Aug-
mented Reality Projection”; the dynamic virtual content is projected on a special
transparent film attached on windowpane, which permits an augmented view with-
out obscuring. Since projection SAR does not require body-attached equipment,
viewers can communicate and enjoy live show with friends together. The most fa-
mous application in this field is ”RoomAlive” from Microsoft, which could greatly
enhance the view of the whole room and interactive playground without physical
work. By using projected-structure light technique, RoomAlive could scan the whole
room with a projector system with 6 fixed cameras, and then project various de-
signed virtual content over the room appearance, as shown in figure 1.2.
(a) (b)
Figure 1.2: “RoomAlive” System. (a) describes the Immersive SAR view provided by
RoomAlive. (b)describes the scene scanning technique by RoomAlive.
(Jones et al., 2014)
Apart from this, projection SAR (projection spatial augmented reality) is also the
best suited to intelligent camera system and robotic cameraman in recent broadcast-
ing and demonstration industries. Since it uses projector to enable an augmented
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Figure 1.3: IR markers for weather broadcasting
(Grundho¨fer et al., 2007)
view on the real scene, its devices can be mounted on intelligent human tracking
robot. Recent visual projector has been much smaller, lighter and implementable
on a real robot. Moreover, projection SAR tracks the user’s movement with a cam-
era, which is similar to cameraman’s behavior that tracking the host throughout
the whole program. Hence, combining projection SAR with intelligent cameraman
robot is mutually beneficial.
On the one hand, projection SAR can make the host’s background dynamic and
interactive through projection. The host can better describe a story through the
interaction of virtual models and virtual backgrounds without post-production. On
the other hand, implementing projection SAR on an intelligent mobile robot may
be the best solution for ”moving” the projector system: state-of-art human track-
ing service robot includes human detection and limb tracking functions, which are
all required by projection SAR; the indoor scene reconstruction and real-time pose
tracking included in the advanced visual robot supports projection SAR to esti-
mate its pose simultaneously inside the scene and change the projection content
correspondingly.
Based on current status of projection SAR technology and its limitations in applica-
tions, this thesis proposes an intelligent mobile SAR system for broadcasting, which
consists of a Projection SAR system and a Visual Service robotic pedestal. The
projection SAR projects interactive virtual content and 3D models on background,
and the robotic pedestal aims at automatically tracking the presenter and feeding
back the pose information to the projection SAR system. As an improvement to
state-of-art projection-SAR applications, the proposed system could move itself and
keep the presenter inside the center of camera. Moreover, the purposed system
provides a brand new human-computer interaction AR experience on the existing
projection SAR effect.
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1.2 Research Motivation
AR technique has been dramatically applied to indoor broadcasting and demonstra-
tion industries, namely AR broadcast or AR demonstration. Recent AR applications
mainly include three forms based on various displaying methods: (i) AR displayed
with wearable glass, (ii) Monitor-displayed AR and (iii) Projection SAR. Among
them, the projection SAR is best suited to modern indoor broadcasting and demon-
stration programs because of two main reasons. One reason is that the presenter
could interact with virtual content by projecting virtual content over the real envi-
ronment instead of computer post generation, which can greatly reduce the errors
generated during interacting with virtual model. The 2nd reason is that the aug-
mented view can be directly viewed by the naked eyes and there is no need for
external devices. Therefore, it allows more than one audience to enjoy the AR ex-
perience at the same time, and also makes the audience on site have the same AR
experience as the audiences behind screen.
The concept of applying projection SAR in indoor broadcasting and demonstration
has been purposed for years, but has never been realized. One main problem is
the existing SAR application is very bulky and has a very limited working range.
For example, recent SAR system includes a projector and a depth camera, which
can only enhance the virtual scene under one camera‘s view. Some researchers has
tried to add a pan-tilt base to the projector, but the working range is still limited.
(Wilson et al., 2012) A very representative case is RoomAlive, which gives users a
very new idea of using AR to change our life in entertainment and advertisement.
However, this system is impractical as it requires too many facilities to enable a
whole-room augmented view. (Jones et al., 2014)
Based on this main limitation, we have proposed to combine a projection SAR
system with an intelligent robotic cameraman to make existing projection SAR
technique have an unlimited working range and a improved interaction AR play.
This is novel as there has been relatively little work on improving the mobility of
the projection SAR. Instead, recent studies focus more on designing the virtual
plays and improving the quality of virtual contents. In general, research in mobile
SAR application will not only make great innovations in the technical perspective
of existing projection SAR techniques, but also greatly increases its application field
and market values.
Combining Projection-SAR with recent robotic Broadcasting system is not simply to
mix two concepts together. The best optimisation plan should be created according
to their current statues and technical limitations, which could bring the following
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important benefits:
• Firstly, Projection-SAR is more inclined to demonstration activities or deduc-
tive activities. Most of recent broadcasting or exhibition industries use virtual
studio to produce augmented experience. Although the rapid development
of AR products in recent years, current AR technique is still hard to make
users obtain real interactive AR experience as it is produced by computer post
production.
• The Projection-SAR enables a group of people enjoying the immersive view
together, and also provides the virtual view with naked eyes. Therefore, the
audience can experience the similar fun as the viewer behind the screen, which
is not available for all the current live broadcasting technology.
• last but not least, an intelligent robotic cameraman will replace human oper-
ators in indoor broadcasting and demonstration programs. The preliminary
preparations include visual reconstruction of the scene, automatic calibration
of sensors, and estimation of the starting pose of the robot. A robot pedestal
is more suitable for projection SAR plays as it could provide its motion in-
formation with better stability and accuracy. For example, while users are
designing the virtual plays, they could plan the path and movement of robotic
pedestal so that it can follow the design to make projected virtual graphic
correctly match real environment.
1.3 Research Problems
The aim of the proposed system is to enable an interactive and immersive virtual
view projected over the indoor environment on a ground mobile visual tracking
robot. This system is an automatic intelligent system includes two main processes
working in parallel: on the one hand, it tracks human user through visual sensors
during operation. When the user in front of the camera moves, it moves itself and
keep target appearing in the center of current perspective. On the other hand,
system project dynamic virtual graphic and 3D models onto the background. The
human user can manipulate the virtual graphic or virtual model by moving its upper
limb. Meanwhile, while the user is moving, the projected virtual graphic will change
its content to match the background. It has a number of challenge problems to be
dealt with in this research, which will be briefly described below:
1. Systematically and completely design of purposed mobile projecting SAR
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robot. It includes the selection of sensors, mobile platform and AR design-
ing tools. It also includes the design of data transmission approach between
sensors and platforms.
2. Introducing a novel scene mapping algorithm to replace existing scene registra-
tion algorithm. In current fixed projection SAR systems, the scene registration
process is usually covered by structured-light projection, as a part in sensor
calibrating process. Since this approach is designed for fixed application and
only generates the 3D projection model in one camera’s view, it is no-longer
suitable for mobile SAR applications.
The proposed novel visual mapping algorithm should meet three basic de-
mands. Firstly, this algorithm uses normal RGB-D camera and does not re-
quire expensive high-precision sensors. Moreover, since most of broadcasting
room and demonstration scenes are empty, low-textured and including empty
large planes, like projection screen, monitor and white boards, purposed map-
ping algorithm can consider one of these planes as a landmark and recover the
scene around this plane, and the landmark plane is not required to be com-
pletely appeared in every frame. Lastly, the real-time mapping performance
is not necessary, purposed mapping algorithm should focus on accuracy and
robustness.
3. How to describe the landmark plane robustly and correctly with raw data.
In practical, the obtained RGB image and depth data can not maintain high
accuracy due to the problem of limited sensor quality and motion blur, and
simple edge extraction algorithm can not provide reliable result. Therefore, the
proposed plane-based visual mapping algorithm desires an improved contour
extraction approach to obtain the optimal edge points and their depth data.
4. Designing an automatic calibration approach and robot initial pose estimation
pipeline for mobile projection SAR system. Existing fixed projection SAR ap-
plication uses structured-light projection for calibration and pose registration.
Since this approach is the most efficient calibration algorithm for camera-
projector unit, mobile projection SAR can follow this calibration method. But
how to register initial pose derived from calibration to the whole reconstructed
scene model, and how to build the whole system in Unity3D is the unsolved
problem.
5. How to connect external programs with Unity3D. Unity3D is the basic tool for
designing the virtual content and interactive plays of projection SAR, but it
does not have any port to connect the external mobile robot. Existing projec-
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Figure 1.4: A brief introduction of the proposed robotic system.
tion SAR does not need to solve this problem since the camera and projector
are fixed. Whereas, mobile projection SAR should solve this problem to make
the simulated camera-projector unit in Unity3D simulation work-space resem-
bles the movement of real robot and correctly project corresponding virtual
content in changing viewpoints.
1.4 Research Methodology
Based on the research problems mentioned above, this section introduces the struc-
ture of the proposed robotic system, sensors and mobile pedestal, as well as the
important components.
1.4.1 System Structure
The proposed robotic system is a combination of projection SAR and a robotic
pedestal, as shown in figure 1.4. This system has a projector, a RGB-D camera
and a ground mobile pedestal. The projector and camera are used in projection
SAR, and the same camera and mobile pedestal are used for Human visual tracking
service.
The workflow of the proposed system is described in figure 1.5. When a sequence
of RGB and depth images is received, the mapping process extracts the features
and reconstruct the whole scene. Then, human user can place the robot in the real
scenario and start calibration and pose initialisation. At the end of this process,
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Figure 1.5: Workflow of the proposed robotic system
user can build entire SAR system and reconstructed scene in Unity3D simulation
work-space. Finally, the system enters running mode and starts tracking human
user. The simulated robot in Unity3D work-space simulates the trajectory of real
robot and project dynamic virtual content according to user’s body gesture and its
pose relative to the whole scene.
1.4.2 Visual Sensor
There is a camera and a projector deployed in the proposed robotic system. We
use a Kinect RGB-D sensor as the primary camera sensor 1.6. RGB-D camera
has played a vital role in existing indoor scene mapping algorithms. Compared
with monocular or binocular sensors, a RGB-D sensor is more suitable for indoor
featureless environment as it provides depth data directly. Among the state of art
RGB-D sensors, Kinect camera has a full detailed toolkit in Unity3D include live
image stream and human skeleton tracking, which greatly simplifies the design of
the human computer interactive plays in SAR applications.
Recent projectors are small and light to be embedded in a mobile robot, as shown
in figure 1.7. The price of these projectors is between 30 pounds to 200 pounds,
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which is similar to the price of normal projectors.
(a) (b)
Figure 1.6: Microsoft ”Kinect” Sensor. (a) Kinect V1 RGB-D Camera. (b)Kinect V2
RGB-D Camera.
(a) (b)
Figure 1.7: (a) General projector for education and demonstration. (b) Recent small Scale
projector
1.4.3 Scene Reconstruction
Since the application scenario is feature-less and empty, we adopt a plane-based
semantic mapping algorithm, aiming at reconstructing the scene around a plane by
tracking its contour. Compared with existing plane-based visual mapping algorithm,
our algorithm relies only one medium or a large plane, such as the surface of table,
projection screen and a white empty board, not including the walls and ceiling.
Moreover, without prior knowledge, this visual mapping algorithm should be still
valid when only part of the plane appears. The proposed scene reconstruction
process includes two algorithms: feature extraction and scene mapping loop.
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Feature Extraction
To detect the plane, we assume to use CNN scene parsing model for image segmen-
tation and labelling. Although deep learning-based semantic segmentation requires
a high-performance GPU and is time-consuming, it is more robust and accurate
than feature-based algorithm, especially when the object is partially occluded. In
addition, recent deep learning dataset includes most of indoor objects, we only need
to fine-tune the model instead of retraining. After plane detection, a novel contour
detecting algorithm is required to describe the contour of plane on raw RGB image.
It includes two research problems. First, when the RGB image is motion blurred
and depth image is not very accurate, it needs to robustly detect the contour and
recover the 3D contour model. Second, when the plane is partly occluded because
of camera’s perspective, the proposed contour detection algorithm can estimate and
complete the entire edges. As the proposed contour extraction performance directly
affect the final scene reconstruction result, we will use a whole chapter to describe
our algorithm and experimental results.
Tracking and Mapping Loop
Since the application scene of projection SAR robot is feature-less, our proposed
visual mapping algorithm uses ICP algorithm to densely match the contour mod-
els from two frames and estimate the transformation matrix. As ICP algorithm is
time-consuming, our mapping algorithm can be used as an optimised back-end opti-
mization algorithm based on existing feature-based SLAM, or a independent off-line
visual mapping algorithm when the scene is very empty.
Figure 1.8 introduces the proposed Mapping system in first case. The system is
using a RGB-D sensor and the graph based visual SLAM structure, which tracks
the inter-frame pose transformation and determines the key frame through images
features in the first step. When a key-frame has been detected, the system seman-
tically labels the key frame through the CNN network, and then extracts the edge
and contour information of the segmentation part by using the proposed contour
extraction algorithm. A data fusion step is proposed to derive contour model. By
tracking the contour model, camera pose of each key-frame is further optimised.
Finally, the loop closure optimisation triggers when the entire contour is detected.
Figure 1.9 briefly describes the process of the proposed mapping system in second
case. This case happens when the visual features is not enough for feature-based
visual tracking, and the proposed algorithm works as an independent dense visual
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mapping system. This system tracks camera frame by frame, and uses global model
and ray-casting theory to optimise estimated pose. When the a complete contour of
landmark plane is detected, the loop closure optimisation triggers and all previous
poses are further optimised. Finally, the scene model is reconstructed and present
as a dense point cloud.
Figure 1.8: A brief introduction of the proposed mapping algorithm in case 1.
Figure 1.9: A brief introduction of the proposed mapping algorithm in case 2.
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1.4.4 Sensor Calibration and Pose Initialisation
After scene mapping process, user can put the robot in the scene and start calibration
process that derives the parameters of both visual sensors, RGB image, depth image
and the pose of robot relative to current view. By comparing current RGB image
and image sequence in mapping step, a rough pose relative to the whole scene is
estimated. Then, a more accurate pose is obtained by comparing the contour models
in two images. Finally, user can reconstruct entire scene in Unity3D simulation
work-space and design AR content based on these estimated parameters.
Sensor Calibration
Similar to existing projection SAR systems, our calibration process is based on
structured-light projection. The proposed calibration process is semi-automatic.
Firstly, it selects the optimal calibration area in the scene based on the number of
visual features, like ORB (Muja and Lowe, 2012) and Line features. And then it
requires human user to place the robot in this area and start calibrating. Calibration
process derives the camera’s pose to calibration scene, parameters of bother sensors,
RGB image and depth image.
Pose Initialisation
Since calibration derives the pose relative to the calibration scene instead of the
whole environment, a pose initialisation algorithm is required. This algorithm starts
with finding the nearest frame of current RGB image in image sequence with DBoW3
library (Wallach, 2006), and then estimates the pose transformation between these
two frames. Through transferring the coordinates, we can get the pose of camera
relative to the entire scene. At the end of this step, we can build the entire SAR
system and scene in Unity3D simulation work-space based on the parameters we
calculated, and design the virtual content (Creighton, 2010).
1.4.5 Visual Tracking and Interactive Plays
After calibration, the system enters the running mode and starts following the hu-
man user. On the one hand, it detects and follows the human user with RGB-D
camera; on the other hand, it projects interactively dynamic virtual content corre-
sponding to user‘s body gesture and current viewpoint.
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User Tracking
In live broadcasting and demonstration programs, the host is always in the middle
of camera. So, we use human skeleton toolkit provided in Kinect to detect human
user and give moving commands to the mobile platform. When the target is moving,
the robot should estimate the direction and distance of the movement and keep the
target inside its camera’s field of view.
AR plays
Due to the fact that most of the SAR applications are fixed and the existing SAR
technology development is slow, virtual plays for SAR applications has not made
very creative development in recent years. The proposed system supports two types
of human-computer interaction experiences.
• Firstly, users can control the projected virtual content by their body gestures,
which is similar to the current SAR applications. In this part, the proposed
system will use skeleton data to analyse user’s movement. The controllable
virtual content includes small objects, which allows users to control their rota-
tion, zoom-in and out to let the audience see their three-dimensional informa-
tion. This can be achieved by several recent open source Unity3D development
toolkit.
• Secondly, users can control the virtual background by moving their position
inside the scene. The system will define human’s relative position inside the
room and project the corresponding dynamic virtual background to make the
audience feel like the user is moving inside a real scene. This is main innovation
for the current SAR technology. The main technical limitation to achieve this
is the lack of an interface that links Unity3D and external system. In addition,
Unity3D cannot read external dynamic file when it is running. This problem
will be figured out in my research.
1.4.6 Experimental Applications
To test the efficiency, an experiment broadcasting scene is designed to test our
prototype. This indoor scene is empty and contains several planar objects, such
as posts, white board and projection screens. Among them, the empty wall may
occupy a very large proportion. The SAR effects designed for live TV scenes are
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mainly concentrated on the interaction between the broadcaster and the background.
During broadcasting, the background behind the presenter will be overlapped with
dynamic virtual graphics, and the virtual content will change when the presenter
tells another news. In addition, the broadcaster can interact with virtual background
and 3D model with simple body gestures, which makes the audience more easily
understand.
1.5 Research Contributions
The research contributions of this thesis can be summarised in terms of three aspects,
namely academic innovation, application value and Market Value.
• Academic Innovation The proposed system provides an innovative solution
to the broadcasting combined a robotic pedestal with a projected SAR sys-
tem. On the one hand, the proposed system can reconstruct a 3D model of
Projection area with an innovative Semantic Dense SLAM approach, which
could be used in both feature-less environment and rich-texture environment.
On the other hand, the system can track human user and estimate its pose
during working. Then project interactive and dynamic virtual graphics onto
the user‘s background to create a more immersive AR experience.
• Application Value By projecting the dynamic virtual graphic alongside the
broadcaster, the whole broadcasting scene will turn into a dynamic virtual
world. Such design would improve traditional broadcasting scene in three
aspects: (i) During news broadcasting, the projected background scene can
dynamically display corresponding information and lead to a better under-
stand for audiences; (ii) The projected virtual 3D model can be controlled by
broadcaster with designed pose gestures. This will allow the audience to have
an intuitive understanding of the described objects. (iii) The proposed system
can automatically move and locate itself, keep the broadcaster inside its field-
of-view, and project corresponding interactive and dynamic virtual content to
the background to enhance the broadcasting scene during broadcasting. (iv)
By using Projection SAR technique, the on-site experience will be much im-
proved over existing broadcasting programs, which is the only way to make
the on-site AR experience close to experience behind the screen.
• Market Value Current AR products on the market are using two external
devices: either head-mounted devices or monitor-displayed ones, which make
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AR applications difficult to be accepted and used by general public. The pro-
posed system introduces the projection SAR technology into the broadcasting
industry and brings a new immersive virtual feeling to the public. It allows
audiences to enjoy the virtual content with naked eyes without using external
equipment. Moreover, the proposed system is portable and flexible in vari-
ous types of scene. As a result, a mobile Projection SAR application could
be used to wide real-world applications, such as broadcasting studio, indoor
demonstration and modern education.
2Literature Review
2.1 Current AR Broadcasting applications
Recent AR display techniques in broadcasting are still in the developing stage,
and are mainly focused on three forms: Monitor-based, HMD (Head-mounted) and
Projection-based. A brief comparison between display methods for AR broadcasting
is given in table 2.1, and the detailed review will be presented in this section.
Table 2.1: Comparison between display methods for AR broadcasting
2.1.1 Monitor-based Display
Monitor-based display enables augmented view through a monitor or other types of
screens, which generally provides the viewers the third-person perspective in front of
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TV set, as shown in figure 2.1. The real-world image is firstly captured by camera
as inputs. The obtained images are then annotated and merged with computer-
generated virtual graphics in a back-stage process. The augmented view is finally
displayed through screens. Since this approach requires registering the real-world
environment for correctly rendering annotation, the final displayed augmented view
is always delayed. AR is firstly used as a virtual annotation on screen-cast of sport
competitions, ”Virtual 1st&10 Line” inserted virtual lines to indicate the yardage
in American Football broadcasting in 1998. After that, AR annotation has been
frequently adopted in basketball, tennis, ice-hockey, etc. (Castle et al., 2011)
Figure 2.1: Typical concept of Monitor-Displayed AR
(Azuma, 1997)
Recently, this AR technique is widely used to enhance appearance of broadcasting
studio. Ericsson introduced their indoor AR systems for visualising the statistical
data of sports broadcasting. By augmenting virtual contents at the front of broad-
casters, they can interact with 3D virtual models and illustrate sports competition
in more detail, e.g., BBC ”Match of the Day” and BT sports. INDE displayed their
interactive and touchable AR effect on large screens for education, entertainment,
exhibition, etc. As an innovation, some AR systems insert virtual effect on the
TV terminal or user side to enable viewers to choose between ordinary image or
augmented view, as well as allowed them to design their personal AR effects while
watching broadcasts. (Zhang et al., 2016)(Li and Mourikis, 2012)(Hayashi et al.,
2010).
2.1.2 Head-mounted Display
Wearable AR glasses are considered to be the most advanced and representative
class in recent AR applications(Pavlik, 2015). Unlike recent VR glass that provides
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a totally virtual environment, AR aims at merging virtual contents with real-world
environments. In broadcasting, wearable AR equipment aims at overlapping mul-
tiple contents (real or virtual) onto the real world in the audience’s view, and its
equipment has been designed in two forms: Video See-through (VST) HMD based
on video synthesis technology and Optical See-through (OST) HMD based on optical
theory, as shown in figure 2.2
Video-based See-Though HMD, VST HMD in short, has the similar working princi-
ple as monitor-based AR applications. Since the FOV of human is larger than a nor-
mal camera,VST HMD commonly utilised omni-directional cameras. The parallax-
free VST HMD system provides a seamless VST Display (Schmalstieg and Ho¨llerer,
2017). Recently, AR Rift has improved the tracking performance with wide FOV
cameras on Oculus Rift (Steptoe et al., 2014). Moreover, Optical See-Through HMD
(OST HMD) projects virtual contents on special curved optical combiners to merge
virtual and real (Cakmakci and Rolland, 2006)(Kress and Starner, 2013). Microsoft
has developed its AR headset “Hololens” for the future Sports Broadcasting, which
could expand audience view and augmented live 3D virtual models inside the room.
As a comparison, VST HMD has a better compensation for brightness difference
between virtual and real and perception delay errors. However, the resolution of its
displayed image is limited, and its immersive effect is greatly reduced if the camera
is misaligned with user’s eyes. OST HMD keeps the resolution of the real world,
but it is more difficult for implementation since it needs to face lightness intensity
problems. The delay problems are caused by superimposing virtual onto real and
resolution matching challenge.
Figure 2.2: Typical concept of Head-mounted AR
(Azuma, 1997)
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2.1.3 Projection-based SAR systems
Projector-based Spatial AR technique was developed in AR broadcasting in the past
few years(Raskar et al., 1998)(Bimber and Raskar, 2005). In general, projector-
based AR systems enable the augmented view directly to the naked eye, and its
emergence has eliminated the reliance of external equipment. As an improvement to
traditional projectors, SAR allows the projection on the uneven or irregular surface,
which creates an interactive, immersive and three-dimensional virtual environment
by projecting virtual graphic over objects’ surface, 2D or 3D.
Recently, a projector-based AR system was designed to seamlessly merge virtual
content with real world. Since it does not require body-attached equipment, viewers
can share the experience and communicate while enjoying the AR experience (Kipper
and Rampolla, 2012). Panasonic has introduced its concept of projection-based
AR system for a luxury suite at a soccer stadium:”Window Augmented Reality
Projection”. The dynamic virtual content is projected on a special transparent film
attached on windowpane, and this special film permits an augmented view without
obscuring.
2.2 A review of Sensors
With the recent advancement of sensors in scale and quality, various sensors have
been implemented in broadcasting systems. Figure 2.2 shows the most frequently
used for indoor SAR, namely the infrared sensors, RGB-D sensor, IMU and their
hybrid types. A detailed review on these sensors is given in this section.
2.2.1 Infrared Light Sensor
IR light is a powerful tool for localisation and tracking. Recent IR sensors could
be divided into two classes: 2D sensors and 3D sensors. 2D laser sensor is mainly
used for measuring distance through TOF theory (Time-of-Flight), which times the
round-trip time between emitting infrared light and receive its reflected light. Due
to infrared light has a fast transmission speed, its measurement is always accurate
and reliable, and not sensitive to external noises. Recently, many indoor intelligent
robots or mechanical systems implement this sensor, such as “Pioneer 2” Robot.
Differing from point-by-point scanning, 3D cameras have been introduced as a solid
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Table 2.2: A table describes and compares General Sensors in broadcasting systems
competitor, which scans the depth information of the whole FOV at a video frame
rate. Recent 3D depth cameras mainly deploy two working principles:
• Structured-light projection To obtain depth information, the structure-
light projection technique projects light patterns on the object surface by
LCD projector or other light source, and then calculates the distance of points
by analysing the deformation of projected patterns. Structure light projec-
tion is also popular in calibrating intrinsic and extrinsic parameter of camera-
projector system (Deglint et al., 2016)(Luo et al., 2014). figure 2.3(a) shows
the structured light projection algorithm from Kinect V1.
• Time of Flight The TOF based 3D camera projects laser light onto target
surface and times the reflection time to measure distances of each point (Ker-
men et al., 2015). This approach works in a large range with a high accuracy,
but it requires higher quality sensors. Currently, its representative applica-
tions include Swiss Ranger SR4000/SR4500, and Kinect V2. Figure 2.3(b)
shows the Working principle of Time-of-Flying based 3D camera.
Though 3D camera provides a direct depth measurement, it is rigidly limited for
indoor applications as infrared light is strongly disturbed by sunlight. In addition,
recent consumer-level 3D depth scanners are noisy and low quality, with a working
range at around 4 meters to keep depth measurement accurate and reliable.
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Figure 2.3: Two recent depth scanning techniques
(Sheffield University, 2017)(Perreault, 2016)
2.2.2 Hybrid Sensors
As we know, a pure vision system cannot provide accurate measurement while it
is working in a large-scale environment. The current vision-based systems could
utilise passive landmarks to calibrate, which is however generally computational
expensive and less robust to occlusion problem. As a result, recent auto tracking
system frequently combines external sensors to improve tracking performance, such
as IMU + Vision sensor for Visual Odometry, and RGB-D camera for indoor SLAM
and AR.
The integration of vision and inertial sensor is introduced in early 1990s and its
advantages is concluded in (Vie´ville and Faugeras, 1990) (Corke et al., 2007). The
combination could overcome the limitations of both sides, and greatly enhances the
overall performance. On the one hand, inertial sensor cannot eliminate accumula-
tion error over time, and loses its efficiency when the sensor moves slowly; on the
other hand, vision sensor-based tracking method could track target at a low speed,
which causes motion blur while increasing camera‘s moving speed. In addition, land
markers recognised by a vision sensor can effectively reduce accumulation errors in
inertial sensors. Two methods have been used to fuse vision data and IMU data,
namely “Long coupled” and “Tight Coupled”. In “Long coupled”, IMU data is
used to optimise feature extraction results, especially when the feature is blurry. In
contrast, “Tight Coupled” method puts IMU data and vision data in a statistical
filter to estimate target pose. (Kermen et al., 2015)
Similar to inertial-vision sensor, fusing RGB data with laser data greatly enhance
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tracking performance. Recent laser-camera sensor mainly involves two types of
application: One type is similar to common feature-based Visual Odometry: camera
position is tracked by sparse visual features from normal RGB images, and the laser
sensor is mainly used for measuring the distance to the recognised object. For
example, “Vinten” indoor broadcasting robot has implemented a 360-degree 2D
laser scanner onto its robotic camera pedestal. Based on triangulation, the robotic
camera pedestal could define its position by measuring the distance to three detected
objects in the broadcasting studio. Recent AR development platform, Google Tango,
combines binocular camera, 2D laser sensor, depth camera and IMU for indoor AR
applications. In one of its advising App is called “Measurement”, it can measure
the distance from the sensor to target, as well as the distance between two spatial
points.
The other type is the combination of a 3D laser scanner and a camera, namely
RGB-D camera. RGB-D camera captures both RGB image and depth image at the
same time and has changed the classic feature-based tracking algorithms. In many
cases, depth information is more robust and plays a vital role move than image
features. For example, in KinectFusion, while moving Kinect around the scene and
extracting all possible data instead of sparse image feature points, the camera pose
is continuously tracked at a frame-rate of 30Hz through a coarse-to-fine ICP algo-
rithm for Augmented Reality.(Newcombe et al., 2011a) Similarly, Kintinuous and
ElasticFusion has used dense visual tracking approach in a larger scenario.(Whelan
et al., 2012) (Whelan et al., 2015) Since dense point-based approach highly relies
on powerful hardware, some researchers have introduced semi-dense algorithms, e.g.
Semi-dense Visual Odometry has been utilised in mobile AR applications.
Recently, Intel Real Sense camera is popular on robotic systems. It contains two
infrared cameras, infrared emitters, RGB camera and IMU four modules (Keselman
et al., 2017). As the improvement of technology, its SDK supports hand and finger
tracking, facial analysis, voice recognition, background removal, target tracking,
augmented reality and 3D scanning. And it is more expensive than other sensors.
Generally, consumer-level RGB-D cameras are sensitive to noise and not very ac-
curate, but frequently used for small AR work-space and academic research. For
AR applications in a larger room, existing method is using multiple RGB-D sensors.
(Wilson and Benko, 2016)
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2.3 Sensor Calibration
Sensor calibration aims at calculating their intrinsic and extrinsic parameters. In-
trinsic parameters include focal length, optical centre and skew coefficient, which
are the basic parameters of each sensor. Since the working principle of a projector
is the opposite of camera, its intrinsic matrix could be illustrated using a similar
model.
2.3.1 calibration parameters
The camera intrinsic matrix could be defined as:fx 0 cx0 fy cy
0 0 1
 (2.1)
where cx, cy are the optical centre in pixels relative to image plane; fx, fy are the
focal length in pixels; S is the skew coefficient, which indicate the deviation from
camera lens itself.
The deviation between an ideal point and an image point which is caused by crafts-
manship called optical distortion (Simulink, 2017). It includes Radial distortion
and tangential distortion. Radial distortion happens when light rays are banded
unequally from optical centre to lens edges, and it includes two types, as shown in
figure 2.4. Tangential distortion happens while lens and image plane are not parallel
to each other. Figure 2.5 shows the basic principle.
Figure 2.4: Radial Distortion
(Simulink, 2017)
Apart from intrinsic values from sensors, SAR system also requires a precise 3D spa-
tial relationship between individual components. It is included in extrinsic parame-
ter matrix. The extrinsic parameter matrix of an optical sensor could be expressed
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Figure 2.5: Tangential Distortion
(Simulink, 2017)
as a 3 * 3 rotation matrix with a 3 * 1 vector matrix: (Equation 2.2)
[
R T
]
=
r1,1 r1,2 r1,2 xr1,2 r1,2 r1,2 y
r1,2 r1,2 r1,2 z
 (2.2)
This matrix describes how to convert points from the world coordinate system to
the camera coordinate system. The translation matrix T describes the position of
the space origin in the camera coordinate system. The rotation matrix R describes
the direction of the coordinate axes of the world coordinate system relative to the
camera coordinate system.
2.3.2 Structured-light projection algorithm
Recently, self-calibration approach has been the mainstream in camera-projector
calibration. It has been considered as a powerful replacement to traditional tedious
manual calibration method (Martynov et al., 2011). A classic self-calibration ap-
proach includes two main steps. Firstly, it projects a pre-encoded 2D pattern, such
as ARTag markers and structured light on 2D images or 3D models. Secondly, it
uses camera to capture projection images, and decoded the projected patterns to
calculate sensor’s parameters with bundle adjustment or other algorithms.
Fiola and Mark used self-identify tags for projector calibration with assumption that
camera is pre-calibrated (Fiala, 2005). They used three ARTag Patterns instead of
18 Gray code images for simplifying computation process. Similarly, Klose and
Stefan projected the numbers of 2D patterns onto a planar surface for calibration,
but their algorithm was based on assuming that screen is planar and camera is
stationary corresponding to the scene (Klose, 2007). Zhang et al. projected a
checker-board pattern on another printed checker-board, and then applied Ray-
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plane intersection algorithm on each corner to measure camera and projector’s 3D
position (Zhang et al., 2010a). Alternatively, Wilm, et al. utilised Gaussian RBFs in
translating calibration points into projector image coordinates to find optimisation
(Wilm et al., 2014). Martynov et al. projected distinguishable points with special
color on a checker-board to define parameter, and their calibration was based on
in-calibrated camera. However, their approach required users to move the projector
frequently in order to provide different projection views (Martynov et al., 2011).
Differing from 2D pattern-based projection, structure light projection based cal-
ibration has been widely used in calibration of current room-size SAR systems.
Yamazaki and Mochinmaru projected grey encoded structured light patterns on ar-
bitrary surface of target. Their intrinsic and extrinsic parameters of both two devices
were estimated by decomposing a radial fundamental matrix into intrinsic and ex-
trinsic parameters established from dense point correspondences between projector
and camera images (Yamazaki et al., 2011).
Based on this method, Deglint, et al built a cost function to more accurately estimate
in-distorted points during calibration as an improvement(Deglint et al., 2016). Many
researchers have used grey code sequence to replace checker-board, which contains
richer information in each pattern (Salvi et al., 2004). Since there is no limitation
in numbers, e.g. coded or colour points, the points-based method is more flexible.
In addition, points-based calibration has similar precision compare with other state-
of-art calibration methods (Xiaoyang et al., 2014).
Other researchers have adopted colour information during calibration. Zhang utilised
a M-array to define the correspondence between projector and target. The colourful
and square encoded patterns were projected on a calibration board, and the cap-
tured image was then decoded to obtain the corner feature (Zhang and Zhu, 2009).
In order to avoid the pre-calibration of camera, Li defined the parameters of cam-
era and projector at the same time. The correspondence between feature points in
camera and project images was calculated with a specific colour-coding scheme (Li
et al., 2011a).
To precisely calibrate sensor’s parameters, Wilm, et al. used Phase shifting mech-
anism based on structured light to determine the extrinsic parameters. The basic
principle of the phase-shift method is the means of phase shifting profilometry (PSP),
and this helps the system find its position in world coordinates. The phase-shifting
encode dense scene has smaller number of patterns, comparing with other algorithm
(Wilm et al., 2014).
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2.4 Image Features
Image features contain the most important messages of each captured images, and
the combination of various features tells the information of every real object. Image
features include special points, corners, edge, blob, colour and others. Since match-
ing every feature to define camera’s pose transformation requires huge computation,
and simple image feature cannot tell precise transformation and orientation data,
a variety of feature description algorithms have been deployed in recent camera
tracking and mapping approaches. Such feature description involves some basic al-
gorithms such as oriented gradient histogram, and modern SIFT, SURF and ORB
(Ng and Henikoff, 2003) (Bay et al., 2006) (Rublee et al., 2011)
A good Feature detection algorithm should be able to locate the most significant
features accurately in different viewing conditions and at a fast speed. Harris corner
detector is a feature detector which locates the corners in every image through
calculating and comparing the eigenvalues of Harris matrix between feature points
and its neighbours. It is invariant to rotation and scale variance, and is also popular
in human face detection or matching works. (Harris et al., 1988) (Derpanis, 2004)
Edge is another salient image feature that is able to effectively describe the real
object. Gradient operator is a basic function used to locate potential boundaries of
object. To describe the edge features, the orientation and transformation variance
of each feature pixel could be described by the direction and magnitude of pixel
vector respectively. As an improvement, Canny edge detector firstly smooths each
frame with Gaussian convolution, and then uses a 2-D first derivative operation
on images to highlight edge area. Finally, only the pixels with top value of each
highlight area is kept in the output and is displays as a simple line. All the output
lines are evaluated with a threshold in order to eliminate “strong” and “weak” lines
(Yitzhaky and Peli, 2003).
FAST (Features from accelerated Segment Test) defines interest points based on
corner detection algorithm. Fast detector calculates the grey value of pixels around
candidate features point, if the around area has enough number of pixels which
has sufficient large difference with candidate, the candidate point is considered as a
feature point. FAST detector is very fast, to make it faster, researchers have tested
that only 3 of 4 pixels around candidate in every 90-degree angle are enough to
locate the feature. The radius of this circle and numbers of comparing pixels are
important parameters, and FAST-9 and FAST-12 are most commonly used. (Mair
et al., 2010)
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Bag-of-Words in image processing is popular feature recognition and clustering tech-
nique. A typical BOW algorithm uses k-means clustering method to unsupervised
clustering on a large number of extracted features and classifying similar features in
various categories. The central of each category is defined as the ‘word’ of clustered
images and the total number of clusters is the size of entire dictionary. Generally,
BOW algorithm includes three steps. It firstly extracts representative local sta-
ble and distinguishable features from images by using edge-Laplace, Harris-Laplace,
hessian-Laplace and others detectors. Secondly the clustering algorithm (e.g. K-
Means algorithm) is used to construct the word list (dictionary) from the feature
descriptors extracted and the feature descriptors are divided into K clusters. Then
similar clusters are fused to ensure the elements in each cluster are similar. The
number of clustering categories K is the size of the entire visual dictionary, and it
depends on scene complexity. Finally, by extracting and matching features in each
frame, an image could be presented as the histogram of code-words. (Zhang et al.,
2010b) (Li et al., 2011b)
LBP (Local Binary Pattern) is a texture description method based on binary num-
bers. Original LBP detector determines the feature pixel through matching its
intensity with its surrounding 8 pixels, and each neighbour is represent as ’0’ and
’1’ depends on the comparison. Then a binary string is derived by concatenating
the results piece-wisely. This description method can be considered as the con-
catenation of the binary gradient directions, and it refers to ’micropatter’ (Ahonen
et al., 2006)(Zhang et al., 2009). Recently, ’CoLBP’ describes the co-occurrence
LBP features on two close points to improve the descriptor on complex scenes (Qi
et al., 2014). ’MRELBP’ use multiple filters to describe various surrounding regions
to make descriptor invariant to noise and sensitive to macro-structure information
(Liu et al., 2016).
BRIEF (Binary Robust Independent Elementary Features) is a descriptor that can
be quickly calculated and expressed in binary code. The main idea is to randomly
select several pairs near the feature points, compare the Gray values of these point
pairs with Hamming distance matrix, and then combine results into a binary string.
The binary strings are used as descriptor of the feature point. Recently, ORB
(Oriented BRIEF) has been popular in localisation and mapping objects, which uses
FAST and BRIEF to detect features and describe features respectively (Calonder
et al., 2010) (Calonder et al., 2012).
SIFT (Scale Invariant Feature Transform) is a popular feature detector which is
not sensitive to scale variance and orientation variance. For scale in-variance, SIFT
has introduces ‘scale space’ which has shifted original images into different scales
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with Gaussian Convolution kernel and combined these shifted images into an image
pyramid. Then it defines a point as a feature point in its layer in the DOG (Difference
of Gaussian) scale space if it is the maximum or minimum value among 26 neighbours
includes upper and lower layers. For description, the magnitude and orientation of
the gradient are calculated, and a histogram of the orientation in the feature area
is extracted as a vector (Ng and Henikoff, 2003).
As SIFT is a complex feature extraction algorithm and time consuming, SURF
(Speed-Up Robust Feature) has been developed to accelerate feature extraction
process without losing quality. SURF uses integrate image theory to describe each
frame, then utilises Laplacian-Hessian matrix as a replacement to LOG (Laplace of
Gaussian) to represent candidate’s value. Similar to SIFT, SURF also use ‘scale
pyramid’ to ensure scale invariant. After the feature point has been defined, x and
y direction of Harr wavelet responses of a circle area around feature point with 6S
radial (S is the scale value of feature points) are calculated as the orientation vector
of feature (Bay et al., 2006).
2.4.1 ORB Extractor and BRIEF Descriptor
ORB feature extractor and descriptor uses FAST algorithm to detect the feature
points to improve the extraction performance. The recent published FAST algo-
rithms include FAST-9, FAST-12, FAST-11 and FAST-12. ORB uses BRIEF to
describe the FAST features. BRIEF (Binary Robust Independent Elementary Fea-
tures) is a descriptor that can be quickly calculated and expressed in binary code.
The main idea is to randomly select several pairs near the feature points, compare
the gray values of these point pairs with Hamming distance matrix, and then com-
bine the results into a binary string used as descriptor of the feature point. Recently,
ORB (Oriented BRIEF) has been popular in localisation and mapping objects, which
uses FAST and BRIEF to detect features and describe features respectively (Rublee
et al., 2011) (Calonder et al., 2012) (Mur-Artal et al., 2015).
2.4.2 LSD, Hough and Contour Extractors
Line extractor in image processing includes two main algorithms: Hough Transfor-
mation and LSD detector. As a comparison, LSD is faster as a local line detection
algorithm and more popular in recent SLAM algorithms. But it has some drawbacks
as well, such as the detected long line is usually segmented into multiple small pieces
lines while occlusion or local blur occurs. In LSD working process, when an RGB
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image is input into the system, it is converted to a gray-scale at the 1st step. Then,
LSD calculates the gradient and gradient direction for each pixel. Pixels at the edge
will have larger gradient values, and these points will be extracted and saved as edge
points (Engel et al., 2014).
After extraction, LBD is introduced as line descriptor. Similar to SIFT and SURF,
LBD uses Gaussian scale space pyramid to overcome the scale shift problem. For
description, LBD divides points around edge lines (include edge) into multiple paral-
lel bands. By calculating the direction vector (4 directions) between the two bands,
the descriptor of the edge line is obtained. This is similar to SIFT descriptor, which
generates gradient histogram descriptor by calculating the direction of every pixels
around feature point (Zhang and Koch, 2013).
Hough transform is a feature extraction technique in digital image process. It aims
to gather the local maximal points in a so-called accumulator space. That is, the
points in Cartesian coordinate are the lines in the accumulator space, and the lines in
Cartesian coordinate are presented by a point in accumulator space. Line detector
based on Hough transformation derives a better detection result when the lines
segment to be detected is very representative in the image, such as the longer edge
of an object. For non-continuous short segments, Hough line extractor is difficult to
keep its efficiency. Therefore, the Hough line extractor is always been used to find
the primary lines or primary line direction in an image (Chutatape and Guo, 1999).
2.4.3 3D depth Image and Planar data
Differing from binocular or monocular vision sensors, RGB-D camera provides depth
data directly. The captured depth image presents the distance information in cur-
rent camera’s view, and the distance value is stored in 8-bits or 16-bits in every
pixel. Furthermore, 16-bits depth image has only one channel and is the standard
format for GPU computations. Recent OpenCV and PCL libraries have provided
tools to transfer Gray-scale images to RGB images and 3D scene point cloud model
respectively (Rusu and Cousins, 2011) (Bradski and Kaehler, 2008). And recent
Deep learning scene parsing models can mark the labels semantically on gray-scale
or RGB image to make it more understandable. (Chen et al., 2017)
For the other cases, PCL uses the camera intrinsic parameters and depth data
to create a 3D point cloud model, and then calculate the normal vector of each
point. But comparing the normal vectors with RANSAC and other algorithms, the
planar areas of 3D models can be extracted efficiently. The problem for depth data
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is its captured data from consumer-level sensor is not reliable, and its 3D model
always contains errors. In addition, the sensor has a limited working range and will
malfunction when facing in-reflected objects (Kurban et al., 2015).
2.5 RGB-D Visual Scene Mapping Approaches
A detailed projection Scene model is the prior requirement of Projection-SAR. With
years of development, indoor scene mapping algorithms have been developed in
various forms and could be distinguished by processing time: off-line process and
on-line process. The most basic visual tracking and mapping algorithm is SFM
(Structure-From-Motion), which aims at obtaining 3D information from a sequence
of 2D images. It is inspired by human vision system: while a human is moving
around an object, he or she can obtain a 3D model of the object through analysing
object’s 2D images in various views. (Smith et al., 2016) (Schonberger and Frahm,
2016) figure 2.6 shows its typical working pipeline.
Figure 2.6: A typical Structure-from-Motion pipeline
In its first step, it detects visual features in each image through feature detection and
description algorithms, such as SIFT, SURF and others. Then, the correspondence
between two frames are defined. In the second step, the motion and structure are
estimated by using a projection model, and a normal SFM system could handle 2
or 3 frames in a second. Then, the acquired estimation result is optimised through
bundle adjustment or other iterative methods. Finally, the surface of objects or
environment will be enriched. Optimisation though bundle adjustment with all the
image points is a huge computation process, which is hard to achieve for live visual
operations.
Therefore, SFM is frequently used in off-line reconstruction process, e.g. recovering
large-scale models, the appearance of building and cities with numbers of pictures.
To processing online, the algorithms follows similar pipeline at a much higher speed,
such as a variety of SLAM algorithms. These algorithms could be classified into two
main aspects based on their visual tracking theory, i.e. Sparse-SLAM and Dense-
SLAM.
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2.5.1 Sparse-SLAM Algorithms
Sparse-SLAM calculates camera’s transformation matrix by extracting and matching
2D image features. As mention earlier, the usable image features include SIFT,
SURF, ORB, lines, contours and others. Among them, SIFT and SURF are firstly
used in SLAM algorithms, which are replace by ORB and line features in recent
studies because of their slow processing speed (Klein and Murray, 2009) (Mur-Artal
et al., 2015).
ORB-SLAM is popular in recent SLAM applications. It is named by ORB since
is extracts and describes visual features with ORB. ORB-SLAM uses co-visibility
graph to simplify tracking and mapping process in a local view-sharing area. Since it
abandons many redundant frames and only analysing important key frames, ORB-
SLAM is robust and powerful in large-scale mapping and tracking system. Similar to
other SLAM algorithm, ORB-SLAM includes two parallel main processes. In track-
ing process, it extracts ORB features from sequential images, and then perform-
ing pose estimation based on last frame or re-initialising the pose through global
re-localisation. After that, it tracks the reconstructed map, detect loop closure
and optimise pose graphs. The mapping process mainly aims at recovering local
map, which inserts the key frames, validates and test the new generated map points
through local BA, and then filtering the inserted key frames and removing redundant
key-frames. ORB-SLAM is widely used in a variety of visual tracking and mapping
tasks such as indoor SLAM and outdoor city-sized SLAM tasks.(Mur-Artal et al.,
2015)
Similar to ORB-SLAM, PL-SLAM also detects image features through ORB algo-
rithm. As an improvement, it introduces line features to describe the scene in more
detail and improve tracking performance (Pumarola et al., 2017). S-PTAM has
been released currently and could be treated as a binocular edition of PTAM. As an
improvement, it solves the problem that monocular visual sensor does not have a
good initialisation in tracking by solving stereo constraints between stereo images.
(Pire et al., 2017).
2.5.2 Dense/Semi-Dense SLAM Algorithms
Alternatively, camera tracking could be achieved by comparing the 3D information of
adjacent frames, which refers to Dense tracking algorithm. Dense tracking algorithm
relays on 3D point-to-point, point-plane or plane-plane registration, and will keep
minimising the point cloud alignment error until it reaches a threshold, which refers
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to ICP algorithm. Recent Dense-SLAM algorithms include DTAM, KinectFusion,
Elastic Fusion, etc. Since their tracking process use all the 3D information, their
processing speed highly rely on the powerful computation devices (Kerl et al., 2013)
(Whelan et al., 2015) (Newcombe et al., 2011a).
Rather than using image features for tracking, Dense approaches is more flexible
in feature-less environments. In recent studies, researchers found not all the 3D
data are valuable for ICP registration. In addition, calculating the transformation
between key-frames could result in a reliable pose estimation and greatly reduce
the processing period. Therefore, the recent light-weighted Dense SLAM algorithms
have been introduced as an optimisation, e.g. LSD-SLAM. These algorithms could
be called semi-dense SLAM algorithms (Engel et al., 2014).
DTAM tracks camera’s pose by solving Lucas-Kanade style non-linear least-squares
equation of pose transformation. For dense mapping, it introduces a projective
photo-metric cost volume to store inverse depth value of every pixels in the keyframes
(Newcombe et al., 2011b). Kinect Fusion decreases computation burden by assum-
ing camera’s motion is small between adjacent frames, and uses a fast projective
data association algorithm to avoid a dense pose estimation iteratively. In mapping
process, it registers each video frame with reconstructed model to enhance its robust-
ness by reducing external noise and camera distortion. Then it recovers 3D model by
using a volumetric model represented by SDF value from each voxel grid. However,
modelling with voxel grids requires huge memory space, which makes this algorithm
inapplicable for large-scale work-space. So, other researchers have designed a vol-
ume shifting algorithm to enlarge the working range of voxel-based modelling, e.g.
Elastic Fusion (Whelan et al., 2015).
Since handling all images requires a powerful processor and a long calculating time,
some AR applications have adopted data less than dense in the tracking and mapping
process, such as LSD-SLAM. LSD-SLAM track camera’s pose in real-time with a
Gaussian-probability distribution of sub-set pixels of images, instead of using image
features or the raw data. After estimating the pose transformation, it compares
current frame with last frame to check whether the camera has moved far enough.
If it moves too far, a new key-frame will be established. To optimize the map, LSD-
SLAM inserts the key-frames in the pose graph, and declares a distance to ensure
key-frames are inserted suitably (Engel et al., 2014).
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2.6 CNN in Computer Vision
Since the great victory in image object classification PASCAL 2012 Challenge, Deep
Learning in image processing has attracted increasing research interest and been
used in various application fields. Deep learning is the most widely known algorithms
using to deal with object recognition and classification. In this field, a commonly
used model is CNN (Convolutional Neural Network). The workflow of CNN can be
roughly summarised into three steps. Firstly, the image is processed by multiple
CNN networks with different convolution kernels so that the original features of the
image can be obtained. Then these features are deeply studied and classified. The
difference between estimated classification results and ground truth results will form
an error function. Finally, by minimising the error function and back-propagation,
the parameters in the network are kept updating until the error factor reaches the
optimum.
For convolutional Neural Network, the most direct way to improve its accuracy is
to deepen the network, and forms DCNN (Deep-CNN). The recent CNN model
generally has more than 10 levels: from the initial LeNet (8 levels without final
FC), to GoogleNet (22 Levels), and even now ResNet (51, 101, upto 1000 levels)
(Canziani et al., 2016) (LeCun et al., 2015) (Szegedy et al., 2017). In fact, experi-
ments have shown that though increasing depth of DL model can improve accuracy
and robustness, but also introduces over-fitting problem. Therefore, in recent deep
Neural Networks, over-fitting problem is optimized by the dropout layer (ResNet),
Inception Module (GoogleNet) and other optimizing strategies. Since outstanding
performance in image classification and recognition, CNN is now also applied to
robotic visual re-localization problems in (Li et al., 2016) (Li et al., 2018a).
Beside CNN, Recursive Neural Network (RNN) is also introduced in visual tracking
and mapping system in recent researches, e.g. DeepVO and UndeepVO. Unlike
CNN, RNN pays more attention to the correspondence between adjacent images
in an image sequence. Once a new image has been input into neural network, the
output from the last frame will be kept and used as the second input parameter.
Since RNN can analyze current frame with the result from adjacent frame, it has
been developed for visual tracking tasks or camera pose tracking process (Li et al.,
2018b).
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2.7 SLAM with CNN
Since the first mature framework has been published in 2007, SLAM algorithm has
been developed dramatically in the past 10 years and becomes a popular algorithm
in the field of computer vision technique (Klein and Murray, 2007). With the
development of Deep Learning algorithms, researchers have introduced the benefits
of deep learning (DL) to existing SLAM algorithms.
The existing methods of using DL to optimise SLAM pipeline could be classified into
two main aspects: In the first aspect, CNN is used to optimise the SLAM structure
or a part of SLAM, such as using CNN to create and recognise rigid image features,
using CNN to get the depth data (for monocular visual system) and using CNN to
track the camera’s pose. For the second aspect, researchers use CNN to mark the
labels and give the semantic meaning of objects inside the scene. This approach
could replace DBoW with better flexibility and accuracy. We have classify recent
CNN-SLAM algorithms in figure 2.7.
Figure 2.7: Classification of CNN-optimised SLAM algorithm
2.7.1 Optimising part of SLAM
By utilising prominent feature recognition and semantic description capability of
CNN, some researchers use CNN to detect and describe image features. For example,
two connected deep learning networks were to build a system in the work of DeTone
(DeTone et al., 2017). In the 1st deep learning network, the solid 2D image feature
points are detected and located. It remembers feature point position in adjacent
input images. In the 2nd network, the inputs are two points images and the output
is the homography matrix used to estimate camera pose transformation. Yi and
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his group have introduced LIFT feature for Visual Odometry (Yi et al., 2016).
It implements a complete feature point processing pipeline, including detection,
direction estimation and characterisation. LIFT generates denser image features,
therefore, LIFT is more robust in feature-less environments in comparing with SIFT.
Alternatively, some researcher used CNN to recover the scale factor for monocular
visual systems. In the work of Grag, et al, they proposed an unsupervised framework
for single-view depth prediction using deep CNN without the need for prior training
and annotated ground-truth depths. The network is trained in a way similar to
self-encoding, resulting in the prediction of depth information (Garg et al., 2016).
Training Convolutional Networks to estimate pose is another popular research topic.
In this field, Pose-Net could be treated as a pioneering work, which is a supervised
learning model and uses the basic CNN framework (Kendall et al., 2015). Pose-Net
replaces the classification of the fully connected layer with the 6 degree-of-freedom
pose estimation regression layer. While training the model, the ground-truth pose
information is firstly computed through SFM. Based on Pose-Net strategy, other
improved versions are also published recently, e.g. V2V-PoseNet and X-Ray PoseNet
(Moon et al., 2018).
Another important Scene reconstruction and camera tracking strategy based on
CNN-net is SFM-net, which is the upgraded version of SFM-learner. SFM-net is a
geometric aware deep learning model used for estimating pose transformation in a
video. This model could be trained with multiple constraints, such as photo-metric
error (training in unsupervised method), depth information constraint and camera’s
motion constraints (Vijayanarasimhan et al., 2017).
2.7.2 Introducing semantic information to SLAM
There are two main reconstruction approaches in recent visual SLAM system, namely
geometric mapping and semantic mapping. Comparing with normal reconstruc-
tion, semantic mapping appears more in automatic systems, especially in human-
computer interactive designs. In a semantic reconstruction system, semantic inflat-
ing includes the description of items inside a scene, such as the color of the item,
its edge features or three-dimensional information. In current SLAM systems, this
information is difficult to be consistently accurate and reliable. For example, the
changes of object pose lead to false detection, or errors caused by low-quality sensors.
To make an improvement, researchers use CNN to generate semantic information for
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SLAM system. In the work of Li and Belaroussi, a CNN Deep learning model was
combined with a LSD-SLAM pipeline to extract precise 3D semantic labels (Li and
Belaroussi, 2016). It was made clear that using 2D image and 3D data cannot always
provide reliable semantic models, and may lead to false and inaccurate semantic
reconstruction. Following a traditional key-frame based reconstruction pipeline, its
2-D semantic information is combined with spatial consistency between connected
key-frames firstly, and then create a detailed 3D reconstructed model.
Su¨nderhauf and his colleagues believe that a reconstructed scene should contain
accurate and meaningful semantic information and geometric information in order to
enable intelligent human-robot interaction (Su¨nderhauf et al., 2017). Their system
used a RGB-D sensor and followed the ORB-SLAM pipeline. While a keyframe was
detected, SSD (Single Shot MultiBox Detector) performed on it to detect objects
in the scene. Then, an unsupervised segmentation DL model was used to assign
each segmented object with a 3D model. By comparing the Segmented model with
the trained 3D model with ICP algorithm, the system will decide whether it should
create a new label or associating with an existing label.
McCormac et al. (McCormac et al., 2017) combined CNN with ElasticFusion in
their Dense Semantic Reconstruction experiments. They showed that a semantic
map can contribute to intelligent robots in robustness, accuracy and practicability.
When a frame is inserted, they use dense tracking approach to give each pixel a
corresponding label. Their 2D points are then projected into a 3D point cloud. As
the camera moves, every point in the point cloud is constantly updated. The main
problem of this approach is that it may have different labels when the same point
is observed by different frames. Therefore, a probabilistic model is introduced by
calculating the transformation of points between frames. The relationship between
points and points can be calculated and the label of new point can be inferred.
2.8 Mathematical Analysis
2.8.1 Coordinate transformations
AR applications have a standard pipeline to overlay virtual graphics onto the sur-
face of a real environment, and this pipeline includes three main processes: image
capture, image rendering and composited. Each of the main processes has its unique
mathematical transformation, which could be described as model transformation,
view transformation and projective transformation. Their relationship is described
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in figure 2.8.
Figure 2.8: Illustration of coordinate transformation
The model transformation is the transformation between the projected objects and
the scene coordinate, which means the position of object inside this scene. For
the projection-SAR applications, the model transformation could be ignored as the
projection object is static. But in some cases, a moving object may be projection
target, and the model transformation is necessary to be updated. In contrast, the
view transformation describes the relationship between the current camera’s view
coordinate and the world coordinate. For AR applications, as moving the cameras
provides users an immersive view, calculating current camera pose continuously is
the most important task.
The perspective transformation includes the information about the camera coor-
dinate and the 2D image display coordinate. For AR applications, it means the
transformation between camera’s view and user’s view. In a spatial-SAR system,
the perspective transformation describes the relationship between the camera’s co-
ordinate and the projector’s coordinate. This transformation is required to be pre-
calibrated before operation. If there exist more than one camera-projector system,
the sensors should be calibrated separately.
2.8.2 P-n-P pose transformation algorithm
Deriving the 6 DOF pose of camera from n 2D-3D pairs of corresponding feature
points refers to a Perspective-n-Point (P-n-P) problem (Gao et al., 2003), where
n means the least n pairs of correspondences required. Since each correspondence
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provides two constraints, PnP generates 2n constraints. To calculate 6 DOF pose
transformation, minimum 3 correspondences are required. Figure 2.9 shows its cal-
culation process.
Figure 2.9: The description of P-n-P algorithm
1. select any two points qi and qj from given three points;
2. create the triangle which connects c, qi and qj, where c is the camera center
point.
3. calculate di,j = abs(qi− qj) and cosθi,j, where cosθi,j = V ec(qi− c)V ec(qj − c)
4. an equation (2.3) could be established with two unknowns di,j = abs( qi - c
) and di, j = abs(qj − c)
d2ij = d
2
i + d
2
j − 2didjcosθi,j (2.3)
Considering the other two pairs, each pair could form one polynomial equation
of degree 4. Three points result in three distances, d1, d2 and d3. The equation
set could be solved with at most 4 solutions. Actually, a unique best solution
could be derived if we introduce another point, and this could be considered
as the common solution.
5. compute the position of qi in camera coordinate, q
c
i .
qci = c+ di  V ec(pi − c) (2.4)
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6. compute the pose < R|T > by aligning qci with qi, and performing nonlinear
refinement of the pose.
In OpenCV (Bradski and Kaehler, 2008), it provides three P-N-P functions:
1. CVP3P , which could use 4 non-coplanar features to solve pose tracking prob-
lems. Error occurs if the features points pair is less than 4
2. CVITERATIV E, which uses 4 co-planar feature points to derive pose parameters.
3. CVEPNP , which solves parameter based on N points and determines the unique
correct value only when N > 3.
2.8.3 Bundle Adjustment
BA is an optimisation model, aiming at minimising re-projection errors and drift
error (Triggs et al., 1999). As introduced, BA optimisation is the last step in SFM. In
recent years, the image feature-based SLAM algorithm also uses graph optimisation
approaches to replace filter based optimisation methods. Figure 2.10 and figure 2.11
show the graph optimisation based on Bundle Adjustment.
Figure 2.10: The features detected by the same camera in different pose. The coloured
lines are the bundles of light.
For a camera with calibration K, let P(n, i) denote the projection of 3D point Xn to
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Figure 2.11: A graph model of BA. Xn is the spatial point in the scene; Ci is the camera
in different positions. If Xn could be detected by Ci, they are connected.
the frame obtained with camera pose Ci. The re-projection error of a metric Error
is minimised:
Error = arg min
∑
n
∑
i
ρ(KCiXn − Pn,i) (2.5)
where ρ is the robust estimator and P(n,i) is a homogeneous vector with three ele-
ments.
The common methods yo solve this question include gradient descent approaches,
Newton, Gauss-Newton Wedderburn (1974) and Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm
Ranganathan (2004). Recent the most popular method is L-M algorithm, which
allows the system to switch between gradient descent algorithm and Gauss-Newton
algorithm under different conditions. Therefore, L-M algorithm is more robust and
efficient than the others. Gradient descent method aims at finding the minimum of
a function, and its mathematical expression could be illustrated below:
xk = xk−1 − γ∇(xk−1) (2.6)
where γ is the descent length of each iteration.
Gradient descent ensures that the function of each iteration decreases. The initial
descent is very fast when the initial point is far away from optimal. However, the
descent speed will be quite slow when it nears the optimal because the direction
of iteration is polygonal. Gauss-Newton algorithm approximates the function with
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Taylor function and then removes the quadratic terms:
f(x+ δx) ≈ f(x) + J(x)δx (2.7)
Since we need to reduce the Reprojection Error, We can assume:
ε+ J(x)δx = 0 (2.8)
Then
JTJδx = −JT ,and x = x+ δx (2.9)
Thus, x iteration is δx direction until || is the minimum. The benefit of Gauss-
Newton method is it ensures a high descent speed in each iteration. However, it
cannot ensure every iteration step is descent. As a result of this, L-M approach is
introduced to combine the advantages of both. For the equation from Gauss-Newton,
L-M changes it to:
(JTJ + µI)δx = −JT  (2.10)
Through running the value of µ, L-M could switch current applying algorithm in
different situations.
2.8.4 ICP
Scanning a scene with a depth camera is usually impossible to scan all the objects
in the scene by one acquisition. It can only acquire point clouds at different angles
of the scene, and then fuse these points together to get a complete scene. ICP
(Iterative Closest Point Iterative Point) algorithm is such a point set to point set
registration method figure 2.12, which could be treated as an optimisation process
of least square computation (Rusinkiewicz and Levoy, 2001).
Analysing ICP process could be presented as two functions (Li and Belaroussi,
2016),: Given: Points group X = x1, x2, ..., xn Points group P = p1, p2, ..., pn
Want: Translation Matrix T and Rotation Matrix R, which minimises the sum of
squared error:
E(R, t) =
1
Np
Np∑
i=1
||xi −Rpi − t||2 (2.11)
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Figure 2.12: ICP algorithm calculating the transformation matrix to make Blue point cloud
overlaps Red point cloud.
For ICP algorithm, if correspondences between two point groups could be define in
prior, the optimisation equation has a unique solution.
Figure 2.13: Illustration of transformation target of ICP
In the first step, the Centroid of two point clouds µx and µp is estimated using:
µx =
1
Nx
Nx∑
i=1
xi, and µp =
1
Np
∑
i=1
Nppi (2.12)
Then the corresponding centre of mass is subtracted from every point in the two
point sets before estimation the transformation. For R and T estimation, we can
use SVD approach:
W =
Np∑
i=1
xi‘p
T
i  W = U
 σ1 0 00 σ2 0
0 0 σ3
V T (2.13)
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if rank(W ) = 3, E(R, T ) has a unique optimisation result.
R = UV T , and t = µx −Rµp (2.14)
Comparing with other registration approaches, ICP could return very accurate reg-
istration result, and avoid the requirement of feature extraction and description.
However, ICP is computational expensive. In addition, While ICP is searching the
corresponding points, it uses the Euclidean Distance to match each point pair, which
causes matching failure.
As an improvement, recent ICP uses various sampling approaches to find the cor-
respondences, such as uniform sub-sampling, random sub-sampling, feature-based
and normal-space sampling. Among them, feature-based sampling will only consider
the feature-point inside the points group, which is efficient and popular in recent
semi-dense SLAM approaches.
PCL lib (Rusu and Cousins, 2011) also provides other point matching strategy to
make ICP flexible in different scene. The most common approach is searching the
closet point, this is efficient when camera motion is small, but it runs slowly. Another
strategy is searching by normal vectors, which performs better with smaller external
noises. The projection approach is utilised in most of current ICP-based tracking
programs because of its fast processing speed and good accuracy.It requires small
camera‘s motion between frames. Recently, there are many ICP variants, such as
point-to-point and point-to-plane that are the most popular and usually performs
better in structured environments (Segal et al., 2009).
2.9 Summary
The characteristics of state-of-art AR broadcasting displays are firstly reviewed in
this Chapter. In fact, no single display technique could satisfy comprehensive re-
quirements of wide user communities. For example, monitor-based AR broadcasting
has more mature applications than the others in recent years, but provides limited
immersive experience. HMD has the best immersive experience, whereas it still
struggles with latency, focus mechanism, brightness, accuracy and widespread ac-
ceptance problems. Projection display enables augmented view with naked eyes,
but it has the problem that the resolution of their projected content is hardly to
achieve the real-world resolutions.
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Then, recent popular visual sensors and their calibration algorithm are introduced.
For indoor visual tracking and mapping tasks, the best camera is RGB-D camera
since it can provide the RGB and depth data directly. To calibrate the projector, the
most popular algorithm is structured-light projection. And existing Projection SAR
systems adopt this method. In the fourth sub-section, recent popular visual feature
and feature descriptors are described. Then, we summarized and classified the state-
of-art indoor visual mapping algorithms based on their camera tracking method in
the following part. For feature-less indoor scenes, dense mapping algorithm can
provide better mapping performance. Due to deep learning has been increasingly
associated with computer vision recently, the application of CNN in computer vision
and the application of CNN in SLAM are concluded in the sixth and seventh sub-
sections respectively. Finally, the mathematical algorithms related to our research
are analysed in the last part.
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3Plane detection and Completion
with CNN Segmented Labels
3.1 Introduction
The Projection-SAR systems are usually used in a low-texture environment, such
as indoor demonstration rooms, exhibition halls and Broadcasting studios. These
environments typically contain large scale planes, such as projection screens, white
board, black board and the surface of tables or other objects. A fixed projection-
SAR system could register the projection target and obtain enough visual features
by using structured-light projection technique. This is however unable to be imple-
mented by a movable Projection-SAR system.
In this chapter, a complete plane detection, plane edge extraction and completion
algorithm is introduced. Proposed algorithm aims at optimising the performance
of detecting planes and their contours in non-HD images through combining differ-
ent edge extractors. Compare with state-of-art edge detection algorithms in visual
SLAM, our method has made three main improvements: firstly, by clustering and
selecting various edge features detected from different feature extraction algorithms,
our method improves the accuracy of extracting edges of different sizes in non-HD
images. Among them, the Hough line transformation algorithm (Chutatape and
Guo, 1999) and LSD (Von Gioi et al., 2010) is used to detect long solid edges and
short less-solid edges respectively, then the Contour Detector (Bradski and Kaehler,
2008) is used to filter out the wrong detected line segments. Secondly, by analyz-
ing the end points of line segments and the intersection points between lines, our
algorithm supports the restoration of occluded edges in single image without prior
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knowledge. It should be noted that our algorithm can only be applied to planar ob-
jects with regular shapes and straight lines, such as surface of table, whiteboard and
pictures. Lastly, we propose a depth value optimisation method based on normal
vectors to correct inaccurate depth data captured from consumer-level sensors. And
this method can ensure the accuracy of 3D point cloud contour model of labelled
plane.
3.1.1 Features on plane
In a 3D scene model, a plane model could provide both 3D and 2D features. A
3D plane contains its normal vector and position in scene coordinate. 2D features
on a plane includes its contour, texture and 2d vanishing directions. This section
introduces both features and the commonly used feature extractors, as well as their
limitations.
3D features
Pose and Normal vector are the most basic 3D features that could be obtained by
RGB-D camera and PCL library directly. RGB-D camera estimates the depth of
every pixel in each view. After converting 2D image to 3D point cloud model with
estimated depth values, we can use various depth extraction algorithms in PCL
lib to extract the plane models. Current popular plane extractors in PCL library
include KdTree, RANSAC and region growing (Rusu and Cousins, 2011).
KdTree approach is based on euclidean distance between adjacent points in a 3D
point cloud (Greenspan and Yurick, 2003). Assuming there is a plane inside current
depth camera’s view, the 3d point inside this plane will be very close to each other,
and the point around the plane’s edge will have a significant position difference.
According to this assumption, KdTree approach is able to segment the scene and
detect the planes. Typically, KdTree is followed by a RANSAC process for further
plane extraction and deriving the parameter of normal vector of a plane. In our
design, KdTree approach is not used since it cannot provide the normal vector
parameter directly.
Plane extraction based on RANSAC can cluster each 3D point by analysing its
normal vector direction (Schnabel et al., 2007). In the first step, it defines the
direction of each point with its surrounding points. Then, the points with the
similar direction in an acceptable distance domain will be clustered, and all the
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clustered points have the same direction. In this step, we can set the threshold of
number of points in each clustered plane and leave the small ones. Finally, all the
accepted plane clusters are combined together and derived a final output, which is
presented by various planes. Since we have left several small planes, the final output
only describes the important planes inside current camera’s view. This algorithm is
used as plane extractor in our algorithm.
Segmentation with region growing considers both the normal vector and distance
between adjacent points (Khaloo and Lattanzi, 2017). This method describes the
normal vector difference between two points as a curvature value, and the points with
minimum curvature value will be considered as in a flat zone. Assuming this process
start with a random point, it firstly compares its neighboured candidate points by
the normal vector, and if the normal vector difference is under the threshold, the
candidate points will be added to current region; then all the candidate points will
be tested with curvature value and only keep the ones below the threshold. This
process is repeated until it reaches the edge of the 3D point cloud. Comparing with
RANSAC, this approach generates all shapes of 3D data, and is more suitable for
large-scale indoor structured scenes, such as corridor and staircase.
In PCL library, normal vector estimation could be accomplished by RANSAC scene
segmentation process directly. The average normal vector value will be used to
optimise the noise data problem. To get a more correct estimation, it is better
to set a smaller normal vector threshold to keep each plane estimation reliable, as
shown in figure 3.1, in which only the table area is presented and compared to make
the extraction result clearer.
2D features
2D features on plane include the texture features and contour features. The tex-
ture describe its appearance, and the contour describe the plane’s shape. Contour
is one of the most important information in 2D image, which describe the edge of
objects. Since the shape of an objects have various types, various contour extrac-
tion algorithms have been developed. The Contour Detector (Bradski and Kaehler,
2008), Line detector based on Hough Transformation (Chutatape and Guo, 1999)
and LSD extractor (Von Gioi et al., 2010) are the most popular algorithms in this
field. As a mature image processing technique, these extractors are open for public
and available to use in OpenCV libraries (Bradski and Kaehler, 2008). All three
contour detection algorithms are based on the gradient of Gray-scale value, but they
provides different functions due to the different feature extraction and description
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Figure 3.1: Comparison between different Plane extraction algorithms: (a) Vector-based;
(b) KdTree; (c) RANSAC; (d)Region Growing.
approaches. In this subsection, the basic theory of each contour extraction will be
briefly introduced, and their functional differences is analysed. A more detailed
comparison will be concluded in the next section.
Contour Detector is based on the gradient of Gray-scale value and is a possible
solution to contribute in detecting the edge when the image has a high resolution.
However, it requires the user to set a Gray-scale value threshold manually, and
then segmenting the whole Gray-scale image based on this value. Contour Detector
generates a closed contour for each object. In addition, it has the ability of deleting
the inside false detected line segment, which is difficult to be realized by other
line detection theories. Users could choose to fill each closed contour area with
different colours as a distinction. In addition, contour Detector is also available
to tell a pixel is inside or outside of a closed contour in a very simple process.
Furthermore, Contour Detector also provides other functions like calculating the
perimeter, detecting the Centroid and locating the corner points of each contour.
However, Contour Detector always retains the outermost contour instead of choosing
the optimal result from multiple detection results when the captured image is in low
resolution because of visual sensor quality or shooting-jitter problem. It cannot
always generate good detection result with shifting illumination since the threshold
parameter can not be changed in one image sequence. These two problems could be
further optimised by fusing other contour detectors.
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Line extractor is another useful tool to detect the contour of an object. it is based
on Hough transformation and considers the points onside the same line in Cartesian
coordinate could be presented as a point in polar coordinate. Hough Line extractor
also detects the edge points and corner point based on gradient change on Gray-scale
image. Differing from contour extractor, Hough based detector is able to connect
several line segments with the same direction into one line. Moreover, it also has the
ability of choosing the optimal line among multiple repeated line segments. However,
Hough line extractor is sensitive to image blur and noise though it has the ability
of clustering nearby lines and find the optimisation.
LSD extractor is the most popular line segments detector in recent years. Similar to
other extractors, it detects the line points and corner points based on the gradient
on Gray-scale image. LSD extractor includes three main steps: in the first step,
it converts the RGB image into the Gray-scale image and then re-scales generated
Gray-scale image with different sizes. Then, the edges points are detected on all
scaled Gray-scale image and linked. Finally, all detected lines from multiple scale
spaces are projected back to original RGB image and saved as detected line features.
Compare to other line extractors, LSD runs faster and generates richer line segments
because it detects the lines in various scales of image. But this algorithm lacks a
method of line segments fusion. When the RGB image is clarity or has an uneven
illumination intensity, LSD will generates many line segments have same direction
and overlapped on each other on the same edge. In addition, LSD will produce
multiple line segments with different directions on the same edge when the image
is blurred. As a result, LSD extractor could be considered as a feature provider,
and these features should be further filtered with other edge detectors to keep each
detected line feature correct and reliable.
With the basic introduction and analysis of recent popular contour detectors above,
we can briefly conclude the fundamental characteristics of each line segment extrac-
tion algorithms and build a reverse pyramid structure based on their characteristics,
which is shown in figure 3.2.
1. Contour extractor
(a) Only based on Gray-value threshold.
(b) Ability to draw a close contour of an object and fill the contour area with
different colours.
(c) Ability to detect the important corner points on contour and Centroid of
the contour area.
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Figure 3.2: Analysis of recent popular contour extractors
(d) Only keeps the outermost contour of an object
(e) It is the most sensitive contour extraction algorithm to image blurring
and unbalanced illumination.
2. Hough Extractor
(a) based on Gray-value gradient and other parameters
(b) Ability to connect small line segments in same direction.
(c) Ability to detect the primary line features of an object in RGB image.
(d) Ability to merge the line feature belongs to the same cluster.
(e) Could change its parameters to generate richer line features.
3. LSD Extractor
(a) based on Gray-value gradient and other parameters
(b) Ability to detect the line features in various image scale.
(c) Generates most line features compare with other detectors.
(d) Its detected features include both correct and in-correct features.
(e) Lack of ability to choose the optimal line among the similar line features
(f) Lack of ability to merge the lines with similar parameters.
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3.1.2 Object description and deep CNN
Currently, there are two main approaches to the description of objects in recent
visual tracking and mapping algorithms. The first one is DBoW library (Wallach,
2006) describing the visual features, and the other one is the Deep Convolutional
Neural Network that uses the deep learning model to generate the semantic de-
scription. Before deep learning became popular, DBoW was the main descriptive
algorithm, and is frequently used for loop closure detection and lost tracking recov-
ery.
DBoW algorithm has a training process in which user needs to capture a sequence
of images about the experimental scene and then detect the visual features on every
image to describe each object. The applied visual features detector and descriptor
could be SIFT, SURF, ORB and LSD line features. After the feature detection,
DBoW uses k-mean clustering algorithm to classify the feature descriptors and save
these descriptors into a dictionary. When a new image is inserted, its feature de-
scriptors will be searched in the dictionary and compared with matched features to
get its nearest frame.
Deep learning is popular in recent object recognition, classification and semantically
segmentation tasks. Comparing with visual feature based approaches, deep learning
is more robust because it is not completely relying on the visual features. In contrast
to feature-based algorithms, deep learning models perform better in simple scenes,
and has better detection and labelling performance for large-scale empty planes. In
our experiment, Deep learning model ’DeepLabV3+’ from Google is used for testing
planar area detection and extraction.
’DeepLabV3+’ is a combination of encoder-decoder and Astrous Convolution Net-
work: encoder-decoder aims at solving boundary information and Astrous Convo-
lution Network computes the feature information (Chen et al., 2017). Figure 3.3
has described the structure of ’DeepLabV3+’ model. DeepLabV3+ dataset adopts
PASCAL dataset structure, and uses 3 channel RGB data to mark the labels. This is
different to Gray-scale label dataset, like NYU dataset. It provides two pre-trained
models, ADE20K and PASCAL, which are suitable for indoor experiments in this
thesis. ADE20K dataset is a large indoor segmentation dataset with 151 labels, and
includes items exist in most of indoor scenes, such as wall, floor, table, blackboard,
projection screen, chair, door, etc. PASCAL dataset has 21 labels for both outdoor
and indoor objects. Figure 3.4 shows The label images generated by two pre-trained
models. More specifically, figure 3.4(a) is the result from ADE20K, and figure 3.4(b)
is the result from PASCAL. For fine-tune the ’DeepLabv3+ model’, a small dataset
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Figure 3.3: A structure of DeepLabV3+ model.
(Chen et al., 2017)
has been created, including 7 objects: table, blackboard, wall, projection screen,
photo and ignore label, which are described in figure 3.5. The value of ignore label
is equal to 0, which will not be learned in the training process. After the fine-tuning
process, I test the model with experiment images and these results are described
in figure 3.6. We can conclude the characteristic of deep learning model in scene
parsing tasks in three main points:
1. Deep learning performance is better in finding and marking objects with simple
structures, such as medium and large scale planes.
2. Deep learning cannot accurately and robustly mark every object, as shown in
figure 3.6
3. The scene segmentation result generated by deep learning model is unreliable.
We can only believe that it marks the result in a certain area, but can’t believe
its segmentation result, or contour extraction results in this area, as shown in
figure 3.6
3.2 The proposed line feature extraction pipeline
Based on the analysis of recent popular contour extractors and line extractors, it
is clear that it is difficult to obtain accurate and robust results by using only one
feature extraction algorithm, especially under strong noise interference. This section
proposes a novel line features extraction pipeline with two important innovations:
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.4: (a) is the segmentation result from ADE20K-trained model, and (b) is the
result from PASCAL-trained model.
(a) (b)
Figure 3.5: Our label dataset for fine-tune
(a) (b)
Figure 3.6: Segmentation failure. Most of pixels in table region are not labelled as ’table’
• We combine different contour extractors to detect edges of different sizes in
non-HD image. Firstly, the extractor based on Hough Line Transform (Chutat-
ape and Guo, 1999) is applied to detect the long solid edges and connect the
small line segments on the same edge. Since Hough Line Transform is difficult
to find the small lines, we then use the LSD detector (Von Gioi et al., 2010)
as supplement. On the one hand, LSD can detect short line features. On
the other hand, when the image is not high definition, LSD is able to provide
less-solid line features as a candidate of final edge feature. Finally, we use
the Contour Extractor (Bradski and Kaehler, 2008) to delete the false detec-
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tion not in contour region (like the false detection inside the plane, which is
generated by uneven illumination).
• After edge detection, we cluster line features based on their directions. And
then define the optimum of each cluster by comparing their direction and
length with average values.
Compared to the current feature extraction algorithms, our algorithm can extract
the edge segments closest to the real edge in the blurred image, which is not sen-
sitive to uneven illumination. Moreover, after the edge line segmentation, we have
introduced another algorithm to define the characteristics of each detected impor-
tant contour points. By analysing these contour points, our algorithm could extend
or connect the contour lines between two defined corner points. This has solved the
small occlusion problem for recent edge detection technique. This research will be
introduced in more detail in Section 3.3.
3.2.1 Design idea and proposed structure
This subsection will introduce the design idea and the structure of the proposed
contour extraction algorithm. The proposed system uses three contour extractors:
Contour Detector (Bradski and Kaehler, 2008), Hough Line Transform (Chutatape
and Guo, 1999) and LSD Detector (Von Gioi et al., 2010). Assuming the sensor
we are using is not a high-definition sensor, and the captured image has a motion
blur problem. That means we can’t get the correct edge extraction result from
any feature extractor directly, and detection results include both correct and false
detection.
We can set appropriate threshold parameters to every feature detector based on their
characteristics, and then establish a multi-layer feature filtering framework based on
the credibility of obtained features from different feature extractor, as described in
figure 3.7.
In this structure, the contour extractor is not included. A contour extractor with a
restrict threshold parameter can accurately describe the area of an object, but can
not accurately detect the contour of the object especially when the image is blurred.
We use it as a feature filter in every feature level. This will be introduced in more
detailed in the following content in this section.
Figure 3.8 shows a flow chart of the proposed contour extraction pipeline, which is
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Figure 3.7: A description of applied line feature extractor in purposed system
Figure 3.8: A flow chart of our proposed contour extraction pipeline
based on structure of feature extractor in figure 3.7. There are three processes in our
proposed contour extraction pipeline. The detail of each process and experimental
results in each process will be introduced clearly in the following subsections.
In this experiment, the table surface in this scenario is set as the landmark plane.
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The aim of this experiment is using the proposed line extraction algorithm to suc-
cessfully extract an optimal contour line of this table robustly and correctly when
the input image sequence is not in high-definition and some of the image has very
obvious motion blur error. The CNN scene parsing result is not changed throughout
the whole process, and we have labelled the table area or part of table in every in-
put image. Figure 3.9 shows the table surface detection result from ”DeepLabV3+”
Scene parsing model. The dark green area is describing the table. In image 97,
the CNN model cannot detect the whole table correctly. This problem could be
optimised by our line extraction algorithm in the following process.
3.2.2 Line Extraction Pipeline: Process 1
Process 1 aims at detecting the primary edge lines and measuring their parameters,
such as direction. The lines detected in this procedure may not be saved to the
final line extraction output, but the parameters of these lines will be kept as an
important reference and saved in the line direction dictionary. In Process 2 and
Process 3, when the new line segment are detected, it will be compared with the
parameters in dictionary firstly, and judged as a new edge feature, a duplicate feature
or a wrong feature. This will be introduced in Process 2 and Process 3.
In Process 1, we use Hough line extractor with restrict parameters and scene parsing
results from ’DeepLabV3+’ model to get the primary edge lines of landmark plane
area. In order to ignore the false detection and connect the small line segments,
we set the connection threshold to be 45-pixel length, the acceptable length of each
detected line segment to be 25-pixel length and acceptable angle to be 1 in Hough
line extractor. Meanwhile we make the corner detector in the Hough extractor more
demanding, resulting in fewer but more precise line features.
This method has made the contour extraction in process 1 derives only the long and
confirmed edge line segments, and the experimental results is described in figure 3.10.
The green points on the edge of plane are the detected line segments from Hough line
extractor. The contour detector is using the original RGB image as input and the
red lines in every image is the results from it (some contour points are overlapped
by detected line segments from Hough extractor). The green line outside the table
area is generated by the false detection. The false detection is not deleted since it
does not affect the filtering result and final output.
In figure 3.10, we can find that only the primary edge features are detected and
described in green colour around the table. Since the Hough line extractor in this
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Figure 3.9: Segmentation results from ’DeepLabV3+’ Model. (A1), (B1), (C1) and (D1)
are raw RGB image. (A2), (B2), (C2) and (D2) are labelled images. The dark green
regions in labelled images are the detected table surface.
process has a large connection parameter, we can see our algorithm not only keeps
most of primary edge lines and connect the segments along lines, but also solves
the small occlusion problem by connecting two line segments on the same edge and
forming a complete edge line. This has inspired our algorithm to solve the occlusion
problem, which will be introduced in more details in Section 3.3.
Besides these successful extraction, figure 3.10 shows the drawbacks with this pro-
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Figure 3.10: Line extraction results after the 1st process. Note that the original image of
each example is shown in figure 3.9 (A1), (B1), (C1) and (D1) respectively.
cess, which can be summarized below:
• Since the feature detection algorithm in this process tries to connect the small
edge lines, some of the edge lines will be out-ranged the table area, like error
1 in Image 97 and error 1 in Image 366 in figure 3.10.
• Because this feature detector aims at detecting the primary feature but ignore
the small features, some true edge lines are ignored, like the error 1 in Image
202 in figure 3.10.
• This process cannot solve the motion blur problem since we use a strict pa-
rameter for corner feature point detection, and this error appears in Image
97 as error 2 in figure 3.10. In this situation, only one small line segment is
detect and it is not very reliable. So in the following process we will try to
detect more feature points and detect more lines, and then make the system
automatically choose the optimal line between these detection.
• Though we tried to increase the minimum line pixel length requirements to
reduce the false detection, it still leaves some false lines with wrong direction,
like error 1 in Image 97 and error 1 in Image 202 in figure 3.10. These false
detected lines will be deleted in the next process by considering its credibility.
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3.2.3 Line Extraction Pipeline: Process 2
We have established a line segment dictionary which saves the direction of every
detected primary lines from Hough line extractor in Process 1. In this step, we
continue to enrich the dictionary: on the one hand, we add new certain line segments,
and classify the line segments according to their credibility and orientation; on the
other hand, we test existing line segments with new extracted edge line segments,
the old imprecise line segments will be downgraded or removed from the dictionary.
It should be noted that the feature segments obtained in this step may not appear
in the final result, but the direction parameters of the these detected line segments
are added to the dictionary in different levels.
In Process 2, we use a new Hough line extractor with a smaller connection parameter
and a smaller minimum pixel length requirement. This causes the Hough extractor
losing the ability to solve small occlusion problems, but producing richer line seg-
ments in the table area. Figure 3.11 shows the line extraction results after the 2nd
process. To distinguish the result from the 1st process, the blue lines in this figure
describes the extraction result from Hough line extractor in Process 2. The contour
detector is using the original RGB image as input: the red lines in every image is the
correctly detected contour feature (some contour points are overlapped by detected
line segments from Hough extractor), and the green line outside the table area is
generated by the false detection.
The error 1 in image 366 in figure 3.11 has shown that this detector does not have
the ability of connecting the line segments along the same edge. Then, we check the
new extracted line segments with dictionary, and it has the following conditions:
• The new line segment has found a matched element in dictionary. In this
condition, this line segment will be kept in the dictionary. The credibility of
matched element in dictionary will be added with 1, and this element will be
upgraded to a higher level. For example, in Image 50 in figure 3.11, the new
detect lines described in blue colour is confirmed to have a high credibility and
accurately describe the direction of one edge.
• The new line segment has not found any matched data and considered as a
new edge. This happens because our search strategy misses some small edge
feature segments in the previous layer. When a new segment does not find a
match in the dictionary, we will determine if there is a nearby contour segment.
If the number of points in this line segments which is near to contour points,
is greater than 80 percent of the length of the line segment, we think that this
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Figure 3.11: Line extraction results after the 2nd process. The blue lines along the table
edges are detected line features. Note that the closed green contour outside the table region
is the false detection generated by Contour Extractor. They are kept in this step since they
do not affect the detection results.
line segment has a similar direction to the nearby segment of the contour, then
save it and its direction to the dictionary, as shown in error2 in image 202 in
figure 3.11. It should be noted that we do not think This line segment must be
correct, so we set its credibility value to 1, all the direction with 1 credibility
will be filtered again in Process 3.
• The new line segment has not found any matched data and considered as a false
detection. This happens when the new detected line segment is generated by
false detection. We use a method similar to condition2 to determine whether
this line segment is parallel to the contour segment. If this line segment does
not meet the requirements, then we will discard this detected line feature
segment.
Besides the process of matching new line segment to the dictionary data, we also test
every dictionary element with new detected line feature segments. For the elements
which are matched with new features, their credibility will be added with 1 and
upgrade to a higher level. For the elements which are not matched, their credibility
will be minus with 1. The elements with 0 credit will be tested with extracted
contour, if it has a nearby parallel contour, this elements will be kept with 1 credit
and tested again in the next progress; otherwise, this element will be removed from
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Figure 3.12: Line extraction and filtering pipeline in Process 3.
dictionary.
Similar to Process 1, the detection results will be added to dictionary, but may not
appear in the final detection output. After Process 2, we can get most of the true
edge lines, and the rest of undetected feature will be added in Process 3.
3.2.4 Line Extraction Pipeline: Process 3
After Process 2, the line feature dictionary has been richer and include most of edge
features. However, since Hough line extractor does not provide all the line features,
and some of them are not very accurate, we add more line features in Process 3 and
choose the optimal from each clustered feature group. In current process, we use
LSD extractor and contour extractor as the main extractor. LSD extractor is used
to detected all possible line features in current camera‘s view, and contour extractor
is used to filter out the false detected line segments outside the table area. The
whole process in Process 3 could be illustrated in figure 3.12.
When LSD detector has generated the line features in current RGB image, all the
LSD line features are compared with Edge line dictionary updated in progress 2. If
the LSD line is matched with any elements in the dictionary, this line segment will
be saved. For the non-matched LSD lines, they will be decided as false detection or
new edge line segments with its pixel length and nearby parallel contour detection.
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If the segment satisfy both conditions, this segment will be saved to dictionary.
Otherwise, this segment will be considered as false detection and to be deleted.
For the merged new detected line features, they will be clustered by their direction
firstly, and then be chosen the optimal results with the average direction. The most
important processes in this pipeline are marked with yellow colour. These process
will be introduced in more details in the following content. For the processes in blue
colour, they won’t be described, since they are replicated with earlier processes and
less important.
1. Pixel length judgement and Nearby contour judgement
In this process, all the line segments which are not matched with elements in
dictionary will go through this process to determine whether they belong to
missing feature segments or false detection. This process include two checks,
and the line segments will be clustered in two groups: considered as missing
edge group and considered as false detection group.
• Nearby contour check. This process is similar to the contour filter-
ing process in Process 2, and it starts with another contour extraction
process on the original image with projected line segments from line fea-
ture dictionary. Projecting Hough line detection result from progress 2
on original image has forced a correct contour, and leads to a correct
contour extraction result. This contour extraction result is described in
figure 3.13, in which A1, B1, C1, D1 describe the contour extraction result
with projected line features in line feature dictionary, and A2, B2, C2, D2
are the extracted contour describing the table surface with 2 pixel-width.
Compare with contour extraction on original raw RGB image, current
contour extraction result is closer to real contour in blurred image, and
every edge is almost straight, like the real edge of table.
Then, all the LSD features have not matched with elements in dictionary
will be tested by its nearby contour. For every point in LSD segment,
if there are more than 2 contour points is in the searching range, this
LSD point will be considered as a edge point candidate. If the number
of candidates is larger than 80 percent of LSD segment length, this LSD
segment will be saved and tested with length check. Otherwise, this
segment will be deleted and saved to false detection group.
• Pixel length check. This process will check the length of LSD segment.
Since most of edge line features are detected by two-levels Hough line
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Figure 3.13: Contour extraction result with projected line features generated in Progress
2. (A1), (B1), (C1) and (D1) describes all detected closed contours. (A2), (B2), (C1)
and (D2) describes the contour describing the table region. We use the label information
to select the right contour: if more than 80 percent of each contour region is labelled as
’table’, we use this contour to describe the table.
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Figure 3.14: Small edge feature completion with LSD line segments. The yellow lines
in (A2) and (B2) are newly added line features from LSD algorithm. The white contour
outside table region in (B1) and (B2) are false detected contour connected to table contour.
extractors and only the small edges are still missing, we check the length
of every segment to find the correct edge line features. For the lines which
are too small (smaller than 5 pixel lengths) or too long (larger than 25
pixels) will be deleted and saved to false detection group.
After these two processes, we have a final check based on the direction of line
segment. We check the direction of every line segment in missing edge group
with elements in false detection group: this line segment will be removed from
missing line group if it is found to be parallel with element in false group.
This process could remove the last false detected lines caused by noise and
image blur. The extraction results are described in figure 3.14, in which (A1)
and (B1) describe the features before filtering and the remaining line features
are drawn in blue. It is clearly shown that their are still small false edge
line segments exists in current line feature dictionary. (A2) and (B2) are the
results after filtering process, and the remaining small line features are drawn
in yellow colour. After the optimisation, we can find only the line segments
which are describing the edge correctly are kept, other false detection lines are
removed.
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2. Line feature clustering
Before line feature clustering, system get multiple line features describing the
same edge line because of applied three level line feature extraction processes.
This process will cluster these line segments by their direction and their posi-
tion in an image. It should be noted that in position check, we are not using
the coordinates of each line for line segment classification. Instead, after deter-
mining several sets of line segments, we will estimate the distance between the
new inserted line segment and the reference line segment in different groups
for classification. After forming them into different groups corresponds to dif-
ferent edges. We will choose the optimal line segment in each group in the
following process. Since we use three extractors, the group with one element
will be considered as an unreliable feature and ignored.
3. Choosing Optimum
Choosing the optimum from each line feature group is based on their directions.
This process will sum all the directions and find the average direction value.
Then the lines which is nearest to this direction will be considered as the
optimal choice. The basis for this is that in a direction vector group, the largest
number of directions is closest to the average. And having the most number of
direction vectors also means that it is recognised by all three extractors, and
is the most reliable among all the features.
Experimental results in figure 3.15 show this approach always choose the op-
timal line segment in different image condition, in which A1, B1, C1 and D1
are the clustering results and each line cluster is described in different colour
around the table area. A2, B2, C2 and D2 are describing the optimum choos-
ing results from clustered feature groups, which are drawn in red colour. Due
to the image blur and noise, some contour lines are not on the table, but they
are the best choice from corresponding edge cluster.
3.3 Line feature recovery with occlusion
Occluded line recovery is one of the most important research problem in current
image processing applications. When an object in the scene is partially occluded
due to the change of the camera’s perspective, this occlusion changes the appearance
of the object itself and the scene. This is fatal for the current visual tracking and
mapping algorithms. The reconstruction result are seriously affected by occlusion, in
particular for our plane-based tracking and mapping algorithm. Experiments have
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Figure 3.15: Line feature clustering result and optimum choosing results. (A1), (B1),
(C1) and (D1) has described the different cluster with various colors. (A2), (B2), (C2)
and (D2) are the optimal edge in each cluster.
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shown that a slight occlusion can cause lost tracking problem and planar model
recovery error.
In response to this problem, a novel line occlusion recovery pipeline is proposed in
this thesis research. The experimental results prove that it solves the problem of
plane edge recovery when the landmark plane is occluded by other objects from
different perspectives. The proposed algorithm does not depend on the prior knowl-
edge of 3D model and the knowledge between adjacent input frames, which is an
innovation. By analysing the edge of a planar region with a standard structure in
a single image, we can successfully predict its occluded edge line feature in the oc-
cluded part. However, when the most area of an object is occluded, our algorithm
may be invalid.
Our entire algorithm first finds the intersection between the segments in different
directions and saves the point on the line. Then we will define whether each segment
is a complete edge segment by its two endpoints. Thus, our algorithm includes two
function. The first function aims at finding the intersection between lines with two
different directions, then cut the line into pieces with intersection points and saves
the part which describes the contour. The next function will consider the condition
of each line segment, and it will discipline the lines with complete line and incomplete
line. For the incomplete line, it will be check if it has parallel neighbours, and then
connect to its neighbour. These two functions will be introduced with more details
in the following two subsections.
3.3.1 Feature line segmentation and endpoint detection
Figure 3.16 shows a flowchart of feature line segmentation and endpoint detection
algorithm. It starts with finding the intersection between two lines in different
directions. In the last line extraction process, we have clustered line segments in
different group corresponds to various edges. By finding the intersection between
two edge lines, it derives the intersection point either on the line segments or on the
vanishing direction of line segment. Then, if detected intersection point is on the
line, we will use this intersection to cut the line segment into various pieces, that is
Process 2.
In Process 3, the vanishing direction will be calculated from the intersection to
endpoint. More specifically, assuming one line has one intersection with the other
edge line, this line will be cut into two pieces, i.e. endpoint1 to intersection as piece
1 and intersection to endpoint 2 as piece 2. Both two pieces will be extended in both
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Figure 3.16: A flowchart of Feature line segmentation and endpoint detection
Figure 3.17: Endpoint detection result.
directions starting at the intersection with 5 pixel length and checked if the extended
point is landing on the contour line or not. Since the intersection point is on the
line, so if one of the pieces is describing the edge, its extension from intersection
point to endpoint should be landing on the edge. This algorithm has made two
contributions below:
• The method can be used to cut the line segments and save the part inside the
contour when some of the extract line segments are over-ranged the contour.
• This method can be used to correctly detect two endpoints of a line segment.
The derived endpoints is reliable and available to be used in the following
procedure.
The endpoint detection result is described in figure 3.17, in which the endpoints are
drawn in different colours corresponding to different extracted line features. The
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endpoints on the image boundary are not drawn. In Image 366 (Image D), The
purple line in the table area is generated because of the occlusion problem, this will
be deleted in the following process.
3.3.2 Extending feature line and restoring the occluded edge
In the previous step we got the edge line and its two endpoints. In this step, we will
analyse whether each segment is occluded according to the endpoints of a segment.
First of all, we classify the detected edge lines describing landmark planar area into
two major categories and three subcategories, as shown in figure 3.18. And these
categories are:
• Category 1: In this category, the detected line is a complete line without
occlusion, as shown in figure 3.18, which is marked in red circle.
• Category 2: In this category, the edge line is partly occluded, and it includes
two conditions:
1. Sub-category 2: In this sub-category, the detected line is partly occluded
and it has been split into two line segments, as marked in red circle in
figure 3.18.
2. Sub-category 3: In this subcategory, the detected line is partly occluded
and it has one line segment, as marked in blue circle in figure 3.18.
Based on this assumption, we have designed our line occlusion recovery strategy, and
this process is illustrated as a flow chart in figure 3.19. In the beginning, we extract
the two endpoints of each detected edge line in an image. Then, we will calculate how
many lines each endpoint is connecting. Since each line should have two endpoints,
if both endpoints are connecting two lines, or either one of the endpoint is connect
two lines and the other one is on the boundary of an image, we will consider this
line is not occluded and it is a complete edge line feature. And these lines are in
condition 1.
The rest of lines are all considered as partly occluded, with two situations. The
first one is one of endpoints is connecting two edge lines and the other endpoint is
connect one edge line. The second situation is both endpoints are connecting one
edge. As our algorithm is based on the surrounding of each endpoint, we don’t
distinguish between the two cases. The experimental results also prove that our
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Figure 3.18: A description of line categories.
Figure 3.19: A flowchart of restoring the occluded edge.
algorithm can handle both cases. There are two subcategories in this category: (i)
partly occluded and cut into multiple pieces; and (ii) partly occluded and appearing
in one piece. Distinguishing these two subcategories is based on the endpoint which
connects only one line, and the intersection point of current line. Figure 3.20 and
figure 3.21 describe various cases in these two subcategories respectively.
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In the subcategory (i), a complete edge line is cut into pieces because of occlusion
and these pieces are visible in current image, as described in figure 3.20. The line is
determined in this subcategory if one of its endpoints connects to one line and its
intersection on its vanishing direction is inside this image, or both of its endpoints
connect one line with two intersection points on both directions inside the image.
Assuming the current image has the condition as described in condition 3 in figure
3.20, edge line La is a complete line without occlusion, edge line Lb is segmented into
two pieces Lb1 and Lb2 because of multiple occlusion and line Lc is partly occluded;
Lb has two intersection points intersectionA and intersectionC with La and Lc
respectively, Lb1 is the line between EndPointB1 and EndPointB2 and Lb2 is the
line between EndPointB3 and intersectionC .
Figure 3.20: The description of occlusion in condition 2.
First of all, we need to confirm that Lb1 and Lb2 have the similar direction though
they are from different edge line groups. Then, we use either of Lb1 and Lb2 to check
their intersection on La and Lc. Assuming we are using Lb1, after the intersection
detection. We will connect the intersectionA with EndPointB1, EndPointB2 with
intersectionC , intersectionA with EndPointB2, EndPointB1 with intersectionC
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and intersectionA with intersectionC as described as dashed lines in Figure C1.
Their pixel length and direction will be calculated and then saved to a line segment
vector.
For each line segment, we generate 6 lines between intersection points, including
the line segment itself. For the other line segment in the same direction, we do
the same process and store the line segments to line segment vector. Finally, we
will connect two line segments and generate 4 lines: a line between EndPointB1
and EndPointB3, a line between EndPointB2 and EndPointB3, a line between
EndPointB2 and intersectionC and a line between EndPointB1 and intersectionC ,
and save them to segment vector as well.
In this segment vector, we find its maximum length of vector element firstly, and
then calculate its average direction. The line segment which is longer than 60
percent of maximum length and closest to average direction will be considered as
the feature line on this edge. If the filtered line feature is not from intersectionA
to intersectionC , we will find the endpoints of this line feature and automatically
complete the whole line by connecting the non-intersection point to intersection
point. Though this approach may lead to small direction difference between two
connected line segments, our line clustering process and line direction check process
will handle this line segment, which may consist of multiple segments and is very
close to a straight line.
The line is determined in this sub-category if one of its endpoints connects to one
line and its intersection on its vanishing direction is outside the image, or it only has
intersection point in one vanishing direction, as shown in figure 3.21. In this condi-
tion, we extend the line from the corner point to the other point until it reaches the
boundary. For example, assuming we are in condition 2 described in figure 3.21. Now
we have two line segments Lb1 and Lb2 on Lb. More specifically, line Lb1 is extended
from intersectionA to image boundary with direction intersectionA to EndPointA.
intersectionC is connected with intersectionA and EndPointA respectively, so that
three lines are obtained for each segment, including Lb1 itself.
We then repeat this process and add all the line segments to line segment vector.
Finally, we create the line segment group from Lb1 and Lb2 with the similar way in
sub-category 2 and add them to line segment vector as well. The maximum length
and the average direction are calculated among the elements in this group. We
use the line which is closest to average direction and its length is larger than 60
percent of maximum length. If this line is not connecting La and image boundary,
we will automatically complete this line with the suitable line segment inside the
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Figure 3.21: The description of occlusion in condition 3.
line segment group.
Finally, we use the contour extraction result again to filter out the outliers, such as
the line that is crossing the table and drawn in purple colour in figure 3.18. For the
detected edge lines, if more than 60 percent of its points is not near to extracted
contour, this line will be considered as false detection and deleted. The final output
are described in figure 3.22. Moreover, figure 3.23 presents the extraction results for
more complex scenes.
We verify our algorithm in other datasets as well. In ScanNet − 0705 Dataset
(Dai et al., 2017), we test our algorithm to detect the contour of table surface,
white board and TV, and figure 3.24, figure 3.25, figure 3.26 have shown the results
respectively. Experiment results show that our algorithm can detect the external
and optimal edges of different objects, and recover their occluded corner points and
edges in normal quality images. We also compare our algorithm and LSD detector
in ICL-NUIM dataset (Handa et al., 2014) in figure 3.27. By combining multiple
detectors, our method ignores the inside textures and always detect the outermost
edge features. Moreover, our algorithm has a much better performance when the
image quality is higher.
Figure 3.28 and figure 3.29 are two failure cases of our algorithm. Figure 3.28 (A)
and (B) is generated because of false Deep Learning segmentation result. In our
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algorithm, if if more than 20 percent of pixel are correctly marked region, it cannot
detect the contour of target object. Figure 3.28 (C) and (D) is a comparison when
Deep Learning segmentation result is better but still not accurate. In our algorithm,
if more than 20 percent of pixels in object region is correctly marked, it can locate
the object and detect its contour. Note that 20 percent threshold value is adjustable
based on segmentation accuracy. figure 3.29 is another failure case when the image
has a strong illumination and motion blur, and the object boundary is two similar to
background. In this situation, all three edge detectors cannot find accurate features,
which makes it difficult for our algorithm to cluster and find optimum.
Figure 3.22: The description of occlusion in condition 3.
Figure 3.23: The description of occlusion in condition 3.
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Figure 3.24: Contour detection on table surface in Scannet − 0705 dataset (Dai et al.,
2017). In (A), the bottom edge and the bottom right corner of table are occluded by the
chair. Experimental result shows our algorithm can predict the occluded corner and restore
the occluded contour. Image (B) indicates our algorithm will not retain the edge segment
if both of its endpoints are not appearing in current perspective. (C) describes the contour
detection result when three edges are visible and one of these edges is occluded. (D) shows
the result when one long edge (detected by Hough Line Transform) and one small edge
(detected by LSD algorithm) is visible.
Figure 3.25: Contour detection on TV screen. (A) shows the result when entire TV is
visible. (B) shows result when only part of TV is visible. Our algorithm always detect the
external contour exactly when the object is semantically detected
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Figure 3.26: Contour detection on Whiteboard in the same scene. Image (A), (B) and
(C) show that our algorithm can estimate and recover the occluded corner (bottom left)
of whiteboard. (B) and (C) describe our algorithm can reconstruct the edge of whiteboard
(bottom) occluded by whiteboard eraser. (D) is the experiment result of another whiteboard
in the same scene.
3.4 Depth completion for 3D contour model re-
construction
After extraction the contour line of a table, we try to recovery the 3D plane model
from the contour data, RGB data and raw depth data. Due to the serious inaccuracy
of captured raw depth data, it is hard to recovery a precise 3D model of plane, or
the 3D model of plane’s contour. In this section, we introduce a novel plane edge
model completion algorithm to recovery a complete 3D contour model of a plane.
We only demonstrate the contour model instead of the plane model for proving the
efficiency since contour data is more important for the further process in our system.
To overcome the inaccuracy problem of raw depth data, We use the normal vector
of the plane and the points in the central area of plane which is more accurate to
estimate the 3D coordinates of the edge points. Its workflow could be illustrated as
figure 3.30, in which The content in blue frame are the inputs from earlier processes
and the yellow frames are the main processes.
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Figure 3.27: A comparison between our algorithm and LSD algorithm on contour detection
of large photos in ICL-NUIM dataset. (A1), (B1) and (C1) are the results from LSD
algorithm. (A2), (B2) and (C2) are our results. By combining LSD, Hough Transform
and Contour Detector, our algorithm always detect the external edges and makes every
detected feature meaningful.
The plane edge model completion algorithm includes three main processes:
1. Assuming we get the 3D plane model with raw depth and contour lines as
the prior acquired data. In this process, we firstly extend the contour point
toward the Centroid of plane for 8 pixel length, and these points are clustered
in PointsEdge, the rest points belong to landmark plane will be classified as
PointsInside.
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Figure 3.28: Detection error when segmentation result is bad. (A) and (C) are detection
results, (B) and (D) are corresponding detection results respectively. In case (A) and (B),
since deep learning model cannot detect the whiteboard, our algorithm cannot find the label
region and detect edges. In case (C) and (D), since there are more than 20 percent of
plane region has been marked as ’whiteboard’ by deep learning model, our algorithm works
in this situation
2. Recovering the inside plane model with points in PointsInside and raw depth,
and then estimate its normal vector with PCL library. Since the inside points
in a plane will be more accurate than the edge points, estimating normal vector
with PointsInside derives a more accurate normal vector result.
3. In this step, we will estimate the depth data of every contour points with
normal vector equation constraints and Ceres lib. We choose two random
point P1 and P2 in PointsInside and one point P3 in PointsEdge, and then we
build the normal vector equation:
a~x+ b~y + c~z + d = 0; (3.1)
where a, b, c and d are derived by normal vector extraction, ~x, ~y and ~z could
be derived by (P3.x - P1.x), (P3.y - P1.y), (P3.z - P1.z) or (P3.x - P2.x), (P3.y
- P2.y),(P3.z - P2.z). Among them, the x, y and z of P1 and P2 are derived
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Figure 3.29: Detection error with high illumination, strong motion blur and object bound-
ary is not clear. Image (A) is the result from Contour Detector, and Image (B) is our
result. In this case, Contour Detector, LSD and Hough Transform detector provide too
many imprecise features, and it is difficult for algorithm to cluster the features and find
optimum.
Figure 3.30: The flowchart of the proposed depth completion process.
directly, P3.x and P3.y could be derived by equations below:
P3.z = depth/camerascale; (3.2)
P3.x = (n− cameracx) ∗ p3.z/camerafx; (3.3)
P3.y = (m− cameracy) ∗ p3.z/camerafy; (3.4)
where m and n are the pixel position of P3, camerascale, cameracx, cameracy,
camerafx and camerafy are camera intrinsic parameters.
Since the normal vector of a plane has two directions, we use the Ceres lib
to optimise this problem: inserting these values in normal vector formula and
building two residual equations. Then solving these equations to get depth
P3.z of each contour point through Ceres optimisation lib.
residual[0] = a ∗ (P3.x−P1.x) + b ∗ (P3.y−P1.y) + c ∗ (P3.z−P1.z) + d (3.5)
residual[1] = a ∗ (P3.x−P2.x) + b ∗ (P3.y−P2.y) + c ∗ (P3.z−P2.z) + d (3.6)
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After obtaining the estimate depth value of each point in edge region, we can obtain
its 3D model. The proposed algorithm can restore the 3D information of plane in the
scene in the most complete way with only ordinary facilities. It has two important
meanings: (i) it can provide the precision requirement for projection model of SAR,
which is not satisfied by any current visual reconstruction algorithm; (ii) this precise
3D edge model can play the role of a special sign that exists in the scene. By tracking
the attitude of this 3D model at different viewing angles, we can locate the camera’s
position and perspective. This also provides a new strategy for the existence of
dense mapping theories.
Figure 3.31: The recovery 3D contour model with depth completion.
3.5 summary
In this chapter, we have introduced a novel contour extraction and contour modelling
algorithm to optimise the imprecise raw data and small occlusion problems. Our
algorithm has solved three fundamental problems for recent visual tracking or visual
mapping applications:
1. Contribution 1: Contour feature extraction in normal quality image. In real
application, the captured image cannot always be high-resolution or high-
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Figure 3.32: The recovery 3D contour and its extending edge with depth completion.
quality due to the quality of consumer-level sensors and motion blur problem.
In this situation, it is impractical to extract the edges of a plane are with single
contour extractor or contour extractor. Therefore, we have introduced our line
extraction pipeline for planar area by combining three popular edge extractors.
By analysing the characteristics and disadvantages of each extractor, we find
edge features in image from a basic to richer, and finally filtering process.
Compare with state-of-art visual tracking or visual mapping algorithm which
uses only one extractor, like LSD extractor and Hough line extractor, our
algorithm is available to extract the optimal edge features, and automatically
choose the best among multiple line features to present each edge of planar
area.
2. Contribution 2: We have fixed the problem of line extraction with small oc-
clusion. While camera is moving around the scene, the appearance of an
object might be changed due the occlusion in different camera’s perspective.
A common method to solve this problem is based on the 3D prior knowledge
of an object, like the scale of a plane or the 3D model of a plane. However,
generate these kind of information is very complex and time consuming. Al-
ternatively, others get rid of this problem by analysing consecutive frames, but
this method is highly depending on the quality of image, and it requires the
scene has enough visual features outside the occlusion area. As an innovation,
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we propose a plane extraction algorithm based on CNN scene parsing model.
This algorithm does not depend on the 3D model and continuous frames that
were mastered in priority. In the case of only one frame of image, the edge line
segment of the occluded plane can be successfully extracted. However, our
algorithm also has a disadvantage. When the occlusion object occupies most
of the plane, our algorithm will produce incorrect line completion results due
to the lack of label information or sufficient line features. In fact, this problem
is very difficult to solve without using the prior 3D knowledge.
3. Contribution 3: Our algorithm is using the raw data instead of high-quality
data, such as raw CNN-scene parsing result, raw RGB image and raw Depth
data. In practical applications, the information captured by the system is
difficult to maintain its accuracy, and the precise reconstruction of the plane
through normal-quality information is another innovation point of our algo-
rithm. Through the correlation and assistance between the information, our
algorithm minimises the impact of each information on the test results due to
inaccuracy, but only suitable to offline visual mapping.
There are two main limitations in proposed contour detection algorithm. On the one
hand, since we correct the occluded edges through connecting the endpoints of edge
segments, our algorithm is more applicable on planar object with straight edges, like
surface of table and whiteboard. On the other hand, when the boundary of object
is very similar to its background and image is strongly blurred, it is difficult for our
algorithm to detect the accurate contour feature. In the future, we may try to use
image filtering algorithm to improve the image quality firstly to make our algorithm
more practical.
4Semantic Visual Mapping with
Planes
4.1 Introduction
This chapter introduces our plane-based visual mapping algorithm, i.e. a dense
visual mapping approach. It aims to reconstruct the scene based on an empty planar
area in a feature-less scene by tracking its contour. Unlike the existing approaches,
our system has four innovations.
Firstly, the target we are tracking is a medium-size or a large-size empty plane
inside indoor scene, such as the surface of table, projection screen and post on
the wall. During mapping, this plane could be partially appeared in each frame.
Secondly, our algorithm does not require prior knowledge of plane model, which
can be completed frame by frame during tracking. Thirdly, the frame to frame
matching strategy is only using the 3D contour data of a landmark plane, and the
utilized ICP algorithm is specified to point-to-point ICP algorithm. Lastly, a loop
closure optimization algorithm is proposed based on contour of landmark plane.
The optimization process triggers when the entire contour has been viewed, and
then corrects the poses of all previous frames. Compared with global loop closure
optimization in existing visual mapping algorithms, this approach simplifies the data
recording process and improves practicability.
Visual mapping has three main requirements: the processing speed, mapping ac-
curacy and robustness, which are often not compatible. The algorithms that can
be applied to different scenarios (feature-less environment and rich-texture environ-
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ment) will inevitably increase the processing time. For SAR applications, it requires
an accurate and robust mapping algorithm. Therefore, the proposed visual recon-
struction method sacrifices the computation time and greatly improves the accuracy
and robustness of visual tracking and mapping.
To speed up the system, the proposed algorithm is designed upon ORB-SLAM when
some solid visual features exist in the scene. In this situation, the visual mapping
process works as a parallel process and only tracks the key-frames generated by ORB-
SLAM. When the ORB-SLAM fails in feature-less environment, our mapping process
can correct the trajectory through tracking the contour of a detected landmark plane
consistently.
When the number of visual features in the scene are insufficient, our mapping al-
gorithm can also be used as an independent visual mapping system. The only
difference between two systems is that the independent mapping algorithm tracks
camera frame by frame instead of using key-frame and pose graph algorithm in
order to maintain tracking accuracy. This chapter will present the details of each
important step of our mapping algorithm.
4.2 System Structure
In the beginning, our system will run the ORB-SLAM algorithm to obtain a sequence
of key-frames. In this experiment, the surface of a table is labeled as the reference
area, and we use ’DeepLabV3+’ to label the image semantically, which is described
in Chapter 3.1.2. After the image segmentation, the contour of each key-frame will
be extracted with proposed contour extraction pipeline described in Chapter 3. A
depth compensation algorithm is used to obtain a precise 3D contour model. After
this, the system will enter the mapping loop and use a novel optimised contour-
to-contour dense ICP matching algorithm to track camera’s trajectory. And an
optimisation theory based on global ref model and ray-casting is applied to correct
the pose estimation result, which are described in Chapter 4.4. The registration
performance is determined by the matching score derived by ICP algorithm provided
in PCL library (Rusu and Cousins, 2011). We set an acceptable threshold equals
to 0.00015 in this experiment. If the score is less than 0.00015, it means two point
clouds are correctly matched. And the pose and part of 3D data of new frame will
be updated to global poses and global ref model respectively. If the score is larger
than 0.00015, the system will decide this frame is the missed match frame. Note
that the threshold value ’0.00015’ is specific to current experiment, and this value
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is adjustable in other scenarios.
When two consecutive missed match occurs, the system will enter the Lost Mode.
In this mode, the global ref model and global pose will not be updated, but new
images will keep inserting into the mapping loop to reconstruct the fragment model.
When lost tracking happens again, the system will end this mode and enter the lost
recovery mode. In the lost recovery mode, the generated fragment in Lost mode will
be matched with the last updated ref model. When the fragment is matched, the
poses of each frame inside this fragment will be updated to global poses. Finally,
the system will return to the Normal mode and continue the mapping process.
The following part in this chapter will introduce the details of each important step
of the proposed system apart from the normal ORB-SLAM. In addition, the advan-
tages and creative ideas will be compared with existing approaches and concluded
with experimental results. The following content starts with proposed frame-frame
registration algorithm. Then, the optimization theory based on global ref model
and ray-casting is introduced in the next subsection. The lost recovery method and
loop closure detection algorithm are presented in Section 4.5 and Section 4.6 respec-
tively. Finally, the creation and benefits of the proposed mapping algorithm will be
summarised.
4.3 Contour-to-Contour 3D Regularisation
Inspired by feature-based SLAM algorithms and recent SLAM algorithms with Man-
hattan Structure (Coughlan and Yuille, 1999). We estimate the pose transformation
through tracking the contour feature in 3D space instead of tracking planes or en-
tire scene. By matching two contour models of same planar object, this method can
correctly match two scenes.
Different to point-plane or plane-plane ICP algorithm in existing plane-based SLAM
algorithms, proposed algorithm uses point-to-point ICP algorithm (Rusu and Cousins,
2011) to register two contour models, which is described in Chapter 2.8.4. Compare
with plane-plane match and point-plane match, our algorithm has less computation
and faster speed. And ICP registration with less points is easier to avoid local min-
imum problem. One main limitation of our method is it relies on the accuracy of
detected contour feature. We introduce our contour extraction method in Chapter
3 to solve this problem, and we have evaluated our algorithm in a higher-quality
RGB-D dataset in Section 4.6. In the following subsections, the contour-to-contour
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matching performance will be displayed in the first place. Then, a detailed defi-
ciencies and practical limitations for the proposed contour-to-contour registration
algorithm will be summarised.
4.3.1 contour-contour registration
In ICP registration, more complexity of point-cloud brings more accurate registra-
tion result, which however is easy to fall into local minimum error at the same time.
With the inspiration of using Manhattan Space structure for registration the planar
area in corridor, the proposed contour-to-contour registration algorithm has sug-
gested to use the structure of 2D plane as an alternative solution for small mapping
scenes.
Differing from the normal ICP algorithm, which aims at finding the transformation
between corresponding point pairs, contour-to-contour registration focuses more on
computing the transformation of plane 3D structure, though it is achieved by match-
ing 3D points. Similar to feature-based tracking algorithms, each contour could be
considered as a very important feature of landmark plane. Instead of describing each
contour point with 2D descriptors, the purposed registration method have given the
contour in each camera’s view a 3D spacial feature. By tracking the pose of contour
in 3D, the camera’s movement could be easily derived. In other words, the registra-
tion using the edge of two plane clouds could be treated as an densely alternative
approach to 2D line-line matching. If the edge of two planes are correctly matched,
their planes are precisely registered.
In this experiment, the normal point-to-point ICP algorithm is used as the registra-
tion method. The contour point clouds are extracted in the data fusion step. For
ICP parameters, the iteration time equals to 1500, and the optimum is set to equal
to 0. Though this iteration time is very large, the processing time is still much faster
than normal approach because of using less points. Figure 4.1 has shown the dif-
ference of performance between the scene-scene ICP registration and the proposed
registration approach. Figure 4.2 and figure 4.3 show some contour-to-contour reg-
istration results. In figure 4.2(a) and figure 4.3(a), the gray line are the contour
from first frame, and the red line are the contour from second frame. It is very clear
to find contours in both cases are all perfectly matched up.
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.1: (a) registration result based on the whole scene model, and derived ICP match-
ing score is 0.00673. (b)registration result based on the contour model, and derived ICP
matching score is 0.0001093. Since the score is derived by calculating the distances be-
tween matched points in two clouds, our contour-contour registration method outperforms
scene-scene match because of lower derived ICP score.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.2: (a)3D contour model matching result, the error = 0.0000032. (b) Scene Model
after contour-to-contour registration
(a) (b)
Figure 4.3: a)3D contour model matching result, the error = 0.0000018. (b) Scene Model
after contour-to-contour registration
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4.3.2 Limitations of contour-to-contour Registration algo-
rithm
The last experiment shows that using purposed contour-to-contour algorithm pro-
vides better registration result. However, this rough matching approach has two
inevitable problems: (i) The matching score derived from direct frame-frame ICP
process is not always reliable when two models have big difference. As this score is
determined by the Euclidean distance between points in two models, its score will
be high even when the matching result is acceptable. (ii) Similarly, when the differ-
ence between two models are large, the proposed registration process is easy to fall
into local minimum problem. So, an optimised approach of deciding the matching
performance is required.
Figure 4.4 shows two ’mismatch’ cases decided by computer. In figure 4.4(a), the
gray line describes the contour in first image and red line describes the other. This
image has shown that when two clouds have a big difference between each other,
the ICP score is still high even if these two models are correctly matched. In figure
4.4(b) describes the false matching caused by local minimum. In this case, ICP has
found the smallest matching score but two cloud are not correctly matched.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.4: Two ’mismatch’ cases. (a) its matching score is 0.000523665. (b) its matching
score = 0.00034337.
Inspired by KinectFusion (Newcombe et al., 2011a), a novel and practical optimisa-
tion approach is introduced in Section 4.4.
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4.4 Optimisation with ref model and Ray-Casting
In this section, the detailed Optimisation of contour-to-contour registration is de-
scribed. This optimisation strategy mainly includes four requirements:
• Firstly, the system needs a very accurate and trustworthy scoring method so
that in the complete SLAM process, we can judge the accuracy of the match
and determine the lost tracking based on this score.
• Then, as the algorithm we propose is to match the key frames through depth
images instead of frame-by-frame matching, we need to truncate the two mod-
els before matching so that the two contour models will be similar for matching,
which could optimise the local minimum problem.
• Thirdly, similar to the sparse mapping algorithm, the system needs a local loop
closure detection algorithm so that it can construct an accurate and complete
3D model even if there is no global loop closure occurs.
• Finally, the system needs an applicable and accurate loss tracking algorithm
for emergency needs, which will be introduced in the next section.
With the inspiration from KinectFusion, our mapping algorithm re-calibrate every
estimated pose with global model and ray-casting theory. As an innovation, it
introduces a ref model besides global model. The ref model is used as a global
landmark and the global model describes the final output. During mapping, ref
model only save a part of 3D contour points from inserted new frames, and is
constantly updated as the camera is moving. In addition, the score derived from
this process directly decides whether lost tracking happens or not.
4.4.1 A novel approach for computing matching score
The matching score provided by ICP is an important criteria of estimating the regis-
tration accuracy between two point clouds. However, direct frame-frame calculated
score is not suitable for the proposed visual and mapping algorithm as the difference
between two clouds and local minimum greatly affect its reliability. As a result, a
re-calibration algorithm with ray-cast and ref model is introduced here to obtain
a better registration performance and a more reliable matching score. Figure 4.5
shows its work flow.
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(a)
Figure 4.5: The flowchart of the proposed contour-contour registration process
Assume that an existing frame f i, a ref model (this could be the model of the first
frame) Miref , the corresponding camera pose P i (this could be the identity pose),
a new inserting frame f i+1 and its 3D Point Cloud Mi+1 are available. In the first
ICP process, a raw estimated pose of new inserted frame ˆP i+1 and a matching score
is derived. Because of the ICP limitations, this pose and score is not very accurate.
Then, the proposed system conducts the ray-casting on the ref model with estimated
ˆP i+1 to obtain the estimated 3D model of f i+1. This calculation process is described
below.
 mn
1
 = [CameraIntrinsicMatrix] ∗ [Currentview]3x4 ∗

x
y
z
1
 (4.1)
[CameraIntrinsicMatrix] =
camerafx 0 cameracx0 camerafy cameracy
0 0 1
 (4.2)
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[Currentview]3x4 =
r00 r01 r02 t0r10 r11 r12 t1
r20 r21 r22 t2
 (4.3)
Note that figure 4.2 is the camera intrinsic matrix, which can be derived as priority.
Figure 4.3 is based on the estimated pose, and all the parameters could be found in
Pose Matrix ˆPi+1. x, y and z are describing each 3D points in ray-cast model. m
and n are the estimated pixel position. In figure 4.1, all the elements in the right of
equation are known, so the estimated position on 2D image of each 3D point could
be derived directly. To define which point are in current camera‘s view, the propose
algorithm set the m should be inside [0− 640] and n is inside [0− 480]. Thus, any
points belong to ref model have the correct m and n could be considered as the
viewed points of ref model in current camera’s pose.
Since the raw estimated pose ˆP i+1 is not accurate, the ray-cast model Mi+1Ray can
not be as same as the new inserted model Mi+1. By matching and computing the
transformation betweenMi+1Ray andMi+1, an transformation T i+1Ray and an optimised
matching score is computed. Then, the optimised pose of f i+1 could be derived by
ˆP i+1 * T i+1Ray.inverse(). As we used a ray-cast point cloud similar to the second frame
to calculate the ICP matching score, this score is much reliable than the previous
RAW ICP approach, as shown in figure 4.6.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.6: A comparison between raw ICP and ray-cast ICP registrations. (a) describes
the raw ICP result and its score = 0.000523665. (b) describes the matching result between
ray-cast models, and its score = 0.0000513. It shows that using ray-cast algorithm can
improve the tracking performance.
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4.4.2 Constructing Ref Model
In the existing dense mapping algorithms, the ray-cast theory is often combined
with voxel reconstructed model, e.g. SDF and TSDF voxel models. The voxel model
saves the current distance from the camera to the surface, which can be updated in
real time with GPU. When using the ray-cast algorithm for the voxel model, the
resulting point cloud are the viewed surface of model at current camera’s perspective.
However, the TSDF model does not fit the algorithm we proposed. The main reason
is that the number of points in ref model is too small. In addition, deleting and
adding voxel in TSDF model is much harder than point cloud. Whenever user wants
to update the TSDF model, user needs to convert it to another format and convert
back later. Therefore, we still use point cloud to represent the model.
In general, the longer the reconstruction process progresses, the more points are
added to the reconstruction model. After a couple of past frames, we can divide the
points into three categories:
• The exact edge points - These points accurately describe the edge information
of the plane and can be used as a global landmark point.
• The might be accurate points - Since the point cloud model reconstructed from
the depth information is sparse, and the same edge has different 3D models
at different viewing angles. These points are the points do not accurately
describe the edge of the plane with the view changes.
• The error points. The generation of such points is mainly due to errors caused
by previous steps, such as the wrong 2D edge, the wrong ray-cast model,
and the wrong matching point. These points cannot be added to the global
landmark model.
Ref model can be considered as a global model that is cleaner and tidier with less
points and errors. Since its restrict filtering method, it can be a long-term landmark
model in tracking and mapping process, rather than a more detailed global recon-
struction model. Figure 4.7 shows the difference between updating ref model and
global model.
To define the point in new inserting cloud is correct or redundant, the K-mean
nearest neighbour technique is deployed. When the new cloudMNew is inserted into
the ref model MRef , each point PNew are searching for its nearest neighbours PRef
inMRef with a distance threshold. If there are more than 3 neighbours exists in the
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(a)
Figure 4.7: Difference between updating ref model and global model
search domain, we can say that this point belongs to the edge point cloud. Otherwise,
this point is a redundant point and ignored. A thing needs to be mentioned is ’3
neighbours’ is specified to current dataset, user may change this value in other
scenarios.
This harsh updating strategy could keep the accuracy of ref model, also filter out
useless points. Figure 4.8 shows the ref model harsh updating strategy, in which the
grey points are from ref model points and red points are from new inserted frame.
(a) describes the registration result from the optimised ICP process. (b) describes
only part of new frame points being updated to the ref model.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.8: Ref model harsh updating strategy.
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4.4.3 Updating Ref Model
This section describes a novel model updating strategy specific for purposed mapping
algorithm. Since the ref model is presented with point cloud, it requires a specific
model updating strategy. The biggest problem of the point based reconstructed
model is that the variance of depth on each reconstructed 3D plane is different
because of different perspective. So, the proposed system have adopted a more
direct way to force updating the ref model.
As mentioned in sub-section 4.4.2, when the new cloud point is received, only the
small numbers of points could be inserted in the ref model. This approach keeps the
model simple, and makes the points of the ref model gathered into the correct edge
area with frame-by-frame update. In more detail, during updating process, the ref
modelMRef could be split toMnV in which case the points not in current camera’s
view, andMV describing the viewed points. When a new frame f i+1 is inserted into
the mapping loop, its pose will be optimized firstly. After the pose of new inserted
frame has been confirmed, all the points in MV will be projected on the 2D image
of f i+1, and they will be extracted and deleted from the ref model MRef .
By only keeping the edge points in frame f i+1, our system will reconstruct the
contour model with the perspective in this frame and regroup withMnV to form an
updated MRef . An important point needs to be mentioned here is MnV not only
includes the points that are not in the current camera’s view, but also includes the
points that do not have correct depth value in fi+1. With this process, the ref model
will be kept updating, and makes the ray-casted model as much as similar to the
new inserted model. This process could be illustrated in figure 4.9
(a)
Figure 4.9: The Ref model updating strategy
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By using the proposed ref model updating strategy, the ref model always maintains
a camera perspective that is consistent with the current frame. The performance
of the proposed algorithm is described in figure 4.10 and figure 4.11. It should be
noticed that in figure 4.10(b), the red point are the un-viewed points in ref model,
the green points are the updated viewed points and the blue points are the viewed
points which do not have the correct depth values in current depth image.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.10: (a) is the original input RGB image. (b) describes the ref model in the
perspective of this frame.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.11: (a) is the ref model updated in current frame. (b) describes the matching
result between the next input image (red) and current ray-casting model (grey).
4.5 Lost Recovery
Lost tracking is one of the basic problems in visual mapping. There are many reasons
to trigger lost tracking problems, such as not enough features (include 2D features
and 3D geometric features) in current perspective, or a large motion between adja-
cent frames. Since dense mapping methods have not generated object descriptions,
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it is more difficult to find the spatial correspondence between past frames and cur-
rent frame. Based on the existing algorithm, a lost recovery approach is introduced
in this part specifically for the proposed contour-to-contour mapping algorithm.
4.5.1 Lost Recovery strategy
When the lost tracking happens, system will break the whole mapping process into
pieces, and then tries to find the spatial correspondence between them. There are
three modes in the proposed mapping system: Normal mode, Lost Mode and Lost
Recovery Mode. The normal tracking mode uses the optimised contour-to-contour
matching algorithm to register every successfully matched frames. In this mode,
the ref model and the pose of each frame are kept updating until the lost mode is
triggered. And triggering the lose mode is determined by the optimised matching
score optimisation algorithm proposed in Chapter 4.4.1.
When tracking failure occurs in two consecutive new frames, the system deletes the
poses of these two frames in global, and then enters the Lost mode. Assuming the
last successfully tracked frame is f i−1L , and two lost frames are f
i
L and f
i+1
L . When
lost mode starts, system restarts at f iL and continually accepts new frames. The
new frame will be matched with its last frame. Since the roughly estimated pose
of f iL is not accurate, we do not use global ref model to optimise tracking result.
Therefore, a normal ICP algorithm is applied to match two frames, and its derived
matching score is used to determine the tracking accuracy directly.
To maintain the accuracy, we set a higher accuracy requirement in this mode. All
the successfully matched frames will be saved in a fragment. This process ends
when the tracking failure occurs again. System firstly stops reading the new image
and down-sampling the fragment. Then it enters the Lost Recovery Mode, aiming
at finding the correspondences between current fragment and ref model and then
updating the pose and 3D data of each frame to global. In the recovery model, the
memory of fragment will be released, but their 3D model, Start and End poses will
be saved to global. Figure 4.12 shows the different modes in the proposed mapping
algorithm, and figure 4.13 shows the work flow of the lost mode.
When the lost tracking problem occurs, the system will save the poses of all the
successfully matched frames, the Global model and a global ref model which save
as a fragment MiF . Since these information are kept updating during the normal
tracking mode, it won’t cost extra time for saving these information. The ref model
and global reconstruction model will not be updated until the lost mode is end. The
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Figure 4.12: Different Modes in the proposed Mapping algorithm
start frame of the fragment Mi+1F is f iL, and its start pose is its roughly estimated
pose.
Figure 4.13: Work flow of Lost Mode
To introduce the lost recovery strategy in more detail, we still useMiF as global ref
model andMi+1F as a lost fragment. In first stage,Mi+1F will ray-cast its own model
based on the endpoint pose in the global ref model MiF , and then match it with
f iL. This will result in a rough registration and a raw pose
ˆPRaw between the two
viewpoints. Then the ref model MiF and Mi+1F will perform a second ray-cast on
their model with PRaw, resulting in two different 3D models which enjoy the same
perspective. After the second ray-cast process, the two ray-cast point clouds are
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much similar than the original two point clouds, resulting in a better registration
performance. Note that the matching criteria in this case is loose since we want
to continue tracking process. And the trajectory can be further corrected in global
optimisation program introduced in Section 4.6. Experiments have shown that this
method can completely and accurately match the fragments with the Ref model,
even when the fragment is out-ranged the ref model. Finally, the ref model will add
the 3D point inMi+1F and update itself. The system will end the lost recovery mode
and re-enter the normal mapping mode until the next mismatch occurs. Note that
system restarts at f iL instead of end frame of Mi+1F . Because we want system to
re-check the estimated poses in lost mode and re-update the global ref model.
4.5.2 Lost Recovery Implementation
This section aims to verify the efficiency of the proposed Lost Recovery algorithm
via the experiments. Figure 4.14 presents the ref model and the fragment. Figure
4.15 shows the new registration results from applying purposed lost recovery algo-
rithm. In figure 4.15(a), the blue points and red points are from adjacent key-frames
respectively. its matching score = 0.004763. In figure 4.15(b), the green points are
from the raycast ref model, and the red points are from the fragment. Its matching
score = 0.00001348.
figure 4.15 has shown that the proposed lost recovery algorithm is very useful. To
verify this algorithm is robust to long distance fragments, we compare the ref model
with another fragment which has 6 key-frame distance, and the results are shown
in figure 4.16 and figure 4.17. In figure 4.17(a), green points and red points are
from adjacent key-frames respectively. Its matching score equals to 0.00135. In
figure 4.17(b), the green points are from the ref model, the red points are from the
fragment. Its matching score equals to 0.00004735.
Another experiment is arranged to test the performance when the new inserted
frame is more further away, and it is out-ranged the ref model. In this case, our
algorithm will still follow the two-way ray-cast process to register the shared part
of two models, and the results are shown in figure 4.18 and figure 4.19. Figure 4.18
has described global ref model in current frame and model of new inserted frame.
It clearly shows that new frame is out-ranged ref model. Figure 4.19(a) shows the
registration result in normal mode in this case, and its matching score = 0.0020353.
Figure 4.19(b) shows the registration result in lost recovery mode, and the matching
score = 0.0001964.
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.14: (a) is the ref model when lost tracking happens. (b) is the fragment saved in
Lost Mode
(a) (b)
Figure 4.15: (a) is the registration result in normal mode, which has been decided as a
miss matching case. The blue points are describing the global ref model, and the red points
outside the blue model is from the mis-matched frame. (b) is the result after lost recovery.
The green points are the raycast global ref model, and the red points are from the lost
fragment.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.16: (a) is the ref model. (b) is the fragment saved in Lost Mode
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.17: (a) is the registration result in normal mode, and this has decided as a missed
matching case. (b) is the registration result with the proposed lost recovery algorithm.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.18: (a) is ref model in current frame. (b) is the long-distanced fragment saved in
Lost Mode
(a) (b)
Figure 4.19: (a) is the registration result in normal mode, and this has decided as a missed
matching case. The blue points are from ref model and the out-ranged red points are from
new inserted frame. (b) is the registration result with purposed lost recovery algorithm.
The green points are describing the shared view part of both model.
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4.6 Global Loop Closure Detection
Modern visual mapping techniques include two main optimisation strategies: lo-
cal loop closure detection and global loop closure detection. The main difference
between local optimization and global optimisation is local method optimises the
tracking performance with small numbers of nearest key-frames, and the global
method aims at finding the correspondence between current frame and initial frame
in the beginning of mapping process. In our system, local loop closure has been
been implemented with ref model and ray-casting theory. Meanwhile, an unique
global loop closure detection process is triggered in parallel to detect if the contour
of target plane is fully appeared or has been entirely viewed.
Proposed Global loop closure optimisation algorithm is based on detecting an entire
contour of landmark plane. As mentioned in former sections, global ref model is
a simplified contour model, and it is used for consistently local alignment. When
this landmark model has been updated with a new inserted frame, it has been
disciplined with three parts: the new added points, the viewed points, and un-
viewed points. When a number of new added points is closed to the un-viewed
points, or overlaying part of the un-viewed points, the system will trigger loop
closure detection. This number threshold in this step is set to 30, and this value
can be adjusted in other scenario. To save the unnecessary computational cost, the
global loop closure detector will not start until the new frame contains the contour
not included in ref model.
Figure 4.20 illustrates the global loop closure detection strategy, and figure 4.21
describes the updated landmark model when Global loop closure occurs, in which
the red points are un-viewed part of ref model in current estimated camera’s view;
the green points are the viewed points in ref model; the blue points are the new
inserted points to ref model model. In figure 4.21, ref model has a large amount
of new added point (blue points) because of drift error. Since there are more than
30 blue points has found they are very close to un-viewed ref model (red points),
system decides the entire contour has just been viewed and enters the loop closure
optimisation process.
When the system has detect the loop closure occurs, it will try to match the current
inserted frame and the first frame with a two-way ray-casting theory. Due to the
long distance between two frames, the system uses ray-cast theory to find the points
in two models have the same shared view. In more detail, the model of the first
frame and the current frame will be ray-cast with the current estimated pose and
the initial pose respectively, so both models will be cut into two parts: the viewed
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(a)
Figure 4.20: Global Loop closure detection strategy
(a)
Figure 4.21: Updated Landmark model when Global loop closure occurs.
model and un-viewed model. By registering only the viewed parts, the estimated
pose of a new inserted frame will be further optimised so that a complete contour
data of a reference plane is recovered. The matching result is described in figure
4.22.
The final reconstruction results after optimisation are described in figure 4.23. Fig-
ure 4.23(a) describes that our algorithm correctly tracks the contour and recon-
structs the contour model after 80 key-frames. Figure 4.23(b) describes the final
scene model. Compare with reconstructed contour model, the scene model is less
accurate. The main reason of this problem is our purposed contour extraction algo-
rithm may generate errors when some images are very unclear.
In fact, this problem can be optimised. On the one hand, in order to verify the our
contour extraction algorithm performs better than existing algorithm, we use an
old dataset. Some images included are unclear due to sensor quality and problem
of shooting jitter. So, this problem is able to be solved if the camera moves more
smoothly while collect the data. On the other hand, the reconstructed contour model
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.22: Global optimisation performance. (a) describes the accumulated error after
matching 45 key-frames when the optimisation triggers. (b) describes the registration result
based on two-way ray-casting theory
(a) (b)
Figure 4.23: Final mapping result. (a) describes the reconstructed contour model. It is
different to figure 4.22(a) since we correct the occluded contour model in some frames. (b)
describes the reconstructed scene model.
proves that proposed visual mapping algorithm can accurately track the contour of
plane. Therefore, our algorithm can get a more accurate reconstructed scene model
when the images are in high resolution. We verify this assumption in ICL-NUIM
dataset (Handa et al., 2014) experiment and real scene experiment in Section 6.4.
Figure 4.24, figure 4.26, figure 4.27, figure4.28 and figure 4.25 have demonstrated
our experimental result in ICL-NUIM dataset. Since the data in ICL-NUIM has
a better quality, the reconstruction results are much better than the one described
in figure 4.23. In this experiment, two pictures on the wall are tracking objects.
Figure 4.24 has described two extreme cases during tracking. Since our algorithm
does not requires the tracking target is entirely visible during tracking, it can work
in these two extreme conditions and reconstruct a large range of environment based
on one planar object. Then, We evaluate our estimated trajectory with ground
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truth (provided by dataset) in figure 4.25, and it shows the average error is smaller
than 0.006. Finally, figure 4.26, figure 4.27 and figure 4.28 have described the
reconstructed around two different pictures.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.24: The extreme cases our tracking algorithm can handle. (A) The red contour is
tracking target. (B) The green contour is tracking target. Since our algorithm works when
only a small part of contour is visible, it can reconstruct a large range of scenes based on
one plane.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.25: An evaluation of our algorithm. (A) is the calculated error between our
estimated trajectory and ground truth. (B) is the trajectory difference. The dotted line is
from ground truth, and the color line is our trajectory.
4.7 Summary
Most of indoor broadcasting or demonstration scenes is an empty room with large
planes, such as broadcasting tables, screens and projection screens. However, these
objects do not have enough visual features for the existing visual mapping algorithms
to achieve the indoor mapping goal. As a result, a depth information based visual
reconstruction algorithm has been introduced in this chapter. The most commonly
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.26: The reconstructed model of first picture. (A) is the reconstructed contour
model. (B) is the scanned scene around first picture.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.27: The reconstructed model of second picture. (A) is the reconstructed contour
model. (B) is the scanned scene around first picture.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.28: The reconstructed model of two pictures. (A) is the reconstructed contour
models of two pictures. (B) is the scanned scene around two pictures.
used Kinect-V2 is used as the basic sensor for capturing depth and corresponding
RGB images. By tracking one of the large planar surface of an object inside feature-
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less scene, the proposed system could successfully define the pose of each input frame
and correctly register each input 3D scene to a global reconstruction model.
Comparing with recent visual mapping algorithms, the proposed system has greatly
improved the accuracy and robustness, but sacrificing the processing time as trade-
off. In real applications, this system could be used as a global optimisation pro-
cess based on existing visual mapping algorithms when the system is running in
feature-rich environments. It can also be used as unique mapping process when the
environment is feature-less. The advantages of the proposes system include.
• Firstly, it solves the mapping problem in features-less environments. Visual
mapping in feature-less scenes is always a challenge task, especially in small
indoor environments with less structural information. Compared with the ex-
isting algorithms, our algorithm only needs one medium-sized object with a
plane as a reference model inside a scene, which is very easy to implement.
Moreover, our algorithm does not rely heavily on the global loop closure op-
timisation, so it can reconstruct the part of the scene instead of forcibly re-
building the entire scene.
• Secondly, the proposed system has introduced a novel scene-to-scene matching
approach based on the contour data of a planar object for registration. The
experiment results show that using part of scene for registration is faster and
more accurate. Meanwhile, it won’t lost important scene data. This approach
could be a new dense data registration strategy for the further research.
• In most of existing mapping algorithms, the planar area is useless because of
lacking features. By fusing the contour data with CNN segmentation labels,
the proposed system uses reconstructed contour model as the 3D description of
2D image feature. When the system is running in a feature-less environment,
the system can perform trajectory estimation and optimisation based on the
global 3D contour model and the current 3D contour model as long as there
is a part of this plane visible in the perspective of the current frame.
5Mobile SAR system design and
immersive virtual plays
5.1 Introduction
State-of-art projection-SAR is a branch of AR technology that covers and changes
the appearance of the scene by projecting dynamic virtual contents. Similar to
other AR branches, it provides an immersive human-computer interactive experience
through analysing human body motion and creating the virtual experience. Existing
projection-SAR is fixed and it has a rigidly limited working range. A common
method to increase its working range is increasing the number of equipment, which
however limits its the application field. The recent researches focuses more on the
development and improvement of virtual effect design although a limited working
range is still a serious limitation for a projection-SAR system.
The studies on how to work with larger scenes with a single sensor unit is still
rare because of two main reasons: (i) The application scenario of a Projection-SAR
is always feature-less, and the structured light projection is the most reliable and
convenient scene registration approach. Thus, the scene registration approach is
very solid for projection-SAR applications and difficult to be replaced. (ii) The
projector needs to calibrate itself whenever it changes its pose. In our system, we
have optimised the first problem with the previous research and tried to minimise
the error brought by the second problem.
This chapter has described a complete design of purposed mobile projection SAR
robot. Firstly, the system design is presented, including the applied sensors and
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robotic mobile pedestal. Then, its workflow and working method are introduced.
Three different virtual applications are presented to prove the rationality and prac-
ticability of the entire system. Finally, a brief conclusion is given to summarize the
human-computer interactive immersive plays designed for projection-SAR system.
5.1.1 System design
The designed system consists of two main parts: (i) a projection-SAR system that
provides the user with the virtual interactive AR plays; (ii) a ground mobile pedestal
that moves around the scene by following the user. Figure 5.1 shows a complete
workflow for the proposed system.
• A projection-SAR system that mainly aims at providing the human-compute
virtual interactive plays.
• A ground mobile pedestal that mainly aims at moving the sensors around the
whole scene.
Figure 5.1: A description of working process of the proposed Mobile Projection-SAR system
As described in figure 5.1, the proposed SAR system mainly includes three stages
as described below:
• Stage 1: the whole working scene is reconstructed using the proposed visual
mapping algorithm introduced in Chapter 4, and a point-cloud presented 3D
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scene model is derived. We need to transfer the ’.pcd’ point-cloud file to wave-
front ’.obj’ file to use this model in unity3d for further AR design. This process
has replaced the commonly used scene registration process with structured-
light projection, in a much larger projection area.
• Stage 2: the system will calibrate the visual sensors and obtain the initial
pose of the system with the structured-light projection. There are three steps
in this stage. Firstly, a feature-based algorithm is designed for choosing the
best calibration area throughout the whole scene since structured-light projec-
tion technique requires solid visual features or geometric features. Then, the
user could move the robot to calibration position and make the robot facing
calibration scene. The system will calibrate its visual sensors and its initial
pose with structure-light projection. Since the initial pose derived by calibra-
tion is relative to the calibration area instead of the whole scene, we design a
plane-based tracking algorithm to find the initial pose of robot relative to the
whole reconstructed scene in the final step.
• Stage 3: the robot will enter the working stage. figure 5.2 describes the whole
system and sensor allocation. As can be seen, the camera sensor is assigned
to the robot pedestal system and projection-SAR to detect human user and
analyse user’s body gesture; and the projector is used in the projection-SAR
system to project dynamic virtual content.
Figure 5.2: A description of the proposed Projection-SAR robot and visual sensor alloca-
tion.
A RGB-D camera is deployed on the robotic pedestal to follow the user and keep
the user inside its field-of-view. While the user is moving, the camera will recognise
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user’ position in current view and give the corresponding moving order to the robotic
pedestal. The wheel movement of the robotic pedestal is used to estimate the moving
distance. The projector is used in purposed mobile projection SAR system, and we
have designed three AR plays.
• In the first AR play, the user can control the 3D virtual content with its upper
limb movements, and the virtual content could be moved or rotated along the
Cartesian coordinate. This is the most basic interactive virtual play provided
by AR.
• In the second virtual play, the user can control the viewer’s focus by his po-
sition in front of the camera. While the user is moving around, the virtual
content could automatically zoom-in, zoom-out or rotate. This AR plays is
specific to projection-SAR application, and it is design for fixed application
only. Therefore, in our mobile projection-SAR system, when user chooses this
AR play, robot will stop moving immediately. And robot will restart the user
tracking service when this AR play is finished.
• In the third virtual play, the robotic pedestal can automatically follow the user
and project some dynamic virtual contents on the background corresponding
to current user position in the whole scene through estimating its movement.
In this play, the wheel movement is the input, and the dynamic projected
virtual content is the output.
5.1.2 Visual sensors
The visual sensor for the proposed Mobile-SAR system includes one Kinect-V2 cam-
era and one recent small scale projector. These two devices can be connected through
”RoomAlive” software develop kit from Microsoft (Jones et al., 2014), and their in-
trinsic and extrinsic parameters could be estimated through the calibration tool in
RoomAlive.
1. RGB-D Camera in figure 5.3
Kinect-V2 RGB-D Camera is used in our robotic system. Kinect-V2 pro-
vides RGB images and Depth data simultaneously and includes many useful
tools, such as human body recognition, body gesture recognition and distance
measurement. These tools are opened for public use and will be deployed in
Section 5.6. We use Kinect-V2 camera in both data recording process and
SAR running process. In scene reconstruction process, Kinect-V2 is used to
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record RGB images and depth images. In SAR running process, Kinect-V2
camera is used to detect the user’s torch and estimate the moving direction to
keep user in camera’s field of view.
Figure 5.3: KinectV2 RGB-D Camera and its self-calibration process
2. Visual Projector in figure 5.4
Due to the weight limitation of the robot platform in our robotic lab, a small-
scale DLP projector is used on the platform as the main output source. The
projector is connected to a computer and can display the image from Unity3D
directly.
Figure 5.4: Small-scale DLP projector
5.1.3 Ground mobile Pedestal
Figure 5.5(a) shows a Pioneer 3 mobile robot used as our ground mobile platform,
and figure 5.5(b) describes its bottom structure. It consists of two differential driving
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wheels for its movements and a passive direction wheel for its balance. It also has a
170-degree sonar sensor and a laser sensor with a similar range to detect the distance
of surrounding objects. In our designed system, we connect pioneer pedestal to
computer and Kinect-V2 camera to provide human user visual following service.
We use the RGB data from KinectV2 SDK to detect human user instead of other
distance sensors for reducing the cost.
Pioneer robot changes the direction of movement by setting the speed of two driv-
ing wheels, which makes the robot cannot move sideways, like described in figure
5.5(b). So when we design mobile SAR plays, the host moving forward and backward
will not interact with the virtual content. In fact, the host rarely moves forward
or backward compared to moving left and right in broadcasting or demonstration
programs. Moreover, this problem can be solved in future mobile projection SAR
robots development: When the movement of the mobile platform is not restricted,
we can use the depth camera or other cheap sensors to detect the distance between
the host and the camera, and design the corresponding interactions, like zoom-in
and zoom-out.
(a) (b)
Figure 5.5: Pioneer 3 – Ground mobile platform
5.2 Projection Scene Registration
Indoor broadcasting scene and demonstration scene is always empty but including
some large-size empty planes. In existing projection SAR system, scene registration
is accomplished by the structured-light projection during calibration process, but
this approach is impractical for mobile projection SAR robot. Another problem
is that the working environment of projection SAR always contains some visual
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features and geometric features. State-of-art visual mapping algorithm may be
applicable, but the accuracy and robustness of its mapping performance cannot
be guaranteed due to uneven distributed features. Based on these two problems, we
have proposed a plane-based visual mapping algorithm described in Chapter 4 as
an optimisation.
Our algorithm can handle two different situations. On the one hand, when the
scene contains enough visual features and these features are evenly distributed, our
algorithm can first reconstruct the scene by ORB-SLAM, and then optimise the
trajectory and scene model by the planes in the scene. On the other hand, when the
number of features in the scene are insufficient, our algorithm can reconstruct the
scene around a plane by tracking its contour. If the scene contains multiple planes,
the algorithm can divide the entire scene into several regions containing one plane,
and then stitch them into a completed scene model.
Our planar-based reconstruction algorithm has another benefit. The scene model
in Unity3D is colorless, and the existing method to render multiple images in one
large model is very time-consuming and difficult. The proposed mapping approach
solves this problem by reconstructing the contour model during mapping and then
marking these contours on scene model in Unity3D. Users can distinguish objects
by contour and design different virtual contents in different zones.
5.3 Autonomous visual sensor calibration
Structured-light projection is common approach for calibrating the projector-camera
unit, resulting in three important results: the intrinsic parameters of camera and
projector (principle point and focal length), extrinsic parameters of camera and
projector and a registered projection scene model. The first result is describing
the parameter of visual sensor itself, like the focal length and lens distortion. The
second result is describing the spatial relation between two sensors and the poses of
two sensors relative to the scene respectively. The last result is describing the 3D
detail of the scene and is replaced with our proposed visual mapping algorithm.
The calibration by using structured-light projection requires the projector facing a
non-flat area with some rigid visual features and the camera covering the projected
images. It will not work if the visual sensor unit is facing an empty and flat plane.
Thus, it is necessary to design an intelligent calibration scene choosing algorithm
for the mobile system to find an appropriate area for sensor calibration.
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5.3.1 Intelligently choosing calibration-area
Structured-light projection requires solid visual features in its working view. So,
the number of solid ORB features in every key-frame is counted while the system
is running in mapping stage. The feature number will be main reference basis for
calibration scene selection. Though the visual mapping algorithm is running in
feature-less scenes, the point-feature are used for a reference instead of line feature
because of two main reasons: one reason is that the point feature is very basic and
its number will be more than the number of line features. Another reason is that
point features are more reliable, especially when the plane is partly occluded or only
part of it appears in images.
While selecting the best calibration target, the entire scene is divided in regions by
key-frame and its nearest key-frame neighbours. This is done because when looking
for a calibration area, it is easier to face camera to an area and not aim at an
image. Moreover, counting the features in a region is more reliable than using a
single image. Therefore, in an input image sequence, we count the total amount
of solid features on a key-frame and its four key-frames neighbours (2 key-frames
before it and 2 key-frames after it), and then estimate their average feature number
with ’DBoW3’ library. This area is added to the collection of calibration candidates
only if both values are reaching the acceptable maximum threshold. For the scene
without enough features. Since the mapping process in this scene does not generate
key-frames, the whole image sequence will be divided by 7, and each calibration
candidate has 7 frames. This number is variable according to the camera moving
speed and the scale of scene.
Then, in the calibration candidate group, the number of normal frames between
the first and last key-frames in each candidate is used as a reference for secondary
filtering, and the region with smallest number of frames will be selected as the best
area. This process is designed to minimise the influence of counting the feature
between long distance key frames. We also improve the rationality of using feature
points as the main reference for calibration scene choosing. To be mentioned, the
DBoW3 database is pre-trained with the all the images in image sequence.
5.3.2 Sensor calibration with structured-light projection
After the suitable calibration area is defined, the system will be moved to face
this area manually and start the calibration process. In this part we rely on the
”RoomAlive” SDK from Microsoft (Jones et al., 2014). RoomAlive provides a com-
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plete camera-projector unit calibration process that not only supports calibration
of individual sensor units, but also supports collaboration between multiple units.
At work, the system generates a series of bar codes from large to small, and then
project these image in sequence on the scene with the solid feature. The internal and
external parameters of the both visual sensors can be calculated by the distortion
of the projected image. The experimental result of calibration is described in figure
5.6.
(a) (b)
Figure 5.6: Structured-light projection. (A) describes the projected pattern. (B) describes
the calibration result.
5.4 Plane based camera initial Pose estimation
The initial pose estimation of the proposed mobile system can be considered as a
re-localisation problem. Most of re-localisation problems in the state-of-art visual
tracking and mapping algorithms are solved through DBoW library, which is based
on point feature or line features. This makes the re-localisation problem extremely
dependent on the number and quality of visual features. Therefore, the problem of
re-localisation in a low-texture environment is more challenge.
Computer vision-based relocation problems can be divided into two continuous pro-
cesses: finding nearest neighbour and matching the neighbour. More specifically,
the finding nearest neighbour process aims at finding the nearest frame through
comparing the visual feature of new added frame and visual feature dictionary with
’DBoW3’ library. The matching process is estimating the transformation matrix
between newly added frame and its nearest neighbour, which is typically achieved
through visual tracking algorithms. However, since this algorithm relies on the
number and quality of solid visual features, it is difficult to apply in low-texture
environments or on images with a low quality.
Based on this limitation, a novel re-localisation algorithm is proposed in this research
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based on DBoW, CNN scene parsing and point-point ICP algorithm. Similarly, our
algorithm has two main steps: (i) feature training and matching with DBoW and
(ii) edge-based dense tracking on landmark plane. Two processes is illustrated in
figure 5.7 and figure 5.8 respectively. In this experiment, harvardc11/hvc111 is used
as the visual mapping dataset and the first frame in harvardc11/hvc112 is assumed
as the initial perspective when re-localising the robot. More detailed explanations
are given below:
Figure 5.7: A flowchart describes the feature dictionary algorithm
Figure 5.8: A flowchart describes the proposed pose initialisation algorithm
(i) Feature Training with DBoW3
We use ORB to detect and describe the point feature, and use LBD to describe
and discipline the edges in this step. These two features are saved in different
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libraries. The point feature library aims at searching the nearest frame in dataset
and finding the feature matches, and this process is same to state-of-art feature-based
re-localisation algorithm. On the other hand, edge dictionary aims at describing and
distinguishing each edge of the detected landmark plane. The establishing process
of edge dictionary could be described in three steps:
• When a new frame is inserted during visual mapping process, its landmark
plane and contour will be extracted by using our proposed contour extraction
pipeline described in Chapter 3. Then each edge will be extinguished and
clustered with its direction. In most cases, the two parallel edges will have
different directions eventually when viewpoint changes.
• Each edge is described with point and line descriptors. Firstly, ORB descriptor
is used to describe two endpoints of an edge, and then the LBD is used to
describe each edge. Finally, these information is saved into dictionary.
• In our visual mapping algorithm, the first frame is considered as the global
reference, whose detail is saved to dictionary as a reference. When a new
frame is inserted and its edges are analysed, we compare these features with
the dictionary: if either of point-feature similarity or edge-feature similarity
is acceptable, we will update the point features to dictionary. If none of these
two features are acceptable, we save the new edge data to a edge feature vector
buffer. Then, the new inserted frame will be compared with dictionary and
edge feature vector buffer at the same time. If the new inserted frame has
the similar edge feature with edge feature in dictionary and vector buffer, we
will consider this newly added edge is reliable and insert it to the edge feature
dictionary. Note that both ORB features and LBD features are not affected
by inaccurate pose estimation result.
This process derives point feature dictionary and edge feature dictionary, which will
be applied to find the nearest frame and matching the same edge in two nearest
frames in the following step.
(ii)Edge-based dense matching algorithm
After defining the nearest frames from the dataset for newly added frame, this step
will try to find the spatial transformation between new frame and its neighbour.
Different to the existing image feature based approaches, we track the 3D contour
feature of landmark planar area as an optimisation. However, due to the small num-
ber of contour points and long distance between two contour models, it is impossible
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to use ICP algorithm to match them directly.
Therefore, we have made three assumptions:
• Assuming that each edge on the contour has the same position and orientation
in the world coordinate at different camera angle.
• Assuming that the normal vector of landmark plane is not changed at different
viewpoints
• Assuming that each edge is extended along the landmark plane‘s normal vec-
tor, and the normal vector of these extended planes are same at different
viewpoints in world coordinate.
This is illustrated in figure 5.9 where the PlaneTable is the detected landmark plane,
and its normal vector is NTable. A is one of the whole edge and a is the visible edge
of A in current perspective. The PlaneA is the extended plane along NTable from A.
Edge B and C are same as A.
Figure 5.9: Explanation of the proposed algorithm.
As illustrated in figure 5.9, each edge has a visible part and a non-visible part. Since
these two parts are from the same line, their extended plane along the normal vector
direction should on the same plane. In addition, assume that the extended plane
from visible edge is ExPlaneA, the normal vector of ExPlaneA should be as same
as the normal vector of PlaneA. Other edges are same as edge A. Then, we can
build three constraint functions based on the normal vector function of two edge
plane in different directions and one landmark plane. Therefore, our algorithm can
work in the case when only two edges are visible, as shown in figure figure 5.10(a).
The structure and main processes of our proposed pose initialisation algorithm are
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illustrated in figure 5.8. Note that every important process (drawn in blue colour in
figure 5.8) is explained in details and the experimental results are presented.
• Process 1: Finding the nearest frame
This process aims at finding the nearest frame for newly added frame with
point feature only, which is similar to state-of-art algorithms based on DBoW.
The result is described in figure 5.10: figure 5.10(a) is the new added frame
and figure 5.10(b) is its matched nearest frame in harvardc11/hvc111.
(a) (b)
Figure 5.10: New added frame and its nearest frame in dataset. (a) describes the first
frame in harvardc11/hvc112, and this could be present as the initial perspective of a robot.
(b) is the nearest frame in harvardc11/hvc111 matched by point features and DBoW3.
• Process 2: Matching edge between new frame and its neighbour
This process is to match the edges of the landmark plane displayed in two
frames. This step starts with checking the edge feature in edge dictionary for
both images, and then match edges with same feature. In this experiment, the
landmark plane is the table with 4 edges: three edges are visible in nearest
frame from harvardc11/hvc111; and two edges are visible in new added frame
from harvardc11/hvc112. Figure 5.11 has described the matching result, and
the matched edges are drawn with same color.
• Process 3:Construct and Extend edge model with normal vector
After edge detection and matching, we reconstruct the 3D model of each edge
with the algorithm introduced in Chapter 3 to minimise the error caused by
inaccurate depth data. Then, we extend each edge along the normal vector
direction of landmark plane, which are described in figure 5.12. In this exper-
iment, we set the distance value between 2.5cm to 5cm from contour points
and the point in extend model, and the distance interval between extended
point is 0.1cm.
• Process 4: Establish constraints and estimate transformation
This step aims at establishing three constraints functions based on normal vec-
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.11: The edge matching result between two images. (a) describes the first frame
in harvardc11/hvc112, two edges are drawn in light green and purple. (b) is the nearest
frame in harvardc11/hvc111, the matched edges are drawn in light green and purple, and
the unmatched edge is drawn in dark green.
(a) (b)
Figure 5.12: 3D point cloud of extend edges. (a) is the extend contour model for newly
added image. (b) is the extend contour model for its nearest frame. We only display extend
model of two edges in (b) to make experimental result clearer
tor equation and solve these functions. After constructing the extend model,
we use RANSAC algorithm provided by PCL lib to estimate the normal vector
of each extended plane in the dataset image, and then build three constraint
functions based on normal vector function of two extend plane and landmark
plane.
For each plane, assuming its normal vector equation is:
a~x+ b~y + c~z + d = 0; (5.1)
residual[n] = a ∗ (P1x − Px) + b ∗ (P1y − P2y) + c ∗ (P1z − P2z) + d (5.2)
Then the transformation matrix is derived by solving these functions with
CERES lib (figure 5.13).
The experimental result shows that our algorithm is practical for solving the re-
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.13: Initial pose estimation result. (a) describes the combined contour model
between initial frame after transformation and landmark contour model. (b) describes the
combined scene model between initial frame after transformation and the first frame in
dataset.
localisation problem. Compared with the state of art re-localisation algorithm, we
have made two main improvements: firstly, our algorithm is not very dependent on
the number of solid feature points in the image and applicable in low-texture envi-
ronment. Secondly, our algorithm is only relying on single global landmark planar
area rather than relying on multiple small planes like the existing algorithms. More-
over, the landmark plane could be partly visible. This makes our algorithm more
valuable and practical in simple indoor scenarios (broadcasting and demonstration
studio). The main bottleneck is our algorithm requires at least two edges are visible
in both frames.
5.5 Autonomous Presenter Following Service
This section introduces our human following service approach. For mobile SAR
system, presenter following process is more complex because we need to connect
the external robot and Unity3D. While the external robot is moving, the simulated
robot in Unity3D should move simultaneously. And this will ensure the robot can
project correct virtual content in different areas. In the following content of this
section, the human user following approach based on visual sensor is described in
the first sub-section. Then, the moving distance estimation of mobile pedestal is
suggested in second part. Finally, a creative data transmission method between
Unity3D and mobile robot is discussed.
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5.5.1 The Presenter Following service
For the presenter following service in our proposed system, we use a Kinect-V2 RGB-
D camera to detect and follow the presenter. Since the presenter always stands in
front of the projection background, we use the Kinect skeleton detection library to
locate and detect the torch of the presenter. While the presenter is moving, a line
segment perpendicular to the middle line of the image and connected to the midpoint
of detect torch is used to estimate the moving distance. When the distance is larger
than the threshold, the system will give moving order to the robotic pedestal to
keep the presenter inside central area in camera’s view.
It should be noticed that the moving speed is limited with maximum 20 cm/sec
to avoid the problem of motion blur and keep the system in balance. We set up a
bounding box to allow the presenter to move freely: while the torch of present is
inside this box, body gesture will not make the pedestal move. In the experiment
described in figure 5.14, the bounding box (described by two green edge) has 100
pixel distance to the central line (blue line). The current camera’s view is in 1920 *
1080 scale.
(a) (b)
Figure 5.14: The presenter following service. In both figures, the blue line is the central
perpendicular line and the Green lines describes the bounding box and distance threshold.
Note that we have not designed the ’moving forward’ and ’moving backward’ com-
mands to the pedestal since these operations requires to change projection param-
eters. So, we set a fixed speed and moving direction (in ’left’ and ’right’) to make
the robot track human user stably and consistently. When the presenter moving
left outside the box, the system will return a negative value and make robot moves
to left. Otherwise, a positive value will lead to a right movement. if the presenter’s
torch is inside the box, the system will stop moving.
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5.5.2 Real-time robot pose tracking
Since our purposed Projection-SAR robot only has simple actions and the robot
moves slowly, we use the mobile platform to measure the moving distance directly.
When the robot has moved, it calculates the speed of both wheels and the running
period, and then send these values value to unity3D. Since there is no port between
the Pioneer robot and unity3D, we have introduced a novel method with ’.txt’ file
as an information transmission medium. This approach will be introduced in detail
in the next subsection.
5.5.3 Data transmission between mobile robot and Unity3D
This section aims at solving the problem of simulating trajectory in Unity3D. Since
Unity3D does not provide libraries to connect with external robot, and it is impos-
sible to implement the visual tracking or mapping algorithms in Unity3D directly
since it is too complex and Unity3D lacks of methods to store dynamic information.
We use ’.txt’ files as a medium for information transmission. Whenever the robot
moves, it will store its moving direction and distance in a new ’.txt’ file. At the
same time, Unity3D will read this file and extract the robot’s movement informa-
tion. Then it uses this information to move the virtual camera and projector in the
simulation work-space.
By using this method, we can successfully let the camera and projector in the virtual
space to simulate the movement of the external devices. Since Unity3D cannot read
’.txt’ file with changing values, each move of mobile robot generates a new file. After
Unity3D starts working, it will wait for a new ’.txt’ file. When a new file is generated
in a specified file directory, it will find the new file and read the moving parameters.
If the presenter is static and the robot is not moving, it won‘t generate the new ’.txt’
file. The unity will only track user’s upper body gesture and project corresponding
virtual dynamic contents. The whole data writing and reading process is illustrated
in figure 5.15.
5.6 Immerse Virtual Plays
Projection-SAR virtual content is designed with Unity3D, which is the most popular
and professional AR developing tool in recent years. Compared to other software,
Unity3D has three main benefits. Firstly, it is a mature AR development platform
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(a)
Figure 5.15: The moving data transmission process.
and has a full-featured user interface. Secondly, most of recent popular computer
vision algorithms or software have Unity3D software develop tool-kits. Thirdly,
Unity3D is opened for public use. In our SAR robot, we use Kinect Unity3D SDK
and RoomAlive Unity3D SDK from Microsoft (Jones et al., 2014). These two soft-
ware packages not only successfully introduce cameras and projectors in unity3D,
but also contain almost all of the Unity development software based on computer
vision and human body recognition.
5.6.1 Interaction with Virtual Model
In order to create a human-computer interaction experience for the presenter, we
have designed a play to control the virtual object through tracking the human body
gesture. In this design, assume the object is landing at the original of Cartesian
coordinate. The presenter can control the virtual object to move in X, Y and Z
directions by moving right arm, and is also able to control the rotation with X,
Y and Z axes with left arm. Figure 5.16 shows the control of the object with
body gesture, provided by Microsoft unity SDK and RoomAlive SDK, in which (A)
is Human skeleton reading and (B) shows the use of body gesture to control 3D
movement of a projected virtual model.
5.6.2 Interaction with Virtual Scene
In this design, we let the presenter to control the movement and scale of virtual
object by moving the body in front of the camera. While the presenter is standing
in front of the camera, we can detect the distance with depth sensor on KinectV2.
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.16: To control the object with body gesture, provided by Microsoft unity SDK and
RoomAlive SDK.
So, when the presenter is moving to the camera, the distance between camera and
presenter will be reduced, which tells the system to zoom in the virtual content.
While the presenter is moving away from the sensor, the system will zoom-out the
virtual content. While the presenter is moving left or right, the focus of view will
concentrate on these directions, and then rotate and zoom in these two different
parts in these two directions.
Figure 5.17 shows the contour of the object projected on background. The projected
virtual content will be adjusted while the user is moving in front of the camera. More
specifically, (A) shows the presenter controls the projected model. (B) shows the
presenter controls the projected 3D graph. Note that this AR play requires the user
move inside camera’s view, so robot will stop presenter following service until user
finishes current AR play.
(a) (b)
Figure 5.17: To contour the object projected on background. The projected virtual content
will be adjust its pose while the user is moving in front of the camera.
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5.6.3 Mobile Interaction with Virtual Background
As an innovation, we have designed a new virtual interactive play specified for a
mobile SAR system. Different to existing SAR application, we will not use the
image captured by camera as a part of the projection output.
Before Unity3D runs, user needs to insert registered SAR system and reconstructed
scene model into Unity3D simulation work-space. The pose of calibration scene,
camera and projector are defined in calibration process, and the pose of recon-
structed scene is estimated with pose initialisation process described in Chapter
5.4.2. Note that user needs to adjust the pose parameter of scene model to make
it correctly match the calibration scene, this tuning process would not take a long
time. Another parameter that needs to be adjusted by the user is the movement
trajectory of the virtual projector. Because most of the working environment of
mobile projection SAR work are flat, users only need to let the virtual projector
horizontally in two directions. By adjusting the moving speed of the virtual pro-
jector, the user can make it accurately imitate the trajectory of real robot and
project the correct content. This step does not require users to make program by
themselves. In Unity3D, we can design a user interface to make user design the
path intuitively. The main purpose of this design is to minimize the influence that
the changing tangential distortion brings to projected image. The characteristic of
tangential distortion is introduced in Section 2.3. When the projector moves, its
tangential distortion parameter obtained from calibration process changes and no
longer accurate for current viewpoint. Therefore, we let the robot move only in the
parallel direction with the projection plane, and let its projection direction always
be perpendicular to the projection plane. In this way, errors caused by imprecise
tangential distortion can be minimised.
After scene building in Unity3D, user can design the attached virtual content and
virtual models in the simulation work-space. For example, we attach green virtual
texture around the post area on the wall. Figure 5.18 shows the reconstructed scene
and the attached virtual content, in which (a) is the enhanced model in which the
green texture area has changed the appearance of picture area, and (b) describes that
the presenter can move the virtual camera with Cartesian coordinate to generate
different views.
Then, user can run the Unity3D and start the presenter following service. While the
presenter is moving left or right, the robot will recognise the presenter’s movement
and order the robotic pedestal to move the corresponding distances. As soon as the
robot has recognised it has entered the region which the post is visible in current
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camera’s perspective, it will project part of the virtual texture over the visible part of
post and change its appearance. This design has fundamentally created the mobile
nature of projection-SAR system.
Figure 5.19 shows the different views when the projector is moving. In this exper-
iment, we attach the virtual green label on the pose to change its appearance. We
can see when we change the position of the projector, different scale of the virtual
content has been projected on the post to change its appearance. Note that since
we aims at solving the mobility of a Projection-SAR system, We do not focus on
improving its virtual effects.
(a) (b)
Figure 5.18: The reconstructed scene and the attached virtual content.
(a) (b)
Figure 5.19: The different views when the projector is moving.
5.7 Summary
In this chapter, the entire system and the deployed sensors were firstly introduced.
Then the entire workflow was briefly described and different sensors are assigned
according to the work division in different parts of the system. Finally, three different
virtual applications were designed to prove the rationality and practicability of the
entire system. In our proposed system, one RGB-D camera, one projector and a
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Pioneer3 ground mobile robotic pedestal were deployed. Before AR design, the
entire scene was reconstructed through the plane-based visual mapping algorithm
described in Chapter 4 in priority, and the reconstructed model was inserted into
Unity3d. Finally, we attach plane model on scene model to make colour-less scene
model more readable in Unity3D.
Then the system starts working after AR design and the presenter was distinguished
from the background by detecting his torch. The RGB information is applied to
estimate the presenter’s moving direction. When the robotic system runs, its pose
was roughly updated in the scene through the wheel movements feedback from the
robotic pedestal and the dynamic virtual image was projected based on its pose
corresponding to the scene.
The entire design process solves the current movement problem of the projection-
SAR system and minimises the impact of the tangential distortion on the projection
images. It should be noted that the RGB image captured by the camera for pro-
jection differs from the state-of-art projection-SAR as we want to use projection
to change the appearance of the environment. The only problem of the proposed
system is it has not solved the problem of the changing tangential distortion of the
projector at different projection angles, resulting in our AR play without more free
movements. This will be addressed in the future research.
6Practical Experiments in Indoor
Broadcasting Scene
The proposed projection-SAR robotic cameraman will be tested in a simulated in-
door broadcasting scene in this chapter, aiming at verifying the applicability of
the proposed mobile robotic system and comparing its performance with the exist-
ing fixed projection-SAR application. This chapter consists of six sections and is
organised as follows. Section 6.1 introduces the basic equipment of the proposed
robotic system. The simulated environment and its CNN scene parsing model are
introduced in Section 6.2. Section 6.3 describes the contour extraction and mod-
elling. The scene reconstruction and real-time tracking are presented in Section
6.4. Section 6.5 demonstrates the designed interactive virtual plays provided by the
proposed mobile robotic system. A comparison between a mobile SAR and a fixed
SAR is given in Section 6.6. Finally, a brief summary is given in Section 6.7.
6.1 The proposed robotic platform
6.1.1 Structure of robot
Figure 6.1 shows the whole Robotic platform. A visual camera is placed at top for
tracking the presenter. The DLP projector and computer are connected and placed
in the middle platform, and the mobile platform is at the bottom. All visual devices
and the mobile robot are connecting to a computer, the connections between sensors
are described in figure 6.2.
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Figure 6.1: The whole mobile robotic system.
Figure 6.2: The connections between computer and sensors. The camera detects human
user and analyses body gestures, then it sends these information to computer. The com-
puter orders the robot to move according to detected information, and the robot will feed
back the movement information to the computer at the same time. Finally, the computer
projects the interactive virtual content on background through the projector according to
the distance moved and the human user’s body gesture.
6.1.2 Working approach
The proposed system includes two working stages as follows.
• In the preparation stage, both RGB and Depth image sequences are captured
for recovering the 3D model of working scenario. After scene reconstruction,
system starts calibration process and pose initialisation process. Then, the
calibrated SAR system and scene model are inserted into Unity3D. Note that
user needs to set the moving path and speed of virtual robot to make it simulate
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the trajectory of real robot. Since these value are displayed in an user interface
in Unity, this process would not take a long time. Finally, the virtual content
and 3D models are attached onto the scene in simulation work-space.
• In the working stage, while the system is moving, the camera captures the
presenter’s body movements and give orders to Unity Engine to project the
dynamic virtual content and to the robotic pedestal to move respectively. As
soon as the pedestal moves, it will count the moving distance and feedback the
distance value back to Unity Engine. The simulated projector in Unity Engine
will move according to the feedback distance, and then change the projected
virtual content.
Different to the existing projection-SAR equipment, purposed projection SAR is
not required to project current captured RGB image to the scene because it aims at
changing the appearance of the scene. In addition, since the tangential distortion of
projected image changes after moving the projector, the projector always face the
projection target perpendicularly and the moving track of proposed robot is fixed
to minimize its influence.
6.2 Simulated indoor demonstration Scene and
CNN scene parsing
This section presents the experimental environment and the CNN scene parsing
result. In the first subsection, the experimental scene and its features are described.
Then, the CNN scene parsing result will be present in the following subsection.
6.2.1 Simulated indoor scene
Figure 6.3 shows a part of our robotic arena that is used as the simulated broad-
casting scene in this experiment. The robotic arena is one of the laboratories in
School of computer science and Electronic Engineering at University of Essex. It
is a large, empty, circular and large-scale indoor space similar to the broadcasting
room. Furthermore, the robotic arena is commonly used for demonstration through
projecting videos on the wall, we can compare the performance of our proposed
mobile system with the existing fixed projector.
The RGB and Depth images captured by KinectV2 do not match each other: the
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(a) (b)
Figure 6.3: Create an environment of broadcasting.
RGB images are 1920 * 1080 and depth images are 512 * 424, which should be change
to 640 * 480 for ’DeepLabV3+’ model. More over, the data are always horizontally
reverse to the real scene. Thus, for all captured raw RGB images, the system flips
them horizontally firstly, and then cut and resize them based on the corresponding
depth data to 640*480 scale. This process could be described in figure 6.4
(a) (b)
Figure 6.4: Transferring Raw RGB data to usable RGB data. (a) describes the raw RGB
data in 1920*1080 . (b)describes the usable RGB data in 640*480. The cutting position
and resizing scale is based on matching corresponding depth data
The depth data has two problems: (i) its working range is in 512 * 424 and two
horizontal edges are blank in the captured raw data; (ii) the captured raw data
cannot be directly used in scene mapping due to its inverse pixel value. Therefore,
the captured raw depth data is cut firstly, and then each pixel value is subtracted
with 65535 to get the usable data. Figure 6.5 has described the one example of
subtraction process.
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(a) (b)
Figure 6.5: substation process of captured raw depth data. (a) is the raw depth image. (b)
is the usable depth data after substation.
6.2.2 CNN scene parsing
Scene parsing aims to semantically recognise and segment the element in each cap-
tured RGB image. In our system, this is achieved by CNN scene parsing model
’DeepLabV3+’ from Google. For the pre-trained model, we choose the model trained
with dataset ’ADE20K’ that includes most of the objects in indoor scenarios, which
is able to detect most of planar objects like screen, blackboard, whiteboard and
post.
ADE20K has 151 classes, which makes this CNN model confused between the similar
categories. Figure 6.6 describes the CNN model has detected the posts on the wall,
but it recognises them with various categories. In figure 6.6(a), the post is described
as ’Picture’ and described with purple colour. In figure 6.6(b), the post is described
as ’Post’ and ’Screen’, filled with light green and dark yellow colour respectively.
Though the label information is not accurate, the CNN scene parsing model still
recognise the post on the wall and draw the post area roughly.
Although the CNN model does not provide us with accurate label information and
object edge information, the provided segmentation result allows us to split the
post in corresponding region and roughly separate it from background wall. Another
problem is that the CNN model does not have high segmentation accuracy, especially
when there is no obvious Gray-scale difference between the object and its background
or the image is blurred. Thus, the segmentation result cannot be directly used to
describe an object. We need to fuse all the information and then accurately describe
the target object with our contour extraction algorithm.
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(a) (b)
Figure 6.6: CNN Scene parsing results. (a) is the cropped RGB image and (b) is the
segmented result. In (b), both posts are detected but assigned with different labels.
6.3 Contour Extraction and Modelling
In this section we will extract important contour information in experimental scene
by using the algorithm described in Chapter 3. As mentioned in Chapter 3, we
use 4 edge detectors to detect the lines and then fuse these segments to form the
accurate contour. In the following content, we will show the results of each contour
extraction process and then describe the final result through the figures. We need
to mention that the resolution of captured image in this subsection is different to
the subsections before, since we need to re-scale the captured RGB image from 1920
* 1080 to 640 * 480 to match the captured depth image. The re-scaled RGB images
of two labels are described in figure 6.7.
(a) (b)
Figure 6.7: The re-scaled RGB image of two posts
1. BD Extractor (Bradski and Kaehler, 2008)
BD Detector works similarly to LSD detector and is provided in OpenCV
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library. The extraction results from BD extractor is described in figure 6.8(A)
and figure 6.9(A). We use the segmentation information from subsection 6.3
to define which line segments are describing the post area. For each line
segment, if most of its points are laying beside or on the label area, this line
segment will be kept. Otherwise, it is a false description. In figure 6.8(A)
and figure 6.9(A), red and green lines are the confirmed and redundant line
segments respectively. Due to the unclear boundary between post and wall in
figure 6.8(A), BD extractor cannot detect the correct contour of the first post,
but it can detect the boundary of the other post described in figure 6.9(A).
BD extractor generates many false detection inside each post due to their rich
texture. These false segmentation will be deleted in the fusing process.
2. Hough Extractor (Chutatape and Guo, 1999)
The extraction results from Hough extractor is described in figure 6.8(B) and
figure 6.9(B). As can be seen, although Hough extractor also failed to detect
unclear boundary, it generates less false segmentation inside the post. For
the parameters applied, we used a relatively large connection parameter to
connect small line segments and set a larger length limit to filter out small
line segments.
3. LSD Extractor (Von Gioi et al., 2010)
The extraction results from LSD extractor is described in figure 6.8(C) and
figure 6.9(C). LSD extractor generates richer line segments, but it has many
false detection in both inside region and contour region.
4. Contour Extractor (Bradski and Kaehler, 2008)
The extraction results from contour extractor is described in figure 6.8(D)
and figure 6.9(D). In this experiment, we set the contour extractor to detect
the most external contour of each area. However, it generates false detection
in both inside and outside post area due to the rich texture and false CNN
segmentation information. In order to optimise these errors, we fill the area
inside each detected contour and check how many points inside this area belong
to the label of post. If more than 85 percent of these points belong to label,
we will save this contour as a candidate. For each candidate, we will choose
the one with the largest scale and consider it as the optimal external contour.
After extracting 4 contours, we refer to the line feature pyramid mentioned in Chap-
ter 3 to fuse the results obtained by 4 different contour extractors, which are de-
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Figure 6.8: Contour extraction result on figure 6.7(a). (A) BD extractor, (B) Hough
Extractor, (C) LSD extractor and (D) Contour extractor. The red line in each image is
the confirmed line segments described the label area, and the green lines are the redundant
line segments will be ignored in the further process.
scribed in figure 6.10. There are two major points found in this step:
1. When the edge and background of the object are not obvious, it is difficult for
any contour extractor to find the exact edge of the object. This problem does
not occur often in real scenes. When there are other edge textures inside the
plane, these edge textures can be used as a substitute.
2. In our contour extraction algorithm we use the Hough extracted line segment
and the contour extraction result to remove the extra erroneous edge segments
and finally preserve the optimal contour with Contour Detector (Bradski and
Kaehler, 2008). This method is still valid in this experimental scenario to
delete both inside and outside false line segments. We need to mention that
in this experiment results, each edge is not a complete line and divided into
several segments due to the wall is curved and not flat.
After the line segmentation, We reconstruct the edge 3D model by combining depth
information with edge information. Since the plane where the post is located is
curved and the image is high definition, depth completion algorithm is not required
to optimise the depth error. Instead, we use a 5 * 30 scale mask to smooth the
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Figure 6.9: Contour extraction results on figure 6.7(b). (A) BD extractor, (B) Hough
Extractor, (C) LSD extractor and (D) Contour extractor. The red line in each image is
the confirmed line segments described the label area, and the green lines are the redundant
line segments will be ignored in the further process
depth image in average, and the contour models are shown in figure 6.11.
(a) (b)
Figure 6.10: Final contour extraction results on two posts.
6.4 Plane-based Tracking and Mapping
In this experimental scenario, due to the lack of solid visual features and the absence
of global loop closure optimisation, it is difficult to reconstruct the entire scene using
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(a) (b)
Figure 6.11: Contour model of two posts. (a) is the contour model of 6.7(a). (b) is the
contour model of 6.7(b).
(a) (b)
Figure 6.12: Captured images include different posts. (a) describes the frame includes first
post. (b) describes the frame include second post.
the traditional feature-based visual mapping algorithm. Moreover, due to the large
planes in the scene and the lack of a very obvious geometric feature, the dense visual
mapping algorithm based on depth information is also difficult to imply. Thus, we
use the plane-based visual mapping algorithm mentioned in the fourth chapter to
complete the visual mapping task in this experimental low-textured scene.
There are two planes in this experimental scene described two different posts, and
we distinguish these two posts by their textures. Since our purposed plane-based
mapping algorithm is based on one planar area, the whole image sequence is divided
into two image groups: the first image group Group1 includes images that contain
the first Post area only and the second image group Group2 only describes the
second Post. And these two conditions are present in figure 6.12(a) and figure
6.12(b) respectively. The mapping process includes three main process:
1. In the first process, we track the camera’s movement with the images in
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(a) (b)
Figure 6.13: Scene Reconstruction Result on first post area. (a) describes the reconstructed
contour, (b) describes the reconstructed contour and scene.
Group1, and this process terminates if the contour pixel appeared is less than
100 pixel length threshold value. Note that this threshold value is adjustable
in different scenarios. We set a tracking accuracy threshold value to filter out
the false tracked frames caused by the imprecise contour detection or tracking
performance. And the reconstruction results is described in figure 6.13
2. In the following process, we start tracking the poses of frames in Group2 and
reconstruct the scene includes the second post. The way this step ends is
similar to the first step. We also set an acceptable threshold value to filter
out the imprecise tracking frames, and the poses of every frame are saved in
Pose2. The reconstruction result is described in figure 6.14
3. In the final process, we will try to combine two points cloud by their frames in
shared view zone. We will look for the two frames with the highest matching
score in the last few frames in Group1 and the first few frames in Group2,and
then use their transformation matrix to calculate the new pose of each frame
saved in Pose2. Finally, all the frames in Pose2 are transferred and added to
global point cloud. The performance of this step are described in figure 6.15.
With the purposed mapping process, we can reconstruct a low-texture scene model
with less visual features and no reliance on global loop closure optimisation. For
the scenes with more planes, we can repeat the process 2 and process 3 to make
our visual mapping algorithm work in a larger scenario. Finally, we can transfer the
point-cloud presented scene cloud to voxel model in ’.obj’ format with Meshlab, and
the result is described in figure 6.16.
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(a) (b)
Figure 6.14: Scene Reconstruction Result on second post area (a) describes the recon-
structed contour, (b) describes the reconstructed contour and scene.
(a) (b)
Figure 6.15: The whole scene mapping result. (a) describes the reconstructed contour, (b)
describes the reconstructed contour and scene.
Figure 6.16: Final scene model in ”.obj” format.
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6.5 Sensor Calibration and initial pose estimation
6.5.1 Sensor Calibration with Structured-light projection
Before the SAR application enters the running mode, the system will start with
sensor calibration process. In this step, the structured-light projection technique
is used to define the internal and external parameters of both visual sensors, and
build the calibration scene. Since structured-light projection algorithm requires
the projection target to have some obvious geometric and physical structure, We
find several candidates from image sequence and choose the optimum based on
the number of solid visual features. Note that the calibration target can also be
chosen by the presenter’s intuitive feeling. After finding the best calibration area
inside the scene, we put the robot in a corresponding position and facing this area
perpendicularly. Then, the system will start the calibration process. We haven’t
designed a restrict distance limitation between the robot and the projection surface.
As long as it can make the calibration work successfully, this distance is acceptable.
The calibration process and result are described in figure 6.17.
Figure 6.17: Scene Calibration Results.
Structured light projection calibration derives the intrinsic and extrinsic parameters
of both visual sensors, as well as the projection scene in camera’s initial view. This
projection scene is a part of the whole scene. So we will try to register this projection
scene to the whole reconstructed scene model in the next step.
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6.5.2 Initial pose estimation
This step aims at matching the reconstructed scene and the calibration derived
projection scene, and then adding the whole reconstructed scene into Unity3D sim-
ulation workplace. This process includes two steps: registering calibration frame to
scene model and adding the scene to Unity3d Workplace.
Assuming the pose during calibration refers to the initial pose, and the captured
RGB and Depth data refer to initial RGB and initial depth. The first step starts
with finding the closest neighbour in the database to the initial frame with visual
features and ’DBoW3’ library. To ensure the accuracy of the candidate, we repeat
this process 10 times and use the most frequent candidate as the nearest neighbour.
The initial frame and its neighbour are described in figure 6.18
(a) (b)
Figure 6.18: Initial frame and its nearest neighbour. (a) is the initial frame captured
during calibration process. (b) is its nearest neighbour in database.
Due to the depth variance, it is impossible to imply our plane-based algorithm to find
their transformation directly. Therefore, we established a constraint function based
on the different normal vectors of the two planes. By only solving the translation
parameters only instead of the rotation and translation matrix, this method decrease
the distance between the two planes without rotation. Then the spatial relationship
of two planes is solvable with the proposed plane-based ICP algorithm. This process
can be divided into three steps.
1. We use RANSAC to calculate the normal vector of the two regions. Because
the post area is arc-shaped in the experimental scene, RANSAC solution will
divide a plane into several small planes due to various normal vectors. So we
only consider the plane patch which has the largest number of pixels, and this
patch always appear in the middle of plane.
2. In this step, we will build a constraint equation based on the plane’s normal
vector, and then use ’CERES’ lib to solve only the translations in the x, y
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and z directions. The reason for this is to prevent the rotation of two contour
models. By solving the translation parameter, we can bring the two contour
models close enough to perform the point based ICP algorithm.
3. The final step is to find the spatial transformation between two planes based on
proposed plane-based registration algorithm. Due to depth, scale and viewing
angle differences, we can adjust the scale and match two planes (the same plane
in two scenes) in multiple times to make two scene model correctly matched.
After transferring the pose of our reconstructed scene model in voxel format
and inserting it into Unity3D, user can tune the pose of scene model easily to
make virtual models match each other in Unity3D. The result is described in
figure 6.20
(a) (b)
Figure 6.19: The initial frame registration result. (a) describes the matched plane in two
models. (b) describes the matching result in the front view.
6.5.3 Scene Building in Unity3D
The matching result derived in the earlier step is not very accurate, but it is available
to use as a raw pose of reconstructed scene model in Unity3D. Thus, inserting and
adjusting the reconstructed scene model into Unity3D is the main purposed in this
step. There are two criteria while user is adjusting the pose of scene model to match
the calibration scene in Unity3D:
1. The reconstructed contour model should match the post area.
2. The reconstructed scene model should match the calibration scene.
The final scene and pose parameter of the reconstructed scene are described in figure
6.20 and figure 6.21 respectively.
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Figure 6.20: Matching scene model and calibrated Projection SAR system in Unity3D.
(a) (b)
Figure 6.21: The pose of important elements. (a) describes the pose of calibrated projection
scene. (b) is the pose of reconstructed scene model.
6.6 Trajectory simulation in Unity3D
This part is to test the connection between the Pioneer Robot and Unity3D. By
connecting Kinect-V2 and the Pioneer robot, we have established a visual presenter
following service. The robot always keeps the presenter inside its middle field of
view. If the presenter is outside the zone and the distance between the torch and
the image centre exceeds a certain threshold, the robot sets moving the direction
and send this moving order to mobile platform to track the user automatically.
To connect the real projector and the simulated projector in Unity3D, a ’.txt’ file
is used as a data transmission medium, and the folder where the ’.txt’ file is stored
is considered as a subscribed channel. Unity3D subscribes to this channel. As the
robot moves, the robotic platform will write its moving direction in a new ’.txt’ file.
Whenever a new ’.txt’ file is generated, Unity will immediately read the information
in it and move the virtual projector in the simulation work space. In this way, our
system can successfully simulate the trajectory of the real sensor in the simulation
work space, and project correct dynamic virtual content
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(a) (b)
Figure 6.22: Data transmission files. (a) the number in this file indicates the moving
direction. (b) describes the list of generated files.
6.7 Designed Interactive Virtual plays
This section describes the detailed design of interactive virtual plays in Unity simu-
lation workplace. More specifically, the first section describes how to design virtual
textures in Unity with reconstructed contour information and the necessary of the
proposed approach. Then, the experimental results in real application are present
in the following subsection.
6.7.1 Augmentation in Simulation Workplace
’.obj’ is the main format of scene mesh used in Unity3D, and the most general ’.obj’
file does not include the colour information. To overcome this limitation, users can
add colour information to the scene mesh through third-party software, such as
”Blender” and ’MeshMixer’. Alternatively, ’RoomAlive’ writes a program to render
the model. However, the rendering tools attach only a single image to one-viewed
mesh, and is unable to fuse and attach multiple images to a larger multi-viewed
scene mesh. Therefore, this subsection introduces a practical approach to attach
the virtual content on scene mesh in Unity3D simulation workplace based on the
reconstructed geometric and contour data. It includes three main steps:
1. For the objects that are not attached on the background and have a clear depth
difference on its edge: As they have obvious geometric features in reconstructed
scene mesh, users could recognise the object directly and design the overlaying
virtual content.
2. For the objects without obvious geometric features: Users could identify the
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object in scene mesh through the reconstructed contour model, such as the post
on the wall in experimental scene. By combining the structure information of
the scene and the contour information of the objects, it is easy to design virtual
textures on different regions of scene.
3. The final step aims at registering the virtual content to the scene mesh cor-
rectly through matching the contour and geometric feature. After inserting
the virtual content into the simulation scene, user needs to adjust its pose to
make it attach to the scene mesh and then adjust the view angle to the per-
spective of projector. Under projector’s view, the pose and scale parameters
of virtual content should be adjusted to make its edges coincide with recon-
structed contour model. In this experiment, since designing the virtual model
is not included in our research, we only use basic 3D models for demonstration.
The final representation of augmented scene mesh in Unity3D simulation work-space
are described in figure 6.23.
(a) (b)
Figure 6.23: Attaching the virtual content on scene model. (a) describes the scene with
contour. (b) describes attaching the virtual content in contour areas.
6.7.2 Experimental results
The mobility and feasibility of proposed mobile projection SAR robot are tested
through experiments. The first experiment is started with inserting a virtual texture
to cover the post area in simulated scene mesh and overlapping the post in the real
scene. Figure 6.24 shows the experimental results.
Assuming current pose of the robotic pedestal refers to Pose1. The system enters
the visual tracking mode and follows the presenter. While the robot is moving,
the proposed system always project the virtual textures on the post, and does not
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change the projection position due to the movement of the projector. The simulation
work-space and augmented view in Pose2 is demonstrated in figure 6.25.
By comparing figure 6.24(a) and figure 6.25(a), we can find that the projector has a
significant displacement in simulation work space. Figure 6.24(b) and figure 6.25(b)
show that the projected content always covers the post area and the projection
position is not changing while the projector is moving.
(a) (b)
Figure 6.24: The experimental results of Augmentation view in Pose1. (a) describes the
simulation work-space in Unity3D, (b) describes the augmented view in experimental scene.
(a) (b)
Figure 6.25: The experimental results of Augmentation view in Pose2. (a) describes the
simulation work-space in Unity3D, (b) describes the augmented view in experimental scene.
Another experiment is testing the performance of changing the appearance of back-
ground and controlling the virtual model with body gesture. Firstly, the virtual
backgrounds are designed and attached in the simulation work-space, which is de-
scribed in figure 6.26(a). Since this experimental scene is curved, two curved planes
are designed and attached on the model in two post areas. However, Unity3D does
not support attaching dynamic virtual content on curved object. Therefore, in fig-
ure 6.27(a), though I have rendered two curved models, both models still have only
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one colour (blue). Since designing the virtual model is not included in our research,
this problem is not optimised in this experiment.
Red circles in figure 6.26(b) has marked the error from the model derived in structured-
light calibration process, which is caused by the lack of obvious physical and texture
features at the boundary of projection image. In fact, this error will not affect the
projection SAR system and it can be optimised in a flat environment. Figure 6.27
has described the virtual interaction performance. In this experiment, two curved
planes are designed to be fixed in current position, and two virtual contents (green
texture and 3D model) can be controlled with body gesture. User can use left arm to
make virtual model move in 4 directions, and use right arm to make it rotate. The
experiment results are described in figure 6.27(a) and figure 6.27(b) respectively.
(a) (b)
Figure 6.26: The scene model in experiment2. (a) describes the simulation work-space in
Unity3D, (b) describe the error from inaccurate scene model derived in calibration process.
(a) (b)
Figure 6.27: The experimental results of experiment2. (a) describes the user can move
virtual texture by body gesture. (b) describes the user can rotate and move the 3D model
by body gesture. In both cases, the virtual background (blue and black background) are not
moving.
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6.8 Comparison between Mobile and fixed SAR
This section compares the augmented view between the proposed Mobile projection
SAR system and the state-of-art fixed Projection SAR system.
6.8.1 Working Area Extension
Comparing with current fixed Projection SAR system, our mobile application has a
larger working area, and permits the presenter to have rich body movements around
the scene instead of staying inside a limited working area. In addition, our mobile
SAR systems can reduce dependence on high-quality sensors and cut the cost of
devices. For example, some state-of-art projection fixed SAR systems require more
than one camera-projector to cover a larger working area, and others need to use
the fish-eye camera or wide-angle camera to make the camera capture the scene in
one view at a high cost.
6.8.2 More Immersive Interactive Plays
The existing fixed SAR systems only support presenters to communicate with virtual
images in a fixed area. When the augmented background is more detailed, or its
scale is much larger than the projection zone, it cannot provide same interactive
experience. The proposed mobile SAR system is a good solution to solve these
problems. Assuming the augmented virtual background is very large, user could
design and attach the virtual content in Unity3D in advance. When the system is in
operation, it could follow the presenter walking around and projecting corresponding
dynamic virtual contents on different regions in the scene so that the audience can
have a more realistic augmented reality experience.
6.8.3 Bottlenecks of purposed SAR system
Comparing with the existing fixed Projection SAR systems, our proposed system
needs the detailed description of scene mesh. The state-of-art fixed projection SAR
systems use the structured light projection to obtain a detailed 3D projection scene,
which is and only applicable for single-view reconstruction tasks. Our system has in-
troduced a novel plane-based visual mapping algorithm as substitution. To generate
descriptions in colour-less scene model in Unity3D, we proposed to use the contour
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model to mark important objects. This method helps the user to distinguish objects,
but still less intuitive than colour information.
The main bottleneck is purposed robotic system has not solved the problems of
changing tangential distortion completely, instead, it minimises this error by de-
signing a fixed moving path and making robot facing projection target perpendic-
ularly. This approach is useful when robot is working with a flat background. In
general, although the proposed robot has not completely realize the free movement
of projection-SAR robot, its research in scene reconstruction, AR design, and inter-
face between Unity3D and external robot systems are very creative and valuable for
current and future projection-SAR system.
6.9 Summary
In this chapter, our proposed mobile SAR system was tested in a simulated indoor
demonstration scene to test its feasibility and performance. Firstly, our contour
extraction pipeline described in Chapter 3 was tested in experimental scene. By
comparing results between our algorithm and state-of-art four popular contour ex-
tractors, our algorithm is feasible and practical for extracting the external contour of
most objects in indoor scenario, especially when the target object is rich in pattern
and texture. Then, we demonstrate that our plane-based visual mapping algorithm
introduced in Chapter 4 is practical in the scenarios that lack visual and geometric
features. Comparing with recent sparse or dense visual mapping algorithms, our
algorithm is more suitable for low-texture indoor demonstration and broadcasting
scenarios. Moreover, our algorithm does not rely on a global close loop of camera
trajectory.
Finally, our designed Projection-SAR cameraman was tested in a simulated scene
with two phases: preparation phase and running phase. In the preparation phase,
it found the part of the scene that best fits the vision sensor calibration through the
visual features, and then calibrated the sensor with structured light projection and
saves the RGB image and depth image at the current view. After that, it calculated
the spatial relationship between the initial frame and the nearest frame through our
designed plane-based inter-frame registration algorithm to obtain the initial pose of
the robot relative to the entire scene. Finally, all the models are able to be inserted
in Unity3D and tuned by user.
After the preparation phase, the system entered the running phase and started the
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mobile projection SAR service. In this stage, our designed Projection-SAR cam-
eraman automatically tracked the presenter with RGB and depth information and
projected corresponding dynamic virtual contents on the background. Moreover, it
can recognise upper body movements of presenter and make interactive reactions.
The experimental results were showing that our designed Projection-SAR camera-
man can work in a much larger area than the state-of-art SAR systems, and is able
to provide a more immersive virtual feeling with single camera-projector unit.
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7Conclusion and Future Work
7.1 Research so far
In recent years, as people’s demands for sensory experience have increased, Aug-
mented Reality has been introduced in recent indoor broadcasting and demonstra-
tion as an emerging technology. Among all AR branches applied in indoor broadcast-
ing and demonstration, projection SAR (spatial augmented reality) applied in this
filed has attracted lots of interest in the early stage since it can provide an immer-
sive interactive experience for a group of viewers, and each viewer can enjoy the AR
experience directly with naked eyes instead of wearing external devices. However,
since the current projection-SAR system is fixed and its working range is rigidly
limited, the entire system needs to be built in advance, state-of-art projection-SAR
is impractical for real indoor broadcasting and demonstration applications.
In this thesis, an intelligent projection SAR robotic cameraman has been designed
and tested, which is mainly used in the field of indoor broadcasting and demon-
stration. This system changes the background behind the presenter to provide the
viewer with an interactive immersive viewing experience through projection virtual
content, and change the virtual images according to the motion of the presenter’s
upper limb and movements inside the scene. This system mainly includes two tech-
nologies: projection SAR and user visual tracking. It has three research objects:
• Firstly, the system needs an accurate and robust edge extraction algorithm to
mark the contour of important objects inside the scene since the user needs
the important edge information to recognise object in colour-less scene model
while designing the attached virtual content.
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• Then, our designed robot needs an suitable visual mapping algorithm as the
environments for indoor broadcasting and indoor demonstration scenarios con-
tain very few objects with rich textures. Moreover, while reconstruction 3D
detailed scene, we must consider there is no global loop closure optimisation
occurs.
• Finally, when the projection SAR system is built upon ground mobile platform,
we need to consider how the camera can track the human target and interact
with the virtual scene effectively.
Based on these research objectives, the thesis research has been conducted in chap-
ters 3, 4, 5 and 6 to show the results of our proposed intelligent projection SAR
robotic cameraman respectively.
In chapter 3, a contour extraction pipeline was designed to detect the contour ro-
bustly when the RGB, depth information and CNN scene segmentation data are in
low resolution or motion blurred. It is a combination of 4 recent popular contour or
line extractors. By analysing the advantages and disadvantages of each extractor,
we have established a line extractor pyramid based on the quality and quantities of
their detected line segments. In order to let the user know the semantic meaning
of each contour, we use CNN segmentation data to filter the contour information.
In the line extractor pyramid, Hough, BD and LSD extractor were from the top to
bottom to represent the number of detected line segments from small to large, and
the average accuracy from high to low. In Hough extractor level, because the Hough
extractor can join small segments and fuse multiple adjacent parallel segments, a
higher threshold parameter was set to make it detect only primary line features
inside each image.
Since the BD extractor produces fewer line segments than the LSD extractor and
retains the obvious segments, BD extractor and LSD extractor were used as feature
extractors for the second and third layers respectively. While detecting the features,
our algorithm starts with extracting the contour features from bottom layer to the
top layer refers to the pyramid, and then repeatedly clustering detected line seg-
ments according to their directions and positions. As contour cannot be accurately
described because of blurred image or the edge is too short in current camera’s per-
spective, whenever the image is processing from lower layer to the upper layer, the
features detected by upper layer were compared with the clustered features from
lower layer and only the similar ones are kept; The rest of features are re-clustered
and filtered by their position and length.
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Finally, all clustered line segment groups are filtered by the contour extraction result,
and only the ones near the contour are kept. In each successfully matched line group,
the best result was selected by the average direction of line group and the length
of each line segments. Meanwhile, considering the occlusion problem existed in
experimental scenes, a line segment completion algorithm was proposed based on
the end points of each line segment. By analysing whether the endpoint belongs
to the intersection point of contour or boundary of image, our algorithm is able to
predict the occluded part of each line and complete each line by connecting segments
or extending the segment to the image boundary.
In Chapter 4, a creative plane-based visual mapping algorithm was introduced for
indoor low-texture broadcasting and demonstration scene. Our approach relies on
only one medium or large size planar area that is not required to be fully appeared
in camera’s perspective. These planes include projection screens, blackboards, large
screens, wall posters and desktops, etc. Another innovative points is we don’t need
the prior knowledge of this plane, or the structure information of the scene, like
Manhattan Indoor Space structure. Similar to state-of-art visual mapping algo-
rithm, our plane-based algorithm has visual tracking and scene mapping process
work in parallel. In tracking process, we estimate the pose of camera through track-
ing the contour of landmark plane. Different to recent line feature based visual
tracking algorithm, we project the 2D contour information of the plane into the 3D
space and form the 3D contour model. Then the point-point ICP algorithm is used
to match the 3D contour models of the two frames and obtain the trajectory of the
camera.
By using this inter-frame registration algorithm, we solved the problem of tracking
failure caused by too few visual features. The experiments showed that our algorithm
fails when only one edge is visible in camera’s view. Meanwhile, as the global loop
closure optimisation is difficult to implement in practical applications, we track
the complete contour of a plane as a replacement. When the contour of landmark
plane has been detected completely, our algorithm stops adding new frames and
progressively update all previous key-frames from current frame by aligning detected
edges. The experimental results proved that our inter-frame registration algorithm
can be applied to medium distance key-frames registration, and the whole mapping
algorithm can be used as an optimisation program for pose-graph based SLAM
algorithm when the scene is lack of visual features, like ORB-SLAM.
In Chapter 5, the design of our mobile projection-SAR cameraman was described.
Our robotic cameraman includes two main techniques: a projection-SAR and a
ground mobile visual tracking robot. Our system has two main working phases.
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In preparation mode, it will read the pre-build scene from data, then calibrate the
sensors and estimate its initial pose relative to the projection area. To calibration
the sensor, we use state-of-art structured-light projection algorithm to define the
parameters of both visual sensors and get the RGB and depth information in its
current view. After that, we firstly find the frame closest to the current frame from
database through DBoW3, then extend each edge along the direction according to
the normal vector of the plane on the 3D contour model of both two frames. Finally,
the initial pose of camera relative to the scene was obtained by building and solving
the constraints function of matching edges and planes.
To enable the presenter tracking service in the running mode, our system uses
KinectV2 camera to locate the presenter with depth information and then track
the torch with RGB data. If the presenter is moving away from the centre of cam-
era’s view, the system can control the robotic pedestal to keep the presenter inside
field of view. Considering the distortion problem of projection images and the flex-
ibility of mobile pedestal, our robot is designed to move left or right only without
forward and backward motions. For immersive AR plays, we use the Kinect to
track the movement of presenter’s upper body, and then project the virtual content
accordingly.
In chapter 6, we tested the proposed robot in a simulated indoor demonstration
scene. Firstly, our proposed contour extraction algorithm and plane-based scene
reconstruction algorithm were tested in the experimental scene. The experimental
results show that our algorithm has two practical advantages compared to the exist-
ing algorithms. On the one hand, our algorithm can accurately predict the camera’s
trajectory and reconstruct the scene if there are not enough visual and geometric
features, and no global loop closure optimisation while mapping the scene. On the
other hand, we have a larger working range than the existing fixed projection-SAR
systems, but the lower accuracy of the construction. After that, we tested our AR
application in the experimental scenario. Compared to the existing projection-SAR
systems, the proposed system can produce a more vivid virtual-real interaction ex-
perience in a large environment.
7.2 Research Contribution
This thesis research has made the following contributions:
1. Contribution on Contour Extraction.
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• Our algorithm solves the problem that the existing edge extraction algo-
rithms cannot accurately describe edges when images are blurred due to
motion blur or shooting jitter. By analysing four different contour extrac-
tion algorithms and combining the extraction results according to their
characteristics, we can accurately and robustly find the optimal edge in
the blurred image.
• Our algorithm also solves the problem that the contour is partially oc-
cluded. By analysing whether the endpoint of each edge belongs to the
inflection point of the contour or to the edge point of the image, our algo-
rithm can automatically determine whether the edge segment is occluded.
Then complete the occluded edges by extending or connecting.
2. Contribution on indoor mapping in extreme environments.
• The proposed plane-based visual mapping algorithm optimises the map-
ping performance in low-texture and low geometric feature environment.
By tracking a medium or large size planar area inside the scene, our al-
gorithm is able to track the trajectory of camera and then reconstruct
the whole scene.
• The proposed plane-based visual mapping algorithm does not require
the landmark plane to be fully appeared in camera’s perspective during
tracking. The experimental results have shown that our algorithm works
successfully when two or more edges are visible.
• In order to meet the needs of practicability of indoor mapping appli-
cations, we replaced loop closure optimisation by tracking the complete
contour. This allows our algorithm is applicable for the precise recon-
struction of small-scale scenes. Meanwhile our algorithm does not require
a prior knowledge of the landmark plane, and does not rely on the indoor
Manhattan structure.
3. Contribution on mobility of Projection-SAR applications.
• Our system combines projection-SAR and ground mobile human follow-
ing service robot to make it work in a larger working range. By tracking
the presenter, the system can project different dynamic virtual images in
different background zones, which provides the viewer a richer and more
realistic AR experience.
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• Our system can provide creative human-computer interaction behaviours
and enhance the immersive AR experience for users, on-site audience and
audience behind the screens. And this can not be achieved by existing
AR systems.
• Compared to the existing SAR system, our system is applicable to differ-
ent scenarios. Its mobile base can be replaced by different kinds of wheel
configuration to meet the needs of various working scenes.
• Our system uses normal sensors and does not required up-front frame-
works, which makes projection-SAR has a greater market value.
7.3 A List of Publications
The academic publications that have been achieved during this PhD study are listed
below.
• Yan, D. and Hu, H., Application of augmented reality and robotic technology
in broadcasting: a survey. Robotics, 6(3), 2017, pages 1-18.
• Yan, D. and Hu, H., A novel plane-based image registration pipeline with
CNN scene parsing. Proceedings of the 11th Computer Science and Electronic
Engineering Conference, University of Essex, UK, 25-26 Sept. 2019, pages 1-6.
• Yan, D. and Hu, H., Robotic cameraman for AR broadcasting and demonstra-
tion, in preparation to be submitted to IEEE Transactions on Systems, Man
and Cybernetics: Systems.
• Yan, D. and Hu, H., plane-based visual mapping algorithm in empty indoor
scenes. in preparation to be submitted to IEEE Transactions on Industrial
Electronics.
7.4 Future Work
Future work will focus more on improving the performance of the mobile projection
SAR system, which mainly includes:
1. To work on changing the parameters of projection images.
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In recent Projection-SAR applications, the parameters of projection images
are defined by structured-light projection algorithm during sensor calibration
process, which limits the Projection SAR to a fixed application. When the
SAR system moves, the parameter of projector changes. In our system, we
have optimised this error but not solved it completely. Therefore, the further
research will focus on creating an algorithm for calibrating projection images
that is specified for mobile SAR systems. In this algorithm, the project pa-
rameters are firstly calibrated by structured-light projection, and then contin-
uously changed according to the relative pose between the projector and the
projection target during operation. In addition, this algorithm can also solve
the problem of real-time tracking of camera pose in feature-less environment
by adding distance measurement sensors or other approaches.
2. To work on improving the flexibility of robotic pedestal.
Our purposed robotic cameraman is working with a wheeled mobile pedestal
with the limited movements. It is only allowed to move left or right with a fixed
direction in order to keep the user tracking accuracy for projecting contents in
the most indoor SAR applications at present, such as the orbital cameraman
in filming and broadcasting. It is clear that future SAR applications require
more flexible movement. Thus, it is necessary to adopt the mobile robot with
omnidirectional movements for the projection SAR applications, which allows
the presenter to move more freely inside the scene and allows the audience to
have a more realistic viewing experience.
3. To work on richer interactive plays specific for the projection SAR.
As the wide applications of AR technology, designing richer interpersonal in-
teraction experiences has been the main research of AR applications in recent
years. However, there is no breakthrough being made for improving projection-
based AR experience. Therefore, I will try to design some human-computer
interaction behaviours suitable for spatial SAR, which can change the appear-
ance of the scene more realistically and recognise more user’s actions.
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